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This thesis describes the control over the supramolecular and electronic structure 
of molecular tunneling junctions is the key to ensure optimal performance of the 
molecular electronic devices and is the foundation to build-up new generation of these 
devices. Our optimization efforts include improvement of the quality of the junctions 
step-by-step from the roughness of the bottom-electrodes, the choice of electrode 
materials, the supramolecular packing of the self-assembled monolayer (SAM), to the 
coupling of the molecule with the electrodes. Our goal is to achieve high performance 
molecular electronic devices with high yield, high stability, supported by statistically 
large numbers of data. 
Chapter 1 gives a general introduction to the field of molecular electronics and 
an overview of the Thesis. Chapter 2 reviews the reasons why good molecular diodes 
are rare from supramolecular and electronic considerations. From Chapter 3 to 7, we 
focused on optimizations of the molecular electronic junctions from either 
supramolecular packing, or electronic structure, or both, and In Chapter 8 to 9 we 
showcase to use of this newly gained knowledge to enhance the performance of the 
molecular electronic devices. In Chapter 3, we relate the role of surface topography of 
Ag and Au bottom-electrodes to the tunneling decay coefficient β, the yield in 
non-shorting junctions, and the leakage currents, by the most widely studied model 
system: alkanethiolate SAMs. We introduce the surface parameter bearing volume 
(BV, nm3) to determine the surface topography. Our results suggest that the values of 
β are very sensitive to the topography of the bottom-electrodes, while the yields are 
xi 
 
not. Chapter 4 reveals the rectification ratio (R) of the molecular diodes in the form of 
Ag-SC11Fc//GaOx/EGaIn, is also very sensitive to the roughness of the electrodes. 
Only the molecular diodes formed on Ag surfaces with low BV values, i.e., smooth 
surfaces, generate high values of R ~100, with high reproducibility and in yields. 
Chapter 5 shows that the performance of the molecular diodes can be controlled by 
adding CH2 unit one-by-one to the backbone, which is caused by an 0.5 kcal/mol 
difference in supramolecular packing energy resulting from the “odd-even” effect 
induced by the tilt-angle α of the Fc units. In Chapter 6, we study the “odd-even” 
effect in detail which allows us to pinpoint the origins of the odd-even effects and 
demonstrate experimentally for the first time the reversal of the “odd-even” effect on 
the performance of the molecular diodes. Chapter 7 describes our efforts in 
understanding the molecule—electrode coupling. We found that van der Waals 
coupling is the key for effective molecule—electrode coupling with minimal 
molecular orbital broadening. We also demonstrate the switching of the rectification 
direction in molecular diodes and determined experimentally of the shape of the 
non-linear electrostatic potential profile inside the junctions. Chapter 8 makes it 
possible to enhance current output by two orders magnitude without any changes in 
tunneling barrier width but with the SAMs having a stable radical to bring more 
orbitals in tunneling resonance than non-radical SAMs. In Chapter 9, we optimize the 
supramolecular and electronic structure of AgTS-SC11Fc2//GaOx/EGaIn junctions, in 
order to increase the current at the on-set of the diodes, and minimize the leakage 
current at the off-set, to achieve very high values of R of 1.1 × 103 at 0.875 V. 
xii 
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SAMs of SC6Fc and SC7Fc on AgTS recorded at the incident angle θ = 
90° and a grazing of angle θ = 20°. The signals at 285.4 eV and at 
286.9 eV are assigned to C 1s → 4e1g and C 1s → 3e2u transitions, 
respectively, based on previous assignments.25 d) The value of α(with 
an estimated error of roughly ± 5°) as a function of n derived from the 
NEXAFS spectra (see Experimental Section). 
  
Figure 5.4 The packing energies as a function of n derived from electrochemistry 
and molecular dynamics.  Cyclic voltammograms of SAMs of SC11Fc 
(black solid line) and SC12Fc (red solid line) on AuTS with aqueous 0.1 
M HCl4O as electrolyte solution recorded at a scan rate of 1.0 V/s (see 
Fig. 5.5 for all cyclic voltammograms). b) The peak oxidation (Epa) and 
reduction potentials (Epc) for SAMs on AuTS as a function of n with 
aqueous 0.1 M HCl4O as electrolyte solution recorded at a scan rate of 
1.0 V/s. c) Computed SAM packing interactions on Ag for the 
alkyl-alkyl chain, Fc-alkyl chain, and the Fc-Fc head group interactions 
as a function of n. Also plotted are the full Fc packing (Fctot, composed 
of Fc-Fc packing plus Fc-alkyl packing) and the full molecule packing 
(Molecule, composed of alkyl-alkyl and Fctot packing). d) Odd-even 
differences ΔEpack in calculated SAM packing energies on Ag and Au 
substrates; the ΔEpack value at each chain length n is the deviation of the 
Epack value at n from the average of the Epack values at n-1 and n+1. An 
odd-even effect of 0.4 kcal/mol in molecule packing energies is 
estimated from the average of the second derivatives around each Epack 
data point. 
  
Figure 5.5 Cyclic voltammograms of SAMs of SCnFc, n = 6 – 15 (black solid line 
for n = 6, 8, 10, 12, 14; red solid line for n = 7, 9, 11, 13, 15) on AuTS 
with aqueous 0.1 M HClO4 as electrolyte solution and Ag/AgCl as a 
reference electrode recorded at a scan rate of 1.0 V/s. The SAMs with n 
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= 14 and 15 show a second oxidation wave at larger potential due to 
back bending of the Fc units. 
  
Figure 5.6 Average J(V) curves of AgTS-SCnFc//Ga2O3/EGaIn junctions. The error 
bars represent the log-standard deviations of the log-average values. 
  
Figure 5.7 Histograms of the values of R (=|J(-1V)|/|J(+1V)|) measured across 
AgTS-SCnFc//Ga2O3/EGaIn junctions with a Gaussian fit to these 
histograms. 
  
Figure 5.8 Histograms of the values of J(-1V) and J(+1V) measured across 
AgTS-SCnFc//Ga2O3/EGaIn junctions with a Gaussian fit to these 
histograms. 
  
Figure 5.9 C K-edge NEXAFS spectra of AgTS-SCnFc SAMs acquired at an X-ray 
incidence angle of 90° (normal incidence, red line) and incidence angle 
of 20° (grazing incidence, black line) with respect to the surface plane. 
  
Figure 5.10 C K-edge NEXAFS spectra of AuTS-SCnFc SAMs acquired at an X-ray 
incidence angle of 90° (normal incidence, red line) and incidence angle 
of 20° (grazing incidence, black line) with respect to the surface plane. 
  
Figure 5.11 The Fc tilt angles αdetermined experimentally by NEXAFS(with an 
error of roughly ±5°) and molecular dynamics (see below; with an error 
of 22°) as a function of n for the SAMs of AuTS-SCnFc. 
  
Figure 6.1 The “ideal” schematic illustration of the junction of 
MTS-SCnFc//Ga2O3/EGaIn, with n = 11 and 12. The SAMs formed on 
either AgTS (A) or AuTS (B) bottom electrodes. The tilt angle α (°) of the 
Fc units and the tilt angle β (°) of the alkyl chain with respect to the 
surface normal are indicated. The thick red arrows indicate the direction 
and magnitude of the dipole moment of the Fc units projected to the 
surface normal.48 C) The energy level diagram with the interface dipole 
(dependent on the values of α, see details on page 12). The work 
function of bottom electrodes (Ag or Au) is indicated as ΦAu or ΦAg. 
The red bar represents the HOMO level of the molecule which is 
located at the Fc units. The insert illustrates how the magnitude of the 
net dipole moment changes the molecule-electrode offset energy δEME. 
  
Figure 6.2 A) The values of < log10|J|G as a function of bias for 
MTS-SCnFc//Ga2O3/EGaIn junctions with n = 11 or 12 (the other plots 
are given in Supporting Information).  B) The values of < log10|J|G 
(B), δlog(C), the yields in non-shorting junctions (D), J at -1.0 V (E), 
and J at +1.0 V (F) as a function of n. The inset of panel E shows 
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theΔlog10|JAu|G andΔlog10|JAg|G vs. n.The error bars represent the 95% 
confidence levels. The data for junctions with AgTS electrodes was 
taken from reference 6 and was included here for comparison. 
  
Figure 6.3 A) The tilt angle (β) of alkyl chains as a function of carbon number (n), 
measured by molecular dynamics. The error bars are one standard 
deviation of 12 to 30 degree. B) The layer thickness (d) measured by 
ARXPS. C) The odd-even differences ∆Epack in calculated SAM 
packing energies on Ag and Au substrates. D) Near carbon K-edge 
NEXAFS spectra for SAMs of SC10Fc and SC11Fc on AuTS.E) The Fc 
tilt angles α(with an error of roughly ± 5°) as a function of n derived 
from the angular-dependence of the NEXAFS spectra. F) The 
calculated Fc tilt angles α(with an error of roughly ± 20°) by MD 
simulations. The NEXAFS data for SAMs on AgTS was taken from 
reference 6 and included here for clarity. 
  
Figure 6.4 The plot of HOMO-onset position (A) and work function (B) as a 
function of n, obtained from UPS. The insert shows a plot of ΔΦ (= ΦAu 
- ΦAg) as a function of n.  
  
Figure 6.5 The J values at -1.0 V as a function of SAM height d on AuTS(A) and 
AgTS (B) surfaces. The black solid squares () represent the J of even 
numbered SAMs and the red solid dots () represent the J of odd 
numbered SAMs. The dashed lines are fits to Eq. 2 from which we 
derived the values of β(Å-1) and J0 (A/cm2). 
  
Figure 6.6 The AFM images of AuTS (A) and AgTS (B). 
  
Figure 6.7 Log-average J(V) –curves  of AuTS-SCnFc//Ga2O3/EGaIn junctions. 
The error bars represent the log-standard deviations of the log-average 
values.  
  
Figure 6.8 Histograms of the values of R (=|J(-1V)|/|J(+1V)|) measured across 
AuTS-SCnFc//Ga2O3/EGaIn junctions with a Gaussian fit to these 
histograms. 
  
Figure 6.9 S 2p and Fe 2p3/2 spectra of SAMs of SCnFc on AuTS at normal 
emission, θ = 90º.  
  
Figure 6.10 S 2p and Fe 2p3/2 spectra of SAMs of SCnFc on AgTS normal emission, 
θ = 90º. 
  




Figure 6.12 UPS spectra of SAMs of SCnFc on AuTS. a) The secondary electron 
peak and cut-off and (b) the valence band spectra and HOMO onset. 
The solid bars in (a) and (b) present the cut-off and HOMO onset 
positions, respectively. 
  
Figure 6.13 UPS spectra of SAMs of SCnFc on AgTS. a) The secondary electron 
peak and cut-off and (b) the valence band spectra and EHOMO. The solid 
bars in (a) and (b) present the cut-off and HOMO onset positions, 
respectively. 
  
Figure 6.14 The EHOMO as a function of n. 
  
Figure 6.15 The surface coverage of SCnFc on AuTS surfaces calculated from CV 
and MD measurements. 
  
Figure 6.16 The LAD fits of log10|J| at -1.0 V and +1.0 V to Eq. 2. The black solid 
squares () represent the log|J| of odd numbered SAMs and the red 
solid dots ()represent the log|J| of even numbered SAMs. 
  
Figure 6.17 The plots of average log|J| at +1.0 V from Gaussian (A, B) and LAD 
(C, D) fits as a function of tunneling width d on AuTS and AgTS 
surfaces. The dashed lines are fits to Eq. 2. 
  
Figure 7.1 The J(V) curves of the devices incorporated with SAMs of (a) 
SC13CH3, and (b) SC17CH3 right after the devices were prepared and 
after the devices were left for several days. 
  
Figure 5.19 GC-MS spectra of SCn-1CH3 (n = 10, 12, 14, 16, 18). (a), (c), (e), (g) 
and (i) are the GC spectra of SC9CH3, SC11CH3, SC13CH3, SC15CH3, 
and SC17CH3, respectively. (b), (d), (f), (h) and (j) are the 
corresponding MS spectra of SC9CH3, SC11CH3, SC13CH3, SC15CH3, 
and SC17CH3, respectively. 
  
Figure 6.1 Schematic illustration of a thin-area defect in a SAM-based junction. 
The current is large at the defect site because of the small d and 
exponential dependence on d (Eqs. 6.1-6.3). The arrows indicate the 
direction of current flow (here shown for the case the current flows 
from the top to the bottom-electrode). The red ellipses indicate the area 
where Joule heating in the electrodes could be important.  
  
Figure 6.2 (A) Schematic illustration of the junctions (not drawn to scale). (B) 
Photograph of a complete device. Optical micrographs of the 
top-electrodes with Ageo = 4.9×102 (C), 2.8×103 (D), or 1.1×104 μm2 (E) 
in contact with ITO (see Figure 6.13 for the optical micrographs for the 
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other values of Ageo). 
  
Figure 6.3 Plots of the Gaussian mean of the values of <log10|J|>G vs. applied bias 
and histograms of log10|J| at -0.50 V with Gaussian fits to these 
histograms, respectively, for junctions with n = 10, 12, 14, 16, or 18 
and Ageo of 1.8×102µm2 (A and B), 4.9×102 µm2 (C and D), 9.6×102 µm2 
(E and F), 2.8×103 µm2 (G and H), 6.4×103 µm2 (I and J), 1.1×104 µm2 
(K and L), or 1.8×104 µm2 (M and N) respectively. 
  
Figure 6.4 Linear plots of the J vs. applied bias for junctions with n = 10 (A), 12 
(B), 14 (C), 16 (D), or 18 (E) with Ageo is 4.9×102µm2 and junctions 
with n = 10 (F), 12 (G), 14 (H), 16 (I), or 18 (J) with Ageo is .1×104 µm2. 
  
Figure 6.5 The values of < log10|J|>G as a function of nC for junctions with 
different values of Ageo. 
  
Figure 6.6 Least absolute deviation fitting of Eq.6. 2 to all values of <log10|J|> 
(except shorts) as a function of n for junctions with the values of Ageo of 
1.8×102 µm2 (A), 4.9×102 µm2 (B), 9.6×102 µm2 (C), 2.8×103 µm2 (D), 
6.4×103 µm2 (E), 1.1×104 µm2 (F), or 1.8×104 µm2 (G). 
  
Figure 6.7 The values of log10|J0| (A), β (B), the yield in working devices (C), and 
the log-standard deviation σlog (D), as a function of Ageo. The red dashed 
lines are guides to the eye. 
  
Figure 6.8 (A) The J(V) characteristics of the AgTS-SC18//GaOx/EGaIn junctions 
as a function of Ageo. The solid line fits to the Simmons equation (Eq. 
5.3). (B) Plots of the log10|J| values for junctions of 
AgTS-SC18//GaOx/EGaIn as a function of Ageo. (C) The J(V) 
characteristics of the AgDE-SC18//GaOx/EGaIn junctions as a function of 
Ageo. The solid line fits to the Simmons equation (Eq. 5.3). (D) Plots of 
the log10|J| values for junctions on rough Ag surface as a function of 
Ageo on as deposited Ag. 
  
Figure 6.9 The normalized differential conductance curves as a function of Ageo for 
junctions with AgTS (A) and AgDE electrodes (B). The solid lines are 
guides to the eye. 
  
Figure 6.10  (A) J(V) characteristics of SC18 for various top-electrode area. The 
solid line fits to the Simmons equation (Eq. 6.3). (B) Estimated 
effective thickness deff as a function of Ageo. 
  
Figure 6.11  (A) Plots of J vs. n for applied bias of 0.025 to 0.500 V in steps of 
0.025V. The solid lines represent fits to Eq. 6.2. (B) the values of J0 as a 
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function of applied bias (in black); the same but corrected for the 
effective electrical contact area (in red). 
  
Figure 6.12 Schematic illustration of preparation of PDMS mold. 
  
Figure 6.13 Optical micrographs of the top-electrodes of different sizes of 1.8×102 
μm2 (A), 9.6 × 102 μm2 (B), 6.4×103 μm2 (C), or 1.8×104 μm2 (D). 
  
Figure 6.14 (A) The atomic force microscopy image of AgTS with a rout mean 
square roughness of 0.52 nm measured over an area of 2.0 × 2.0 µm2. 
(B) The atomic force microscopy image of AgDE with a rout mean 
square roughness of 2.76 nm measured over an area of 2.0 × 2.0 µm2. 
  
Figure 7.1 The junctions of the form AgTS-SCnFcC13-n//Ga2O3/EGaIn. Idealised 
schematic illustrations of the junctions with the Fc units in 
non-covalent contact with the bottom-electrode defined as the left 
electrode (n = 3, a), in the middle of the junction (n = 6, b), and in 
non-covalent contact with the top-electrode, defined as the right 
electrode (n = 13, c). The schematics illustrate how the spatial 
disposition of the HOMO level (which is centred on the Fc unit) with 
respect to the electrodes can be controlled as a function ofn (the alkyl 
linkers are flexible and the average Fc-electrode distances are given in 
Figs.7.3 and 5). The Fc unit couples to the electrodes as indicated by 
the dashed arrows. For more realistic images of the structures of the 
SAMs we refer to structures obtained from molecular dynamics 
simulations (Fig.7.3). The corresponding energy level diagrams for 
coupling with large (d) and minimal (e) molecular frontier orbital 
broadening. The curved arrows in panel d indicate the bias dependent 
change in the mechanism of charge transport from direct to sequential 
tunnelling as explained in the text. The various coupling parameters 
that control device performance are defined in the text. The dotted lines 
in panel e indicate schematically the flat (i) and ramp-like (ii, iii) 
electrostatic potential profiles. 
  
Figure 7.2 The electrical charactistics of the tunnelling junctions. Average J(V) 
curves of junctions with SAMs of SC13Fc (a), SC6FcC7 (b), and 
SC3FcC10 (c). See Experimental Section Figures 7.13 and 7.14, Table 
7.2, and Experimental Section: “Statistical analysis” for all SAMs 
with log-standard deviations, details of the statistical analysis, and 
histograms of the current densities. d) Histograms of the rectification 
ratios of these junctions with Gaussian fits to the histograms. e) The 
rectification ratio as a function of n. The error bars indicate one 
log-standard deviation (black bar) or 95% confidence level intervals 
(red bar). The dashed line is a guide to the eye. f) The current density 
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measured at -1.0 V and +1.0 V as a function of n. The dashed line 
indicates the regimes in which the diodes are in the on-state. The diode 
in the off-state at negative bias only for n = 3, while only for n > 10 the 
diodes are in the off-state at positive bias; these most efficient diodes 
are indicated in green. 
  
Figure 7.3 Structural characterisation of the SAMs on AgTS and AuTS surfaces. a) 
The molecular structure of S(CH2)12FcCH3, one of the SCnFcCn-13 
series of molecules. In this case the bottom alkyl chain below Fc is 
(CH2)12 and the top alkyl above Fc is CH3. Side-views of representative 
structures of the SC12FcC1 (b), SC7FcC6 (c), and SFcC13 SAMs (d) on 
silver obtained by molecular dynamics.  e)  The film thicknesses and 
position of the iron atom below vacuum within the SAMs on AuTS 
determined from ARXPS (see Experimental Section Figure 7.8 for the 
XPS spectra) and molecular dynamics as a function of n, i.e., the 
number of carbons under the Fc moiety. Error bars on the MD data are 
0.2-0.4 nm. f) Cyclic voltammograms of SAMs of SCnFcC13-n on Au 
with n = 0, 3, 7, 10, and 13 recorded at a scan rate of 1.0 V/s with 
aqueous 1.0 M HClO4 as the electrolyte solution. The peak oxidation 
potentials of the SAMs on AuTS generally increase with decreasing n 
suggesting the alkyl chains above the Fc units effectively shield the Fc 
units from the electrolyte solution. 
  
Figure 7.4 Electronic structure of the SAMs on AuTS and AgTS. a) The partial 
density of states (PDOS) calculated by DFT of SFcC5 on Au and the 
experimental UPS data of SFcC13 on AuTS. The two regions labelled 
with A and B indicate bands predominated by contributions from Fc 
and sulphur respectively. The calculated structures of SFcC5 (b) and 
SC3FcC2 (c)on Au along with the charge density distribution of the 
HOMO. These calculations show that the HOMO is delocalised over 
the metal electrode for SFcC5 on gold, while the HOMO is localised on 
the molecule and centred at the Fc unit for SC3FcC2 on gold. d) The 
UPS spectra for SCnFcC13-n on AgTS with n = 0 – 5 (see all spectra in 
Experimental Section, including on AuTS). e) UPS measured work 
function and ionisation potential (negative of the HOMO energy) 
values of the SCnFcC13-n SAMs on AgTS as a function of the number of 
carbons under the Fc units. The dashed lines are guides to the eye. 
Measured work functions are in excellent agreement with work 
functions computed from DFT electrostatic energy profiles. f) The 
effective division parameter 𝜂𝑉  as calculated from the rectification 
data. The dashed line is a guide to the eye and the solid line represents 
the predicted values of 𝜂𝑉 for a linear electrostatic potential profile.g) 
The width of the molecular orbital Γ and molecule-electrode offset 
energy δEME as a function of n. See Experimental Section for more 
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discussion regarding the analysis and interpretation of the UPS data 
(Experimental Section: “Valence band spectra”). 
  
Figure 7.5 Calculated Fc and Electrode interactions and Fc Positions. (a)SC3Fc 
molecule adsorption geometry on Au(111) (structures 1-12) computed 
using DFT. (b) Grimme D3 dispersion-corrected adsorption energies47 
for Fc---Au(111) contacts in the 12 computed orientations. For 
reference, the MD van der Waals Fc---Au(111) binding energies 
averaged over all MD structures with Fc and Au distances ≤ 0.5 nm are 
173 ± 12 meV. (c) Populations of Fc units within 5 Å of the top- and 
bottom-electrode in SAM structures computed from molecular 
dynamics simulations. 
  
Figure 7.6 The energy level diagrams of the diodes with n = 0 – 13. The energy 
level diagrams are drawn for the junction under applied biases of 0 V 
(a), -1.0 V (b), and +1.0 V (c). The solid red markers indicate the 
position of the HOMO inside the junction and the number indicates the 
value of n. For the values of n = 0 – 2, the grey box indicates the 
delocalisation of the HOMO. The dashed grey line indicates the Fermi 
level of both electrodes at 0 V bias (top), Fermi level of the 
bottom-electrode (left lead) at -1.0 V bias, and the Fermi level of the 
top-electrode (right lead) at +1.0 V bias. In all of our experiments, we 
biased the Ga2O3/GaIn top-electrode and grounded the Ag 
bottom-electrode. 
  
Figure 7.7 AFM images of AuTS (a) and AgTS substrates (b). The RMS roughness 
values are 0.36 nm (a) and 0.90 nm (b; both measured over 1 × 1 μm2).  
  
Figure 7.8 Fe 2p3/2 and S 2p spectra of SCnFcC13-n SAMs on AuTS. 
  
Figure 7.9 Angular dependent C K-edge NEXAFS spectra of SCnFcC13-n-AuTS 
SAMs with n = even (a) and n = odd (b) acquired at an X-ray incidence 
angle of 90° (normal incidence, black line) and incidence angle of 20° 
(grazing incidence, red line) with respect to the surface plane. 
  
Figure 7.10 The Fc tilt angles α determined experimentally by NEXAFS (with an 
error of roughly ±5°) and molecular dynamics (with an error of ±22°) 
as a function of n for the SAMs of SCnFcC13-n on AuTS. 
  
Figure 7.11 (a) The secondary electron cut-off and (b) valence band spectra of 
SCnFcC13-n SAM on AuTS. The HOMO onset and cut-off positions are 
marked with black solid bars. (c) Determination of δEME from the first 




Figure 7.12 (a) The secondary electron cut-off and (b) valence band spectra of 
SCnFcC13-n SAM on AgTS. The HOMO onset and cut-off positions are 
marked with black solid bars. 
  
Figure 7.13 Average J(V) curves of AgTS-SCnFcC13-n//Ga2O3/EGaIn junctions. The 
error bars represent the log-standard deviations of the log-average 
values. 
  
Figure 7.14 Histograms of the values of R (=|J(-1V)|/|J(+1V)|) measured across 
AgTS-SCnFcC13-n//Ga2O3/EGaIn junctions with a Gaussian fit to these 
histograms. 
  
Figure 8.1 Schematic illustration of the junction of AuTS-SRn(NRn)//Ga2O3/EGaIn 
and the corresponding energy level diagram with (a) NRx and (b) Rx. 
  
Scheme 8.1 Synthetic route to radicals R8, R10 and R12 and alpha-H non-radicals 
NR8, NR10 and NR12. 
  
Figure 8.2 Electronic structure of the PTM SAMs on AuTS. (a) Ultraviolet 
photoemission spectroscopy (UPS) and (b) C K-edge X-ray absorption 
fine structure (NEXAFS) spectra of R8, R10, R12 and NR12 SAMs.  
  
Figure 8.3 Electrical characteristics of the tunneling junctions. (a) Average curves 
of the J(V) traces for radical (red) and non-radical (black) junctions and 
(b) the histograms of J measured at ±1.0 V for 
AuTS-SRx(NRx)//Ga2O3/EGaIn junctions. 
  
Figure 8.4 The temperature dependence measurements of AuTS-Rx//Ga2O3/EGaIn 
junctions. (a) Averaged J(V) curves at each temperature for R8, R10 and 
R12 were the error bars representing the standard deviation and (b) 
Arrhenius plot for J at -1.0 V. 
  
Figure 8.5 Mechanism of charge transport. The average values of J (A/cm2) at -1.0 
V as a function of carbon number (n) for AuTS-SRx(NRx)//Ga2O3/EGaIn 
junctions. Fit to the simplified form of the Simmons equation. 
  
Figure 8.6 Cyclic voltammetry of the R12 SAM on AuTS. 
  
Figure 8.7 C 1s, Cl 2p, and S 2p spectra of SCnPTM SAMs on AuTS with a 
take-off angle of 90°. 
  
Figure 8.8 C 1s, Cl 2p, and S 2p spectra of SCnPTM SAMs on AuTS with a 




Figure 9.1 A) Schematic illustrations of the junctions of 
AgTS-SC11Fc2//GaOx/EGaIn. The GaOx is a 0.7 nm thick self-limiting 
oxide layer primarily consisting of GaOx with a very low resistance 
(~10−4 Ω·cm2), the SAM//GaOx contact resistance is negligible, and the 
GaOx layer is too thin to support depletion layers. The chemical 
structure of each molecule is shown at the right side of the junctions. 
The tilt angle of the Fc unit (α) with respect to the surface normal is 
defined with red dashed line. B) The energy level diagrams at 0, −1.0, 
and +1.0 V bias. The black bar indicates the HOMO and HOMO-1 
positions. The dashed bar indicates the LUMO position and the dotted 
line indicates the Fermi-level. The arrows indicate the bias dependent 
change in the mechanism of charge transport. 
  
Figure 9.2 A) The cyclic voltammograms of the three AuTS-SC11Fc2 SAMs as the 
working electrode, Pt as the counter electrode, and saturated Ag/AgCl 
as the reference electrode, recorded at a scan rate of 1.0 V/s with 
aqueous 1.0 M HClO4 as the electrolyte. B) Valence band and 
secondary cut-off spectra of the HOMO peak (see Experimental 
Section Figure 9.12 for the complete spectra). C) Angular dependent C 
K-edge NEXAFS spectra of the SAMs of AgTS-SC11Fc2. 
  
Figure 9.3 The electrical stability of the junctions: 1500 J(V) curves (trace and 
re-trace) of junctions with SAMs of Fc-Fc (A), Fc=Fcα (B) and Fc=Fcβ 
(C). D) Plot of R (= J(at -1.0V)/J(at +1.0V)) as a function of the trace 
number. 
  
Figure 9.4 The log-average J(V) plot of the junctions with SAMs of Fc-Fc (A), 
Fc=Fcβ (B), and Fc=Fcα (C), the corresponding histograms of Rmax with 
a Gaussian fit to these histograms (D-F),  and value of R vs. applied 
bias (G-I). The error bars in A-C indicate the log-standard deviations 
(σlog) and in H-I the 95% confidence levels. 
  
Figure 9.5 The AFM images of AgTS surfaces: A) freshly template-stripped. B) 
after 24 hours immersion in Toluene solution. 
  
Figure 9.6 Optical micrograph of the through-hole filled with Ga2O3/EGaIn of the 
PDMS top-electrode on ITO. 
  
Figure 9.7 The histograms of J at ±1.0 V. 
  
Figure 9.8 The histograms of J at ±1.2 V. 
  
Figure 9.9 The J(V) traces of the SAMs of AgTS-SC11Fc2 and the histograms of R 
at ±1.0 V. 
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Figure 9.10 C 1s, Fe 2p3/2, and S 2p spectra of SC11Fc2 SAMs on AgTS with a 
take-off angle of 90°. 
  
Figure 9.11 C 1s, Fe 2p3/2, C 1s and S 2p spectra of SC11Fc2 SAMs on AgTS with 
take-off angle of 40°. 
  
Figure 9.12 Valence band spectra (A-C) and the secondary electron cut-off (D-F) of 
SC11Fc2 SAMs on AgTS. 
 
Figure 9.13 The Gaussian fits to the first peak of valence band spectra of the three 
SAMs, Fc-Fc (A), Fc=Fcβ (B) and Fc=Fcα (C), on AgTS, involving the 
HOMO (blue), HOMO-1 (green), and Shirley back ground (cyan), and 
the  model (in red) superimposed on the experimental data. 
  
Figure 9.14 The J as a function of trace number with SC11Fc2 SAMs on AgTS, at 







List of Abbreviations 
 
AFM Atomic Force Microscopy 
ARXPS Angle Resolved X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy 
A-TS Annealed Template Stripping 
CV Cyclic Voltammetry 
DE Direct evaporation 
DFT Density functional theory 
EGaIn Eutectic alloy Gallium and Indium 
Fc Ferrocene 
GaOx Gallium Oxide 
HOMO Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital 
ITO Indium Tin Oxide 
LAD  Least Absolute Deviation 
LUMO Lowest Unoccupied Molecular Orbital 
MD Molecular dynamics 
NEXAFS Near Edge X-Ray Absorption Fine Structure 
PTM Perchlorotriphenylmethyl 
OA Optical Adhesive 
PDMS Polydimethylsiloxane 
rms  Root Mean Square  
RT Room Temperature 
SAMs Self-Assembled Monolayers 
SD Seeded deposition 
SOMO Single occupied molecular orbital 
SUMO Single unoccupied molecular orbital 
TS Template-Stripped 
UPS Ultraviolet Photoelectron Spectroscopy 
XPS X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy 
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Agb Area of grain boundaries 
Agr Area of grains 
BV Bearing volume 
d Thickness of the SAMs 
dgb Diameter of grain boundaries 
dgr Diameter of grains 
J Current density 
J0 Hypothetical current density when tunneling distance is zero 
nC Number of repeating CH2 units 
neven Even-numbered CH2 units 
Ngr Number of grains 
nodd Odd-numbered CH2 units 
R Rectification ratio 
RC Contact resistance 
RSAM SAM resistance 
V Voltage 
α Tilt angle of terminal groups 
β Tunneling decay coefficient 
Γ Surface coverage 
Γi Energy coupling 
Δ Broadening of the orbital 
η Asymmetry parameter 
σ Standard deviation 
Φ Work function 
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Over 40 years since the landmark paper by Ratner and Aviram, to build electronic 
circuits with molecules to bypass the limitation in device miniaturization in the 
semiconductor industry seems to be an attractive alternative.1-4 This bottom-up 
approach makes it possible to integrate multiple electronic functions in one proper 
designed molecule and to induce electronic function that is complementary or difficult 
to obtain using conventional approaches.5,6 Even so, to date most studies focus in 
understanding the fundamentals of the mechanism of charge transport including 
identifying the role of the molecular component, the electrodes, and the 
molecule/metal interfaces. However, this goal is difficult to achieve as uncertainties in 
the structure of each the components of the hampers the interpretation of the data.2,5,7,8 
Although several types of molecule electronic devices have been reported, the 
lack of control over the supramolecular structure and molecule/electrodes interactions 
slows down the development from lab-based systems to applications. The aim of this 
work is to optimize the molecular devices by studying how each component affects 
the mechanism of charge transport and the electrical characteristics of the devices, 
and to identify ways to optimize their performances. 
Chapter 2 gives a literature overview of how to construct molecular diodes while 
keeping supramolecular and electronic considerations in mind. In Chapters 3 to 7, we 
optimize the supramolecular and electronic structure of the molecular junctions 
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systemically within our model system, i.e., self-assembled monolayer (SAM) of 
alkanethiolates (SCn, with n as the repeating carbon number) or ferrocene (Fc) 
terminated alkanethiolates (SCnFc), supported by Ag or Au surfaces as 
bottom-electrodes. The top-electrode we used is a non-destructive liquid metal of a 
eutectic alloy gallium and indium, named EGaIn.   
In Chapter 3, we examined the role of the topography of the bottom electrodes in 
the quality of the junctions with SCn SAMs as a function of the bearing volume (BV; 
a measure to determine the topography of the bottom electrodes more precisely than 
the commonly used root-mean-square (rms) roughness parameter) among 8 different 
surfaces. The surfaces with low BV values minimized defects in the supramolecular 
packing of the SAMs and thus minimize the leakage current in the device. This 
knowledge later was applied to the molecular diodes in the form of SC11Fc and the 
results are summarized in Chapter 4. The use of smooth bottom-electrodes also made 
it possible to investigate the molecule/molecule and molecule/electrode interactions in 
great detail. In Chapter 5, we show first time control of the performance of series 
molecular diodes (SCnFc) by adding CH2 units into the backbone and by doing so 
only changed the van der Waals packing energy of the SAM. By exploiting so-called 
odd-even effects we demonstrated that the supramolecular packing plays a crucial role 
in the performance of the molecule diodes. The more detailed information including 
the origin and reversal of the odd-even effects are shown in Chapter 6. In Chapter 7 
we focused on the electronic structure of the junctions with molecular diodes of the 
form of SCnFcC13-n. Here, the direction of the rectification can be switched by the 
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control over the capacitive coupling between Fc units and the electrodes. In addition, 
the electrostatic potential profile across a metal-molecule-metal junction could be 
experimentally determined for the first time.  
From the understanding of the supramolecular and electronic structure of the 
molecular junctions, we were not only able to optimize the molecular electronic 
devices but also improve their performances. Chapter 9 describes the 100 times 
enhancement of the current density in the molecular devices with free radical terminal 
groups of the SAMs, and Chapter 10 gives one example of improvement of 
rectification ratio in molecular diodes to the record value of three magnitudes. 
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Why Molecular Rectification is Rare:  
from Supramolecular and Electronic Perspective 
 
Abstract: Molecular electronics hold great promise in achieving electronic function at 
length scales that is otherwise difficult, or (currently) impossible, to achieve in conventional 
ways. Diodes are basic components in every day circuitry which are two terminal devices 
that block the current flow in one direction of bias, but not in the other. To date, the 
molecular analogues of diodes – molecular diodes – are rare and often suffer from poor 
performance. This Chapter describes the importance of controlling the supramolecular and 
electronic structure of molecular tunnel junctions to optimize their electrical characteristics 
and performance. The supramolecular structure of the junctions is not only determined by 
the inter- and intra-molecular interactions, but also by the molecule-electrode interactions, 
or the interactions between a part of the molecule, for instance a donor or acceptor moiety, 
and the electrodes. These interactions, in turn, determine the  nature of the molecule/metal 
interfaces, the coupling between molecule and electrodes, the broadening of the molecular 
orbitals, charge renormalization at both molecule and electrodes, etc., which directly relate 
to the electronic properties of junctions. Defect sites at the electrode surfaces, especially 
grain boundaries, or induced by impurities, impact the performance, or even dominate the 





In the landmark paper by Ratner and Aviram in 1974 the authors proposed that 
molecules based on electron donor (D) and acceptor (A) moieties, separated by an insulating 
bridge (b), contacted by two electrodes would be good candidates for molecular 
rectification.1 Since then many theoretical and experimental studies showed that junction 
incorporating these D-b-A compounds.2-6 In addition, alternative molecular blue prints for 
rectification based on simpler molecules that rely only on either a donor or accepter 
asymmetrically positioned inside the tunneling junctions, electric field induced 
conformational changes,7 or embedded dipoles,7 or asymmetrical molecule-electrode 
contacts,8,9 have been investigated. So far molecular diodes that perform well in terms of 
rectification ratios R (the current at one given bias divided by the current at opposite bias) 
larger than 10, that can be generated in high yields and with high reproducibility, are rare.10 
For molecular electronics to continue to evolve, it is important to understand reasons why 
molecular rectification is rare. Here we highlight the efforts in uncovering the underlying 
mechanisms that complicate the fabrication of successful molecular diodes from a 
supramolecular and electronic perspective.   
Experimental investigations involving tunnel junctions based on self-assembled 
monolayers (SAMs) or single molecules are complicated by, e.g., limitations in the 
fabrication techniques, uncertainties in the molecule-electrode interfaces, or the 
conformation of the molecules inside junctions, hampering comprehensive physical-organic 
studies of charge transport and to separate molecular from non-molecular contributions to 
the electrical characteristics of the junctions. Experimental investigations are further 
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complicated by the fact that a junction is at least made of two electrodes, the organic part, 
and two organic-electrode interfaces, which all determine the electronic properties of the 
junctions. Thus, all the components of molecular junctions together form a new physical-
organic system and it is (perhaps) impossible to study the effect of each component on the 
junction properties without altering any of the other components. In conventional electronics 
the leakage current, the current that flow across defects insides the junctions, are a well-
recognized problem but in molecular electronics the role of leakage currents are virtually 
unknown. 
To study the electrical characteristics of molecular junction as a function of 
supramolecular and electronic structure, we, and others,11-13 used a model system that is 
based on a self-assembled monolayer (SAM) supported by Au or Ag bottom-electrodes and 
contacted by a non-Newtonian liquid-metal EGaIn (alloy of eutectic In and Ga) top-
electrode. The geometrical area of the junctions is roughly 300 μm2; these junctions contain 
large numbers of molecules in the xy-plane, but have the length of a molecule in the z-
direction. The SAM is made of S(CH2)11Fc (Fc is ferrocene) and these molecules provide 
asymmetry in the junctions that enable efficient rectification of currents with rectification 
ratios R (the current in one direction of bias divided by the current at the opposite bias) of 1.0 
× 102, defined as R ≡ log|J(-1.0 V)|/log|J(+1.0V)| (J is the current density).14,15 This system 
has large enough values of R to perform physica-organic studies of charge transport. In 
addition, the current that flows through the junction when the diode blocks the current is 
called the leakage current.  
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The supramolecular structure of these junctions (see Fig. 2.1A) is fairly complicated and 
depends on the details of the molecule electrode interactions (here the SAMs are 
chemisorbed on the bottom-electrode and physisorbed on the top-electrode), tilt angles of the 
molecules (β), but also of the Fc units (α), Fc-Fc, alkyl-alkyl, and Fc-alkyl interactions (van 
der Waals (vdW) interactions), and Fc-electrode interactions. Besides these considerations, 
we also found that defects from bottom electrodes play a major role (Fig. 2.1B). Molecules 
are dynamic and vibrate and molecular junctions are not static and many properties, e.g., tilt 
angles or SAM thicknesses (d), are best viewed as averages over many molecules. Thus 
junctions with an “ideal” supramolecular structure do not exist and every type of junction 




Figure 2.1. A) Idealized schematic illustrations of the junctions of the form AgTS-SC11Fc//Ga2O3/EGaIn with the 
Fc units in non-covalent contact with the top-electrodes and in covalent contact with bottom-electrodes. The tilt 
angle of the terminal group Fc and the tilt angle of the backbond, are defined as α and β, respectively. B) The 3D 
AFM images of the smooth and rough Ag bottom electrodes. C) The energy level diagram of the junctions. The 
Gaussian distribution represents the broadening of the molecular orbital. The dashed line is the junctions under 
bias that creating potential drop between two electrodes. The various coupling parameters that control the 
performance of the diodes are defined in the text.  
The performance of the molecular diodes also strongly depends on the nature of 
molecule/metal interfaces and the capacitive coupling of the molecular orbitals (MOs) with 
the Fermi level of the electrodes.16-19 Figure 2.1C shows the energy level diagram of the 
molecule sandwiched between two electrodes and the important coupling parameters that 
influence on the device performances.  The energy coupling of the molecule with one side of 
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the electrode is normally defined as Γi (eV) with i indicates either left (L) or right (R) 
electrode. The degree of the Γi  is dependent on the binding energy (Eb,i) between molecule 
and electrodes, and the capacitive coupling ti between the molecule and the electrodes. 
Therefore, the sum of the energy coupling of the molecule with the two electrodes is the total 
electronic coupling as well as the broadening of the molecular level: Γ = ΓR(Eb,R,tR) + 
ΓL(Eb,L,tL). To achieve rectification, in principle, we need  ΓR ≠ ΓL which means create 
asymmetric binding energy or capacitive coupling, or both, between two electrodes. 
However, the experimental work show difference in the nature of the molecule/metal contact 
only result in small rectification ratio, R < 3.5.8,9,20 On the contrary, the capacitive coupling is 
related to the potential drop from left (VL) and right (VR) electrode. When VL ≠ VR, the 
asymmetric potential drop is created, and the large rectification is observed. This asymmetry 
is parameterised with the dimensionless division parameter 𝜂𝑉 = Vi/(VL + VR). Thus, tuning 
capacitive coupling is the best way to achieve high rectification ratio. 
This Chapter describes the consideration of supramolecular and electronic structure of 
the molecular junctions, including the effects of impurities, type of anchoring group, e.g., 
thiol, thioacetate, or disulfide, defects in the topography of the electrode materials, molecule-
molecule interactions, and molecule-electrode interaction (the interaction of the active 
component – e.g. the Fc moiety – with electrodes), in the performance of molecular diodes 
of the form bottom-electrode – SAM – top-electrode. It starts to realize the small changes in 
the supramolecular structure of the SAMs affect the defects and electronic structure greatly. 
Although the chemical structure of the molecular diode is important, the supramolecular 
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structure is of at least equal importance, and all components of the junctions have to be taken 
into consideration, and optimized, to achieve optimal electronic function. 
2.2 The Mechanisms of Molecular Diodes 
In general, there are three different ways to induce rectification in molecular junctions: 
i) a molecule asymmetrically contacted to the electrodes (e,g, via two different chemical 
bonds, or one chemisorbed and one physisorbed contact),8,21-23 ii) an embedded dipole 
induced by donor or acceptor moieties, or both,24 or iii) a energetically accessible molecular 
orbital asymmetrically positioned in the junctions (e.g., via different linker lengths on either 
side of the active component.).24,25 In all of these cases, most of the molecular diodes 
proposed or proved to conduct current only in tunnelling regime. In this regime, however, 
several theoretical works have shown that R values of >20 are unlikely in physically realistic 
systems (regardless if the junctions contain, for instance, donor-acceptor compounds or 
push-pull molecules).26 The experimental efforts on difference of molecule/metal contact 
between left and right electrodes, only results in R < 5.8,23 Stadler et al.26 proposed therefore 
that diodes operating by alternative mechanisms of charge transport should be investigated. 
Recently, Ratner et al.27 took  Fermi level pinning into account to improve the rectification 
ratio theoretically to 100 (see Fig. 2.2A), but experimental evidence is still lacking. In any 
case, to say anything meaningful regarding the mechanism of charge transport in any 
experimental test-beds, one needs to perform a careful characterization of the electronic and 
supramolecular structure of the SAM and interfaces, and to fabricate high quality, stable 




Figure 2.2. Illustration of the rectification mechanism. The dashed bars indicate LUMO and solid bars 
indicate HOMO position. A) The energy level diagram with conduction only in direct tunneling region. The 
HOMO and LUMO energy level are asymmetrically placed next to either right or left electrode. Thus, the 
HOMO is strongly coupled with right electrode and LUMO be with left electrode. Under negative bias, the 
HOMO and LUMO both involved in the transmission window, but at positive bias, they are out of the 
transmission window.27 B) The energy level diagram with conduction in sequential tunnelling region at negative 
bias but direct tunnelling at positive bias. The details of this mechanism are explained below and in reference  28. 
As briefly mentioned in the section of Introduction, the junctions with SAMs of 
SC11Fc (Fc = ferrocene) immobilized on silver bottom-electrodes in contact with 
Ga2O3/EGaIn top-electrode (abbreviated as Ag-SC11Fc//Ga2O3/EGaIn where “-” indicates a 
chemisorbed contact and “//” a physisorbed contact) rectify currents with very large 
rectifications ratios R of ~1.0 × 102.15,29 Figure 2.1A shows schematically the junctions and 
the mechanism of charge transport of the molecular diodes of the form AgTS-
SC11Fc//Ga2O3/EGaIn. The mechanism of these diodes rectify currents are confirmed by 
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temperature dependent measurement, and they works as follow (see Fig. 2.2B).14,28 The 
HOMO (centered at the Fc units) is slightly lower in energy (-5.1 eV) than the electrodes (-
4.2 eV) and asymmetrically positioned in the junctions because of the presence of a long 
alkyl chain. The Fc units are in van der Waals contact with the top-electrode and track the 
changes of the Fermi-level of this electrode under bias because most of the potential drops 
along the relative insulating alkyl chain. At positive bias the HOMO cannot participate in 
charge transport and the Fc moieties are part of the tunneling barrier, but at negative bias the 
HOMO can participate and sequential tunneling happen (in another word, Fc acts as a 
hopping center). Only at negative bias charge can tunnel from the HOMO to the bottom-
electrode to which in a second step charge can hop to. In contrast, at positive bias only a one 
step tunnel process dominates the mechanism of charge transport. This change in the 
mechanism of charge transport as a function of bias effectively reduces the width of the 
tunnel barrier and results in the very high values of R of ~1.0 × 102. Besides us, others also 
observed this changes of mechanism at different bias direction by other approaches.30-32 
2.3 The Fabrications of Molecular Diodes 
The different types of fabrication techniques have been summarized in several reviews, 
but the techniques that produce junctions in high yields of non-shorts rely on a protective 
layer, e.g., (derivatives of) graphene,33,34 or conductive polymers,35,36 that protects the SAM 
during the metal deposition step of the top-electrode, or avoid metal deposition and print, or 
float the top-electrode onto the SAM in solution37. Others38,39 have used a Hg-drop (itself 
coated with a SAM) top-contacts that deform rather than penetrate the SAMs upon 
formation of contacts with the SAMs. We,29,40-42 and others,11,13,43 have used a non-
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Newtonian liquid-metal EGaIn (coated with a 0.7 nm layer of GaOx) that can be shaped into 
small cones (with a tip-diameter of roughly 20 µm) suspended from a syringe mounted on a 
micromanipulator or stabilized in microchannels in a transparent rubber of PDMS 
(polydimethylsiloxane).28,44,45 This technique makes it possible to contact SAMs electrically 
with a minimal risk of altering the chemical composition of the SAMs or the formation of 
metal filaments which may happen during metal evaporation of the top-electrodes.  
In Table 2.1, we focus on the metal-monolayer-metal junctions and discuss their 
rectifying performance in terms of the rectification ratio, yields in non-shorting junctions, 
stability, and reproducibility. We identify whether these junctions were fabricated using 
bottom-electrodes that were prepared by direct metal evaporation (thermal or ebeam 
evaporation), by a seeding method (usually for gold a 1-2 nm of Ti or Cr are used onto 
which a layer of gold is evaporated), or template-stripping. We also indicate which type of 
anchoring group was used (thiols, disulfides, thioacetates, or others). Normally, long alkyl 
chains are used to induce van der Waals interaction between the molecules and good 
packing. Large head groups, such as donor-acceptor moiety, may cause weakening of these 
van der Waals interactions resulting in liquid like SAMs. Based on these criteria, we assess 
the performance of molecular diodes reported so far and try to establish design rules to 
minimize leakage currents across molecular diodes so to maximize rectification ratios. 
It is notable that statistical analyses are important. To determine how reproducible the 
value of R is, and to make sure that artifacts are not important (e.g., metal filaments), an 
average value of R should be reported with many junctions in a well-defined system. Table 
2.1 shows that Metzger et al.6,46,47 demonstrated R values of 2 – 30 in a well-characterized 
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Langmuir-Blodgett monolayers system. The rectification is highly reproducible, but yield of 
working devices are low with evaporation of Au top-electrodes. However, Ashwell et al. 49 
reported a high R of 3000 using a single measurement across one junction based on an ill-
characterized multi-layer (no characterization of the monolayer was provided) consisting 
donor molecules and acceptor molecules contacted with a STM-tip. The lack of 
reproducibility and statistical confidence makes it impossible to judge the validity of the 
data, let alone to say anything meaningful regarding the mechanism of charge transport. It 
seems the molecular diodes designed from McCreery et. al.50 are able to rectify current in 
high rectification with large statistics, but the similar molecule without Ti top-electrodes are 
to able to rectify. Only by using EGaIn top-electrodes and template-stripped Ag surfaces, the 
molecular diodes work with high performance, yield and reproducibility that the values of R 
is in two orders magnitude, the yield is 78 to 85%, and the statics with at least 20 junctions 
(≈500 J(V) traces). In single molecules junctions usually large numbers of data are used (i.e., 
the results are statistically robust) but the values of R are lower than 10 and do not involve 
any superamolecular packing, which is also beyond the scope of this review.27 
15 
Table 2.1. Accounts of molecular diodes (with R > 5) including SAMs and Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) monolayers.1 
Molecular diode2 Type of bottom-electrode 
Type of 
anchoring group Type of top-electrode 
Rectification 
ratio3 Reference Yield (%)
4 Number of junction 
C16H33Q-3CNQ As-deposited Au film 
Physisorbtion 




As-deposited Au film Physisorbtion (LB film) Evaporated Au film 11 47 35-40% 9 
CH3COS-CnH2n-Q3CNQ 
Au film coated on 
highly oriented 
pyrolytic graphite 
thiol acetate Au or PtIr tip 70 48 N.A. N.A. 
CH3COS-CnH2n-A+-π-D- 
Au film coated on 
highly oriented 
pyrolytic graphite 
thiol acetate Au tip 700-900 49 N.A. N.A. 
Nitroazobenzene Pyrolyzed photoresist substrate C-C bond Ti film 600 50 82% 82 
(TCNQC10S)2 
As-deposited Ag or 
Au film disulfide 
Hg drop covered with 
alkanethiolates 9 51 
~90% (non-





Ag film thiol EGaIn tip 100 15 85% ~1000 
HS(CH2)11FcFc 
Template-stripped 
Ag film thiol EGaIn tip 500 14 80% ~500 
HS(CH2)11BIPY 
Template-stripped 
Ag film thiol EGaIn tip 85 52 78% 27 
1Only the values of R > 5 are listed. When R < 5, the rectification is rather from the different interfaces or electrode materials than the molecule itself. 
2Given in abbreviation of the molecular diodes reported in corresponding references. 
3The values of R are in average value as reported in the corresponding references. 
4The yield is the ratio of rectifying junctions over the total number of junctions. 
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2.4 Supramolecular Structure and Defects 
The supramolecular structure of an “ideal” junction is depicted in Fig. 2.1A. The SAMs 
consists of an anchoring group, alkyl chains to promote van der Waals packing to stabilize 
up right orientation of the molecules, and groups that induce functions normally positioned 
at the top of the SAM. The supramolecular structure is determined by the intermolecular 
interactions, the nature of the SAM-electrode interaction, and the mismatch in size between 
the bulky head groups and the diameter of the alkyl chains. 
Illustrations of junctions as shown in Fig. 2.1A are deceptive because junctions suffer 
from defects and other factors that cause the supramolecular structure of the junctions to 
deviate from “ideality”. It has been shown that for instance thiols result in SAMs with 
predominantly the standing-up configuration, while the disulfide or thioacetates analogues 
result in disordered SAMs with both the standing-up and lying-down phases present.53,54 
Monolayers that are formed using covalent interactions have in general lower surfaces 
coverages than methods based on self-assembly because these monolayers cannot self-repair 
(the free energy of self-repair from van der Waals force is much lower than the energy of the 
covalent bond).50,55,56 SAMs with large head groups cannot pack well due to steric repulsions 
between the head groups that prevent optimal packing of the alkyl chains (or other types of 
spacer groups) and may result in liquid-like rather than crystal-like SAMs. The SAMs with 
liquid-like packing generally lead to short, high leakage current and low reproducibility 
during the fabrication process of junctions or the electronic measurements. 
The electrodes contain defects mainly from the grain boundaries can be easily exceed 
the molecular dimensions. Figure 2.1B shows typical AFM images of silver surfaces 
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obtained by template-stripping (TS) the silver from a Si/SiO2 wafer or direct deposition (DE) 
of silver on a Si/SiO2 wafer. These surfaces have very different surface topographies and TS 
surfaces have larger grain areas (Agr) and therefore contain less areas of grain boundaries 
(Agb) than DE surfaces. The grains lay in the same plane for TS surfaces resulting in low 
root-mean-square (rms) surface roughness while the opposite is true for DE surfaces. 
Surfaces that were made using a germanium seed layer have small widths of the grain 
boundaries (dgr) and the depths of the grain boundaries are small relative to TS and DE 
surfaces. Whitesides et. al.57 reported the reproducibility and yield of SAM-based Hg drop 
junctions can be increase dramatically by replacing DE surfaces to TS surfaces. As indicated 
schematically in Fig. 2.3, at these grain boundaries the SAMs cannot pack well and are 
highly defective. The typical dimensions of grain boundaries are greater than the dimensions 
of the molecules. The surface of the grains are relatively flat so that the SAMs are able to 
packed well, despite the defects due to step-edges and vacancy islands which are small 
relative to the size of the molecules.  
 
Figure 2.3. Schematic illustrations of SC11Fc SAMs formed on the defect site of bottom-electrodes.  
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Fig. 2.1A also indicates that the Fc head groups are larger in diameter than the alkyl 
chains. This mismatch in size weakens the van der Waals interactions between the alkyl 
chains and consequently the SAMs are more liquid-like than the SAMs of n-alkanethiolates, 
i.e., the SAMs but without Fc head groups. This Figure also indicates that the metal-S-C 
bond angle is fixed resulting in an odd-even effect of the orientation of the Fc end groups. 
The angle of the metal-S-C bond depends on the type of metal, and so does the tilt angle of 
the SAM. Thus, the choice of the metal surface, number of CH2, size of the head groups, 
type of linker (flexible alkyl chain or stiff conjugated backbone) are all factors that determine 
the supramolecular structures of the SAMs. The supramolecular structure of the SAM inside 
the junctions is the result of a delicate balance between molecule-molecule and molecule-
electrode interactions. 
2.4.1 Intermolecular Interactions – “Odd-even” Effects 
In general, the chemical modifications of the molecule will influence the macroscopic 
crystal structure of supramolecular assembly which plays the important role in charge 
transport. In organic electronic devices, the intermolecular interactions have been widely 
investigated, especially on systems involving π-π interactions.58-60 Similar as organic devices, 
SAMs also provide a high degree of crystalline-like structure due to alkyl chain 
interactions.61,62 In contract to the strong π-π interactions, the packing of the SAMs with only 
alkyl chains is dominated by the weak van der Waals (vdW) interactions. In order to 
introduce the electronic function into SAM-based devices, the CH3 termini are often 
replaced with redox-active bulky groups, SCnX (X = a redox active group).63 However, 
increasing the size of X results weakening of the “simple” alkyl-alkyl interactions because it, 
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induces steric hindrance in the parking structure.64,65 The influence of the vdW interactions 
in the performance of the molecular electronics have never been addressed experimentally. 
Apart from the electronic property of the SAMs, the vdW interactions induced changes 
in supramolecular packing have been reported and a well-known case is the so called “odd-
even effect”.66 This effect is caused by the odd or even number of a repetitive CH2 unit in the 
alkyl chains. In standing-up phase of the SAM, the terminal X group shows an odd-even 
changes in tilt angle α with respect to the surface normal.66 This effect influences  the 
properties of the SAMs, such as, stabilities67, wettability68, melting point69,70, molecular 
conformations71, and packing densities.72 Figure 2.4 shows the fixed metal-S-C bond (for Au 
~105° and for ~Ag 180°)73 is the reason to generate the different tilt angles with odd-even 
number of CH2 units. Also, the odd-even effects of SAMs on Ag are reversed from the odd-
even effects on Au. With the clear understanding on the supramolecular packing structure of 
the SAM, it is possible to study electronic properties (surface energy, packing structure, 
electron transfer rates, work function, etc.) of the SAMs as function of the supramolecular 





Figure 2.4. Schematic illustrations of the odd-even effect of terminal CH3 group of CH3(CH2)nS-Ag, and CH3-
(CH2)nS-Au monolayers. Reprint from  reference 66. Copyright 2007 American Chemical Society. 
For these reasons, studying odd-even effects in SAM-based junctions should make it 
possible to study subtle changes in the supramolecular structure of the junctions on the 
charge transport properties but such studies are still rare. In principle, many factors can 
induce odd-even effects including the direction of the dipole moment of the terminal group, 
changes in the effective height of the SAM, the SAM—electrode interaction, or the packing 
structure. Toledano et al.74 studied odd-even effects on phenyl-terminated monolayers 
covalently connected to Si electrodes with n = 2 – 5. The orientation of the phenyl units 
depends on n and followed an odd-even effect which in turn determined the shape of the 
tunneling barrier and consequently the tunneling rates.74 Thuo et al.75 and Baghbanzadeh et. 
al.76 reported an odd-even effect in the tunneling rates across EGaIn-based junctions with 
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SCn SAMs on silver and gold electrodes, respectively. The origin of the odd-even effect is 
not clear in this system but it may involve odd-even effects in the tunneling barrier shapes 
induced by the molecule-molecule interactions77 or SAM—top electrode interaction. See 
more discussions and experimental results in Chapter 5 and 6. 
2.4.2 Anchoring Groups 
The most popular anchoring group for SAMs-based junctions studies are thiols, 
disulfides, and thiol acetates. The thiols are easily to be oxidized, especially when they are 
connected to  π systems (i.e., phenyl ring).78 Thus, many research groups prefer to use more 
stable anchor groups: disulfides and thiol acetates. However, we79 and others80-82 showed 
that SAMs derived from disulfides or thioacetates are inferior to those derived from the 
corresponding thiol analogues. The purity of the precursors is also very important, which is 
rarely considered in most studies that use precursors without purification. In addition, it is 
well-known that thiols decompose into their disulphide analogues under ambient conditions, 
and thiols are nucleophilic and therefore not always compatible with other parts of the 
molecules. The most common impurity in thiols are the corresponding disulfides which may 
cause physisorption of flat-lying phase on the substrates.63,82,83 This phase separations 
between flat-lying and standing-up phases reduce the reproducibility and create short in 
charge transport measurements. Hence, often SAMs are derived from “protected” thiols. 
Therefore, it is important to know how the subtle changes in the supramolecular structure of 
the SAMs induced by the anchoring group affects the performance of the molecular diodes. 
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We have reported the effects of the type of anchoring group on the quality of the SAMs, 
and how that affected the rectifying properties of the molecular diodes.79 The SAMs derived 
from HSC11Fc, AcSC11Fc, and (SC11Fc)2 were incorporated in our junctions using the 
EGaIn technique. Figure 2.5A shows that the type of anchoring group has a profound 
influence and diodes with SAMs derived from AcSC11Fc, and (SC11Fc)2 did not rectify, 
while diodes with HSC11Fc SAMs performed well and had rectification ratios similar to 
previously reported values of nearly 1.0 × 102. Figure 2.5B also shows that junctions with 
SAMs derived from thiols with small levels of disulfide impurities did not perform well: 3 or 
5% disulfide contamination resulted in a decrease of the value of R of 28 and 61% 
respectively. Remarkably, the yield in non-shorting junctions is highly insensitive and 
remained roughly constant. 
We,79 and others,53 also found that the surface coverage changes significantly as a 
function of anchoring group and that SAMs derived from disulfides, or thioacetates, are 
disordered and contain domains of flat-lying molecules. These disordered regions in the 
SAMs cause thin-area defects in the junctions and cause high leakage currents. Fig. 2.5B 
shows that indeed the currents at positive bias when the diodes are supposed to be in the off-
state and block the current efficiently increase sharply. In these disordered SAMs the Fc 
units are not well-orientated and therefore do not form a well-defined tunneling barrier. 
Thus, the purification of the thiols, either as received or stored in long time, are important to 




Figure 2.5. A) The average J(V) curves of AgTS-SC11Fc//Ga2O3/EGaIn junctions with SAMs formed from 
different anchoring group including thiolates, disulfides, and thiol acetates. B) Current density determined at a 
bias of +1.0 and −1.0 V as a function of fraction of disulfide (χSS = 0, 0.015, 0.03, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.40, 0.60, 
0.80, or 1.0). Reprint from  reference 79. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society. 
2.4.3 The Topography of the Electrodes 
The role of defects in junctions has been rarely studies, but the leakage currents across 
molecular diodes are very sensitive to defects as we showed above. The electrode materials 
themselves also contain defects that can be larger than the dimensions of the molecules (Fig. 
2.1B). These defects are induced by grain boundaries, step-edges and vacancy islands, etc., 
but especially the width and depths of grain boundaries are on the order of a few to tens of 
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nanometers and are large than the molecules (1 to 2 nm in general) inside the junctions. As 
shown in Fig. 2.1B, the TS surfaces are ultraflat and largely reduced the width and depths of 
grain boundaries compared with DE surfaces. One may argue the Au(111) (or Ag(111)) 
surfaces are even flatter than TS surfaces. However, figure 2.6 shows Au(111) surfaces with 
flat traces that are suitable for scanning probe based studies, but these surfaces have also very 
large rms (>2) surface roughness and annealing these surface may lead to pinholes (Fig. 
2.6A).  
 
Figure 2.6. A) AFM images of flame-annealed Au on mica surfaces at different annealing temperature. 
Reprinted from reference 84. Copyright 2000 the European Physical Journal. B) AFM image of a Au(111)/mica 
film. Reprinted from reference 85. Copyright 1995 American Chemical Society. C) AFM images of flame-
annealed Au on mica surfaces. Reprinted from reference 86. Copyright 2003 American Chemical Society. 
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Many types of metal electrodes have been used in molecular junctions. As explained 
above, the surface topography of the electrode depends on the fabrication methods. The 
topography of the surface has been a major concern and a large number of methods have 
been reported to obtain surfaces that have been optimized for specific needs. For instance, 
techniques based on scanning probes need atomically flat surfaces over relatively small areas 
(hundreds of nanometers) while SAM-based junctions require flat areas on the order 10 – 
100 micrometer scale. Despite that annealed Au(111) surfaces have fairly large rms values, 
they contain large enough atomically flat terraces that are suitable for scanning probe based 
studies, but they also contain many defects making them less attractive for SAM-based 
junctions. Many other methods exist to prepare metal surfaces including 
mechanical/chemical polishing, deposition at high/low temperatures, various methods of 
annealing or deposition on mica, Si, or other surfaces.63 Each method has its own set of 
advantages and disadvantages and result in surfaces with different topographies. 
Table 2.2 gives a short overview of the type of surfaces commonly used to construct 
molecular junctions. This Table shows that the types of surfaces we used in our study 
represents the types of surface that are used in other test-beds well. Although we did not 
examine all types of surfaces, the large dynamic range of the surface topography surveyed 
here indicates the understanding of the role of the topography of the bottom electrodes on the 




Table 2.2. Comparison of different tunneling junctions with SAMs 
Type of junctions Technique Bottom electrodes (rms, nm) Ref 
Large area junctions 
Ag-SAM//SAM-Hg Hg-drop AgDE (5.1)a, AgTS (1.2)a 57 
Au-SAM//Au nanoskiving AuTS (NA) 87 
Au-SAM//Au crossed-wires 10 µm diameter Au wires (NA) 20 
Au-SAM//polymer/Au PEDOT:PSS /mico-pore AuSD (0.5)b 35 
Au-SAM//polymer/Au PEDOT:PSS/mico-pore AuSD (NA) 88 
Au-SAM//Au SiO2 micro-hole AuSD (NA) 89 
Au-SAM//Au wedging transfer AuTS (0.27)c 90 
Au-SAM//graphene/Au Graphene/micro-pore AuSD (0.7-0.8)c 34 
Ag-SAM//GaOx/EGaIn cone-shaped tip AgTS (NA)d 75 
Ag-SAM//GaOx/EGaIn cross-bars  AgTS (NA)d 45 
Single/few molecule junctions 
Au-SAM//Au STM break junction Au(111) (NA) 9 
Ag-SAM//Ag STM break junction mechanically polished 
Ag slug (NA), Au on Mica (NA) 
91 
M-SAM//M CP AFM AuSD (NA), AgSD (NA), PtSD (NA) 92 
aThe rms value was determined by AFM (5 × 5 µm2). 
bThe rms value was determined by AFM (1 × 1 µm2). 
cThe rms value was determined by AFM (2 × 2 µm2). 
dAgTS surfaces were fabricated following same procedure with reference 57. 
 
To study the role of the surface topography of the bottom-electrode, we summarized the 
fabrication methods of preparations of metal surfaces with different roughness. The direct 
metal deposition on a Si/SiO2 surface with different metal deposition rates could generate the 
DE surfaces with rms in the range of 2 to 6 nm, and grains size from 1 × 103 to 1 × 104 
nm2.93 Recently seeded (SD) Ag/Au surfaces are reported to generate ultraflat surfaces.94 
The germanium (Ge) as the seed for Ag surfaces and Titanium (Ti) for Au surfaces could 
generate SD surfaces with rms in the range of 0.1 to 0.5 nm, and grain size from 1 × 102 to 1 
× 103 nm2. The template-stripping, and a combination of annealing and template-stripping 
are able to generate TS surfaces with rms in the range of 0.3 to 1.0 nm, and grain size from 1 
× 104 to 1 × 106 nm.95 These methods yielded surfaces could control the number (N) and size 
of the grains, the width of the grooves between the grains and the exposed grain boundary 
area (Agb in nm2), and whether the grains are all located in one plane (estimated from the rms 
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value). Normally surface roughness is only discussed in terms of rms in nm, but to account 
for all the parameters described above there is a need to unify all parameters to describe the 
topography of the bottom-electrodes. See more discussions and experimental results in 
Chapter 3 and 4. 
2.5 Electronic Structure: Molecule-Electrode Interactions 
We have discussed the parameters to describe the molecule-electrode interactions and 
their roles in the charge transport through single molecule and the molecular diode. In this 
section, we summarized the efforts on understanding of the molecule-electrode interactions 
and the remaining challenges to design high performance molecular diodes. 
2.5.1 Strong vs. Weak Coupling 
As mentioned in the introduction, the degree of the coupling (Γ) determines the level of 
broadening of the molecular orbitals (MOs).  The molecular level follows the average 
effective potential within the molecule and its energy can be expressed as 
EME ≈ 𝜇𝑅 (Vb) + δEME + 𝜂𝑉  qVb, where δEME is the zero-bias energy offset between the 
molecular orbital and the electrodes, with 𝜇𝑅 and 𝜇𝐿 being the Fermi levels of the left and 
right electrodes, respectively (with 𝜇𝑅(0) = 𝜇𝐿(0)),  and q = the electron charge.14 When 
𝜂𝑉  is close to 0 or 1 the molecular level follows the right or left electrode (Fig. 2.1C), 
respectively, while for 𝜂𝑉 ∼ ½ the molecular level remains at a constant energy. In general, 
the leakage current becomes important when Γ is comparable to δEME, since R ∝ δEME/Γ .12 
Small values of δEME result in low turn-on voltages at forward bias (Vfwd) but also in large 
leakage currents of the diodes in the off state as the HOMO can fall in the energy window 
between the two Fermi levels at relatively low reverse bias (Vrev). For large values of δEME 
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the HOMO cannot participate in the mechanism of charge transport within the applied bias 
window and the diodes cannot rectify. Thus to ensure optimal diode behaviour, the 
molecule-electrode coupling strength must be fine-tuned while keeping 𝜂𝑉 close to 1 or 0, 
and δEME moderate to avoid leakage currents. See more discussions and experimental results 
in Chapter 7. 
2.5.2 Charge Renormalization at the Interfaces 
The molecule bridging the nano-gap between two electrodes, provides the molecular 
energy levels in the solid-state device for conduction channels. The sum of the channels 
within the electrochemical potential window between μL and μfwd in Fig. 2.1C, will result in 
the effective current, as described in the following equation: 
𝐼 = 2𝑞
ℎ
∫ 𝑇(𝐸)𝑀(𝐸)𝑑𝐸𝜇𝑓𝑓𝑓𝜇𝐿     (1) 
where h is Planck’s constant; q is the electron charge; T(E) is the transmission probability 
and M(E) is the sum of the conduction channels within the chemical potential. In the given 
potential window (μL to μfwd), the equation 1 can be integrated and rewritten to the resistance 
(R) from the inversion of the conductance (G): 








= 𝑅𝐶 + 𝑅𝑆𝑆𝑀   (2) 
where, RC is the contact resistance and RSAM is the resistance of the SAM. Thus, the contact 
resistance is determined by the profile and energetics of molecular energy level (M(E)). See 
more discussions and experimental results in Chapter 8. 
In a three terminal devices, the conduction channels M are easily to be counted by 
applying gate voltage to move molecular orbitals in or out the energy levels. In two terminal 
devices, the challenge arises with unknown number and nature of the molecular orbitals, 
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whether HOMO or LUMO, participate in the charge transport. It is generally taking density 
functional theory (DFT) calculations of gas phase molecule, results from absorption 
spectroscopy or ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) of SAMs, to estimate the 
molecular energy level inside junctions. However, the electron tunnelling spectroscopy 
operated within 1 eV demonstrates the vibrational state of the molecule, the “fingerprint” of 
the molecule, with large molecular gap of ~5 eV,96 which indicates the molecular gap is 
reduced and the molecular energy level is dragged more closed to the Fermi level of the 
electrodes. Ratner et. al., calculated different energy level pinning effects by the anchoring 
group of thiol or nitrile contact with the electrodes that efficiently reduced the HOMO-
LUMO gap from 1.79 eV to 0.47 eV.27 The theoretical and spectroscopy approaches have 
realized the molecule in contact with electrodes induced the charges on molecule and image 
charges in the electrodes, and therefore both the empty and filled molecular orbitals are 
shifted towards the Fermi level of the electrodes.97-99 However, the degree of charge 
renormalization at interfaces and along molecules in real molecular devices is still a question 
need to be answered from experimental work. See more discussions and experimental results 
in Chapter 9. 
2.5.3 Electrostatic Potential Profile 
The energy levels respond in an electric field when bias is applied is highly dependent 
on the shape of the electrostatic potential profile across the junctions, but this profile is very 
difficult to predict. It is because the degree of the coupling and charge renormalization 
together define the shape of the electrostatic potential profile. To predict the potential drop 
created on metal-molecule-metal junction during applied bias, the mechanism of the electron 
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transport through the molecules also matters. Figure 2.7 shows the modelled potential drop 
by non-equilium Green function (NEGF) is greatly changed by with or without momentum 
of the electron relaxing on certain resistor. Thus, the mechanism of charge transport either 
via direct or sequential tunnelling needs to be taken into account. Often, the electrostatic 
potential profile is assumed to be linear, but several groups proposed that it may be non-
linear and the molecules screen the electric field.19,100-102 So far, the shape of the electrostatic 
potential profile has not been determined directly by experiments. See more discussions and 
experimental results in Chapter 7. 
 
Figure 2.7. Potential drop for a conductor with one scatter in it calculated from the NEGF method at E=t0 with 
dephasing, of the electron a) Phase-relaxation only, b) Phase and momentum relaxation. Reprint from reference 
103. Copyright 2013 World Scientific Publishing Co. Pte. Ltd. 
2.5.4 Role of the Supramolecular Packing on the Electronic Structure of the 
Junctions 
The values of work function of the electrodes are dependent on their topography, and 
vary largely (0.5 to 1.0 eV) with SAMs and how the SAMs packed on those electrodes.63 
104,105 However, whether the electronic picture of the metal-SAM-metal junction depends on 
the supramolecular structure of the SAMs have not been addressed directly by any 
experimental work. The aim of this Thesis is to demonstrate the optimization of the 
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molecular tunneling junctions from both superamolecular and electronic considerations to 
achieve high performance molecular diodes in the following chapters. 
 
2.6 Summary and Outlook 
Optimizing the supramolecular structure of the junctions is the key to minimize leakage 
currents. One of the challenges is that only meaningful conclusion can be drawn regarding 
the mechanism of charge transport once the supramolecular structure of the junction is 
known. To optimize the supramolecular structure, all potentially relevant parameters (and 
not just one or two) must be optimized to minimize leakage currents. As we expected, small 
changes in the van der Waals packing energy induced by odd-even effects, different types of 
anchoring groups, and the topography of the electrode that supports the SAMs, are all crucial 
factors in keeping leakage currents to a minimum and must be all controlled to ensure high 
rectification ratios. 
To achieve high values of rectification ratio, it is important to have the ability to tuning 
molecule-electrode coupling with control of the supramolecular packing. The mechanisms 
of charge transport have to switch in one direction of bias to reach high rectification ratio. 
Diodes in the tunneling regime,26 or depending in internal dipoles, or barrier heights will 
likely result in diodes with values of R lower than 20. We have identified a molecular diode 
with an average rectification ratio of 100. Although this is still the only case, it shows that the 
molecular electronics is approaching the specification of diodes of commercial ones and that 
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The Tunneling Decay Coefficient in Molecular Tunneling 





Abstract: A controversy in molecular electronics is the unexplained large spread in 
values of the tunneling decay coefficient β in tunneling junctions with self-assembled 
monolayer of n-alkanethiolates (SCn). We show control over β over the range of 0.4 – 
1.0 nC-1 in junctions by changing the topography of the bottom-electrodes that support 
the SAMs. Very low β values (0.4-0.5 nC-1) are obtained for rough surfaces with large 
areas of exposed grain boundaries, while β = 1.0 nC-1 for smooth surfaces with small 
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The electrical characteristics of molecular electronic devices based on 
self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) are ideally determined by the properties of the 
molecular component and not by the electrodes or the molecule-electrode interfaces. 
The electrical characteristics of junctions with SAMs of n-alkanethiolates 
(S(CH2)n-1CH3 ≡ SCn) vary dramatically across test-beds. A large number of studies 
have observed that the current density, J (A/cm2),decays exponentially with increasing 
SAM thickness, d (nC), but do so with a great variation in the so-called tunneling 
decay coefficient β (nC-1) of 0.4 – 1.1 nC-1.1-3 The origin of the large spread of values 
of β has been a major concern because without good understanding of the factors that 
cause variations of the tunneling characteristics, it is difficult to interpret and compare 
data obtained from different test-bed and to establish standards in the field.4 
The most commonly used approach to model charge transport across these 
SAM-based junctions is with a simplified form of the Simmons equation (eq. 1),5 
where J0 (A/cm2) is a constant that depends on the system and includes, for instance, 
contact resistance. 
J = J0e-βd        (1) 
A value of β close to 1.0 nC-1 has been measured across many test-beds and 
therefore this value is the empirical consensus value, but a large number of reports 
describe low values of β in the range of 0.4 – 0.7 nC-1.6-10To account for the 
discrepancies of the parameter β, several models have been proposed including 
rounding of the tunneling barrier by image charges,7 electrostriction (for junctions 




mechanism of charge transport (chain-to-chain12 vs. through bond tunneling13). A few 
groups have related low β values to defects in the SAMs. Haiss et al.8reported a β of 
0.60 nC-1 for junctions formed at defect sites of the bottom-electrode using a scanning 
probe as a top-electrode. Vilan et al.14 showed for junctions based on SAMs of alkyl 
phosphonates on AlOx electrodes contacted with Hg-drops that the value of β depends 
on the length of the SAMs: short SAMs with n = 8, 10, or 12, had β = 1.34 ± 0.004 
nC-1 while long SAMs with n = 12, 14, or 16 had β = 0.77 ± 0.05 nC-1 due to the 
presence of pin-holes. Junctions with top-electrodes of conductive polymers,7 or 
graphene (and derivatives thereof),10 resulted in low values of β in the range of 
0.5-0.7 nC-1, but similar junctions but with a different conductive polymer15 or 
graphene derivative16 resulted in β values close to 1.0 nC-1. Despite the fact that the 
same SAMs have been tested across a large number of (similar) test-beds, the origin 
of the large spread in β values is unclear. 
In this chapter, we describe that a large range of values of β from 0.41 to 1.0 nC-1 
(which spans the entire range of values of β reported in the literature except for very 
high values of β17) in a single test-bed by changing the topography of the 
bottom-electrode. We found that the fraction of the surface area covered by the grain 
boundaries is crucial which is determined by the grain size (Agr, nm2), and the distance 
between neighboring grains (dgb, nm). Surfaces with small grains contain large 
numbers of grain boundaries at which SAMs cannot pack well, which will be even 
worse for surfaces with large dgb. The rms roughness is large for surfaces where the 




areas of the grain boundaries.  
Figure 3.1 shows a typical AFM image of a bottom-electrode which contains 
grains and grain boundaries and schematically a part of the junction with a grain 
boundary. At the grain boundaries SAMs cannot pack well and this results in defects 
inside the junctions. According to eq. 1, defects that lower d (or thin-area defects) 
induce disorder in the SAMs resulting in high values of J and a small fraction of 
thin-area defects in the junctions may dominate the electrical characteristics.3,18 
Defects that increase d (or thick-area defects) cause low values of J and are mainly 
the result of physisorbed materials, or non-conformal contact of the electrode with the 
SAMs, but only scale with area. 
 
Figure 3.1. a) Schematic illustration of a junction with a SC14 SAM at a defect site induced by a grain 
boundary with a width dgb (see main text). b) An AFM image of a AgA-TS surface and a line-scan. The 




3.2 Results and Discussion 
3.2.1 Fabrications of Eight Types of Bottom-Electrodes 
To study the effect of the surface topography of the bottom-electrode on the 
electrical characteristics of the junctions, we fabricated eight different electrodes with 
a broad range of rms values (0.55 – 5.78 nm), Agr (9.45 102 – 9.07 105 nm2), and 
dgb (26.85 – 130.12 nm) by four different methods (see SI): i) direct evaporation (DE) 
on Si/SiO2 wafers,19 ii) template-stripping (TS),20 iii) combination of annealing and 
template-stripping (A-TS), and iv) seeded growth (SD; seed layers of 2.0 nm of Ge or 
Ti were used for Ag and Au, respectively). These methods yield surfaces with a large 
dynamic range in surface properties and represent surfaces widely used in 
nano-electronics very well.  Figure 3.2 shows the AFM images and Table 3.3 
summarizes the properties of all surfaces used in this study. To count the number of 
grains Ngr and to determine Agr of the irregularly shaped grains, we analyzed the AFM 
images manually (see Experimental Section). The values of dgb (from 15 line-scans) 
and the rms values over an area of 1.0  1.0 μm2 were determined using NanoScope 
Analysis 1.40. We estimated the fraction of the grain boundary area, Agb (nm2), for 
each surface from the values Agr and dgb (see Experimental Section). To capture 
these parameters in a single parameter for the surface topography, we determine the 
bearing volume (BV, nm3) by normalizing each sample for Ngr and using eq. 2: 
BV = NgrAgbrms       (2) 
Thus, the parameter BV contains all the relevant information regarding the 
topography of the surface and small BV values indicate that only a small fraction of 




values. We note that this BV is different from that obtained with AFM analysis 
software which depends on arbitrary chosen threshold values and on the volume of 
the voids between the grains (see Experimental Section). 
 
Figure 3.2. The AFM images (1 × 1 µm2) and their corresponding linescans of the bottom-electrodes 
fabricated by annealed template-stripping of Ag (a), template-stripping of Ag (b), Ge-seeded 
evaporation of Ag (c), direct evaporation of Ag with rms = 1.35 nm (d) or rms = 5.78 nm (e), 
template-stripping of Au (f), Ti-seeded evaporation of Au (g), and direct evaporation of Au (h). 
 
3.2.2 Electronic Characteristics of the Junctions 
We determined the value of β using SAMs of SCn (with n = 10, 12, 14, 16, and 18) 
immobilized on these bottom-electrodes and contacted them electrically with 
GaOx/EGaIn top-electrodes using previously reported procedures (See Experimental 
Section).21 Figure 3.3 shows the histograms of all currents measured at -0.50 V for 




log-mean (𝜇log) of the value of J and the log standard-deviation (𝜎log). We repeated 
this procedure for all applied biases to construct the log-average J(V)-curves (Figure 
3b). In total, we used 19593J(V) curves in our analysis (Table 3.5 in Experimental 
Section) to construct J vs. nC plots for each type of junction (Figs. 3.3c and 3.3d; the 
data points are off-set in nc by -0.2 for AgTS and AuTS, and +0.2 for AgDE2 and AuDE, 
for clarity).Table 3.5 summarizes the values of β and J0 that were obtained by fitting 
the data to eq. 1. We note that the current densities reported here are very similar in 
value to previously reported values.3,21 
 
Figure 3.3. (a) The histograms of |J| at -0.50 V with Gaussian fits for AgTS-SCn//Ga2O3/EGaIn 
junctions (n = 10(–), 12(–), 14(–), 16(–), or 18(–)). (b) Plots of the log-average J(V) curves for 
AgTS-SCn//Ga2O3/EGaIn junctions. Plots of log|J| at -0.50 V vs. nC for junctions incorporating SAMs 
on Ag (c) and Au (d) substrates. The dashed lines are fits to equation 1. All error bars (–) represent 95% 
confidence intervals. To avoid overlapping data points, we off-set nC by -0.2 for AgTS and AuTS surfaces, 





3.2.3 The Electronic Characteristics of the Junctions as a Function of BV 
Values 
Figure 3.4 shows the values of βas a function of BV and three distinct regimes 
(the dashed lines serve only as guides to the eye). i) The value of β saturates at a value 
close to 1.0 nC-1 for very smooth TS and A-TS surfaces with the largest values of Agr 
(~30 and ~800 times larger than AgDE2 and AgSD surfaces, respectively) despite 
intermediate rms and dgb values. ii) The value of β decreases with decreasing Agr 
despite the lowest rms and dgb values for SD surfaces. iii) The value of β reaches a 
lower limit at 0.40-0.50 nC-1 for very rough DE-surfaces (largest rms and dgb values) 
despite intermediate Agr. These results show that variations in the surface topography 
explain the spread in values of β and that the most important factor is the amount of 
exposed grain boundaries. By far most studies have used electrodes prepared by DE 
or SD methods but they are inferior to TS surfaces because of the large numbers of 
grains and grain boundaries. Similarly, Au surfaces have always larger BV values than 
the corresponding Ag surfaces and therefore result in lower β values, although the 
difference in tilt angle for SAMs on Ag (~10º) and Au (~30º) may also be in part 
responsible.22Remarkably, the yield of non-shorting junctions was (nearly) 
independent of the topography of the surface (Figure 3.4).  
Figure 3.3 shows that the values of J for junctions with SAMs of SC10 are 
independent of the topography of the surface from which we conclude that the 
effective electrical contact area23 is constant. The current varied almost two orders of 




from which we conclude that defects in the SAMs induced by grain boundaries are 
responsible for lowering the values of β (see Experimental Section for a more 
detailed discussion).The van der Waals interactions between neighboring alkyl chains 
in SC10 SAMs are weaker than in SC18 SAMs. Consequently, SAMs of SC10 are 
loosely packed and liquid-like 18,22,24 and can compensate for, and smoothen, thin-area 
defects.14 The SAMs of SC18 yield densely packed films with near crystalline 
structure on flat grains and therefore cannot pack well at grain boundaries and contain 
more thin-area defects 18,22 than the more liquid-like SC10 SAMs. Hence, for SAMs on 
electrodes with small BV values the assumption d = nC holds leading to β = 1.0 nC-1 
while in case of large BV values dis smaller than nC because of thin area defects 
resulting in small values of β. A similar explanation has been also used by Vilan et 
al.14 to account for the chain length dependence of β for SAMs of alkyl phosphonates 
on AlOx electrodes. 
 





In conclusion, our results show that the Simmons equation does not account for 
the subtle differences in SAM structures and inherent to the type of analysis – plotting 
the values of J for a given voltage against nC-1 rather against the effective thickness of 
the SAM – result in an overestimation of the SAM thickness and consequently an 
underestimation of the value of β. We controlled the value of β from 0.41 to 1.0 nC-1 
by varying the BV of the bottom-electrode without affecting the yield in non-shorting 
junctions. Thus, the observation of an exponential decay of the current as a function 
of the SAM thickness in combination with high yields in working devices is not 
sufficient to justify any conclusions regarding the quality of the junctions or the 
correctness of the value of β. 
Our data also reveal that the value of J for junctions incorporating thin, 
liquid-like SAMs is insensitive to the topography of the bottom-electrodes, in sharp 
contrast to thick crystalline SAMs. This liquid-like character of thin SAMs may also 
mask other properties of the SAMs and their effect on the charge transport 
characteristics. For instance, Yoon et al.25 and Sayed et al.26 found that the electrical 
properties of junctions with thin SAMs were independent of a large variety in 
functional head groups. We showed that decreasing the packing energy of SAMs by 
only 0.5 kcal/mol was sufficient to mask the presence of ferrocene head groups (the 
mismatch in head group size and alkyl chain diameter also induces liquid-like 
behavior22). The results described here help to explain the large spread of β values 




disorder in the SAMs in the electrical characteristic of SAM-based junctions. 
3.4 Experimental Section 
3.4.1 Purification of n-Alkanethiolates 
The purity of the n-alkanethiolates as received from Sigma-Aldrich ranged from 
95 to 99% as labeled on the packages. It is well-known that thiols decompose in 
ambient conditions and form disulfides and sulfonates.27 The n-alkanethiolates (SCn, n 
= 8, 10, 12, 14, and 18) were recrystallized from ethanol (AR grade) under 
atmosphere of N2 at -20 ºC followed by quick filtration. This procedure was repeated 
three times. In case of insoluble impurities, the ethanolic thiol solutions were filtered 
prior recrystallization. The purity of the thiols was confirmed by gas 
chromatography–mass spectrometry (GC-MS) (Agilent Technologies, 7890A) 
because NMR spectroscopy is not sensitive enough to detect small amounts of 
impurities (<3-5%). Figure 3.5 and Table 3.1 shows all the GC-MS spectra and results 
of as-received compounds, respectively. Figure 3.6 and Table 3.2 shows the spectra 
and results after purification. The thiols with n = 10 or 12 contained more impurities 
than the longer thiols (n = 14, 16, 18) as received. From these results we conclude the 
thiols were pure after purification (within the detection limits of our GC-MS) and 
only the SC10 contained a small amount of impurity (1.2%) after purification. Based 
on the MS spectra, disulfides, sulfonates, n-alkane, and silane, were the major 
















Table 3.1. GC-MS area percent report of as-received thiols. 
Compound Peak Area Total (%) 
S(CH2)9CH3 1 2.56 × 100 0.06  
 2 8.48 × 107 1.95  
 3 4.91 × 107 1.13  
 4 3.78 × 109 87.15  
 5 2.62 × 108 6.04  
 6 1.34 × 106 0.03  
 7 1.63 × 106 0.04  
 8 3.13 × 106 0.07  
 9 5.60 × 106 0.13  
 10 1.48 × 108 3.41  
    
S(CH2)11CH3 1 2.92 × 106 6.22 
 2 4.41 × 107 93.78 
    
S(CH2)13CH3 1 8.04 × 108 97.93  
 2 7.06 × 106 0.86  
 3 4.29 × 106 0.52  
 4 5.68 × 106 0.69  
    
S(CH2)15CH3 1 6.06 × 106 98.71  
 2 7.89 × 106 1.29  
    
S(CH2)17CH3 1 2.92 × 104 2.87 
 2 2.75 × 106 97.13 
 
Table 3.2. GC-MS area percent report of purified thiols. 
Compound Peak Area Total (%) 
S(CH2)9CH3 1 6.71 × 108 98.769 
 2 8.36 × 106 1.231 
S(CH2)11CH3 1 1.65 × 108 100.000 
S(CH2)13CH3 1 2.85 × 108 100.000 
S(CH2)15CH3 1 1.31× 108 100.000 





3.4.2 Fabrication Methods of Bottom-Electrodes. 
Template-stripping. We deposited 200 nm thick metal film (Ag or Au with a 
purity of 99.999% from Super Conductor Materials Inc) on clean Si(100) wafer with a 
native SiO2 surface layer under vacuum (~2 × 10-6 mbar) by thermal deposition 
(ShenYang KeYi, China). The evaporation rate was ~0.7Å/s for Ag and ~0.3Å/s for 
Au. The glass supports (1 × 0.5 cm2) were cleaned by immersion in a solution of 
H2SO4:H2O2= 1:5 (in volume) at 80 oC for 20 min, followed by washing with H2O, 
blown to dryness in a stream of N2 gas. These glass slides were further cleaned by a 
plasma of air for 5 min at a pressure of 5 mbar. These glass substrates were applied on 
the metal surfaces using photo-curable optical adhesive (Norland, No. 61). We cured 
the optical adhesive under a 100 Watt UV lamp at a distance of around 60 cm from 
the substrates to minimize heating for 1 hour. Finally, the metal film, together with its 
glass support and cured optical adhesive, was lifted off to expose the ultra-flat metal 
surface that had been in contact with the Si/SiO2 wafer. 
Annealed template-stripped silver. We used the same metal evaporation 
conditions as described above. After deposition of 200 nm thick Ag film on wafers, 
the wafer holder was heated to 200 °C for 30 min inside the vacuum chamber (1 × 
10-6mbar). The annealed Ag films on wafers were kept inside the vacuum (1 × 
10-6mbar) chamber overnight to slowly cool them down to room temperature. 
Subsequently, these surfaces were template-stripped when needed.  
As-deposited silver and gold. A 200 nm thick silver (AgDE2) or gold film, or 30 




× 10-6mbar) at a rate of ~0.7 Å/s on (1 × 1 cm2) a Si (100) of roughly 1 × 1 cm2 with 
its native layer of SiO2. To minimize contamination from ambient, we immersed these 
surfaces in the corresponding ethanolic solution of thiols immediately once the 
substrates were removed from the vacuum chamber of the metal evaporator. Thus we 
did not store these surfaces to minimize contamination. 
Ge-seed Ag and Ti-seed substrates. We followed previously reported 
procedures to fabricate the AgSD and AuSD surfaces.19,28 We used an electron–beam 
evaporator (Edwards, Auto 306) to deposit a 2 nm layer of Ge at a rate of 0.1 Å/s 
followed by 20 nm of silver at rate of 0.2 Å/s at a base pressure of 2 × 10-6mbar. For 
gold surfaces we used the same procedure as for silver but using a 2 nm layer of Ti 
(0.1 Å/s) and 20 nm of gold (0.2 Å/s). After metal deposition, the surfaces were 
immersed into ethanolic solutions of the thiols to form SAMs as soon as they were 
removed from the vacuum chamber to avoid surface contamination from the ambient 
as much as possible. Also these surfaces were not stored to avoid contamination. 
3.4.3 Surface Topography Analysis 
We recorded the AFM images by Bruker Dimension FastScan AFM with tapping 
mode tips (FASTSCAN-A, resonant frequency: 1.4 MHz, force constant: 18 N/m). 
Five 1 × 1 µm and three 5 × 5 µm images were measured on three substrates for each 
type of surfaces. We used the AFM software NanoScope Analysis (version 1.4) to 
determine the rms roughness. We used the AFM images of 5  5 µm2 to determine 
the grain sizes by counting grains individually and estimated their size (Agr)using a 




examples). In the main text, we named this method as “split and count”. The idea to 
use 400 boxes originates from the concept of “Riemann sum”, which is an 
approximation of the surface area of certain region by dividing the region into 
rectangles of known area and then sum all the areas of the rectangles that lie within 
that region.29 This method is suitable to estimate the areas of their regularly shaped 
grains. We used 5  5 µm2 AFM images for grain counting but not higher resolution 
1 1µm2 AFM images, because the template-stripped and annealed template-stripped 
methods yield surfaces with grains larger than 1µm2 (see Fig. 3.7a). We believe the 
box size was small enough for estimation of the grain sizes: the AgSD surfaces yielded 
the smallest grains (~900 nm2, see Table 3.3) among all surfaces which was more than 
five times the box area. For each kind of surface, three AFM images were used for 
counting. We counted all the grains in one image and the number of boxes that 
covered each grain (to a precision of1/4, 1/2, or 3/4 of the total area of the box). The 
histograms of Agr are shown in Figure 3.8 for Ag and Figure 3.9 for Au. There are 
small grains between large grain in AgA-TS and AgTS surfaces but they cover in total 
only 5 – 10% of the total area, so we only choose the Agr from Gaussian fits to the 
large grains. We found that five Gaussians fitted to the histogram of grain sizes of the 
AuTS surface, the Agr was chosen as the average of the five fits.  
The width of grain boundaries was determined using line-scans (see Figure 3.7). 
We used 15 line-scans from three AFM images of one type surface (five line-scans 
were randomly selected from each AFM image, see for example two line-scans on 




were plotted in Figure 3.8 for Ag and Figure 3.9 for Au at right panel. The widths of 
the grain boundaries (dgb) were plotted in histograms to which we fitted Gaussians 
from which we derived the average values of dgb (Figs. 3.8 and 3.9). 
 
Figure 3.7. The 5 × 5 µm AFM images of AgTS (a) and AgDE2 (b) overlaid with a grid with 400 of 12.5 
× 12.5 nm square boxes. These boxes were used to guide the eye for grain counting and estimation of 
individual grain size. c) Two randomly chosen line-scans on the 1 × 1 µm AFM image of AuDE. d) The 












Figure 3.9. The histogram of the grain sizes and boundaries widths of the Au bottom electrodes and 
fitted with Gaussian distribution. 
3.4.4 The Calculation of the Bearing Volume (BV). 
The calculation of the bearing volume (BV).We calculated the average radius of 
the grains (Rgr, Rgr = (Agr/π)0.5) from the average size of grains (Agr) assuming the 
grains are circular (the Rgr for eight surfaces were listed in Table 3.3column 5). The 
area of the grain boundary (Agb, listed in Table 3.3column 6) is then estimated by π(Rgr 
+ dgb)2- π(Rgr)2. The relative number of grain boundaries (Ngr) was calculated by 
normalization of Agr to the largest value of Agr of the AgA-TS surface (the value of Ngr 
listed in Table 3.3column 7). The BV (listed in Table 3.3 column 8) was finally 













Rgr(nm) Agb (nm2) Ngr BV (nm3) 
AgA-TS 9.07 × 105 46.14 0.55 537.31 1.62 × 105 1.00 8.94 × 104 
AgTS 7.80 × 105 48.27 0.67 498.28 1.58 × 105 1.16 1.23 × 105 
AgSD 9.45 × 102 26.85 0.52 17.34 5.19 × 103 95.98 2.59× 105 
AgDE1 1.89 × 103 65.86 1.35 24.53 2.38 × 104 47.99 1.54 × 106 
AgDE2 1.99 × 104 130.12 5.78 79.59 1.18 × 105 4.56 3.12 × 106 
AuTS 2.68 × 104 52.40 0.55 92.36 1.05 × 105 3.38 1.95 × 105 
AuSD 1.76 × 103 52.98 0.98 23.67 1.67 × 104 51.53 8.43 × 105 
AuDE 9.25 × 103 113.89 5.19 54.26 7.96 × 104 9.81 4.05 × 106 
3.4.5 Bearing Volume (BV) Analysis by NanoScope Analysis (version 1.40) 
The method we used (see previous Section 3.4.3 and 3.4.4) to estimate BV is 
different from the BV that determined by AFM analysis software. In the analysis 
described above the volume of the grain boundaries are not included in the analysis, 
but it is included in using the BV AFM analysis software. Estimating the bearing 
volume using software packages, such as NanoScope Analysis, to compare different 
types of surfaces is difficult because the bearing height has to be chosen to which the 
bearing volume and the percentage of the bearing surface is related. To use the mean 
value of bearing height from a certain AFM image is not straightforward, because the 
heterogeneous distribution of grains fabricated by the TS and A-TS methods resulted 
in large grain areas below the mean value of bearing height. The bearing volume we 
wish to estimate to relate to the defects of bottom-electrodes is the volume of the 
grain boundaries, so we need the bearing height that most of the grain boundaries lie 
under but most of grains were above this bearing height. The percentage of the grain 
boundaries can be calculated by using the manually determined values of Agr and dgb 




This percentage of the bearing surface and bearing height can reveal the quality of the 
surfaces. The percentage of the grain boundaries was determined by the following 
equation: 
Bearing surface% =  𝑑𝑔𝑔2
𝑑𝑔𝑔
2 + 𝑑𝑔𝑔2  
where the dgr is the diameter of the grain calculated from Agr. We used the 
NanoScope Analysis version 1.40 to obtain the bearing height and bearing volume by 
bearing surface percentage (see Table 3.4 for all values). Figure 3.10 shows the values 
of β as a function of the BV determined by this method and shows the trend is similar 
with the Figure 3.4 in the main text. (The lower values of BV for A-TS and TS Ag 
surfaces estimated from NanoScope Analysis than our method are due to the 
overestimation of the percentage of bearing surface from slightly titled grains.) 
Although both methods rely on different assumptions, the overall shape of the graph 
is the same despite that the values of BV are different for both methods. 
 




Table 3.4. The statistics of the Agr and dgb, and the calculation results of bearing surface analysis using 
AFM analysis software, bearing height and bearing volume. 











AgA-TS 9.07 × 105 46.14 1074.63 0.18 2.27 2.58 × 105 
AgTS 7.80 × 105 48.27 996.56 0.23 2.70 3.10 × 105 
AgSD 9.45 × 102 26.85 34.69 37.47 2.30 1.06 × 106 
AgDE1 1.89 × 103 65.86 49.06 64.32 5.16 3.58 × 106 
AgDE2 1.99 × 104 130.12 159.18 40.06 10.14 7.00 × 106 
AuTS 2.68 × 104 52.40 184.72 6.42 2.39 6.38 × 105 
AuSD 1.76 × 103 52.98 47.34 55.61 5.02 3.34 × 106 
AuDE 9.25 × 103 113.89 108.52 52.41 10.96 8.23 × 106 
3.4.6 Formation of SAMs 
The substrates were immersed in degassed 3 mM ethanolic solutions of 
recrystallized SCn (n = 10, 12, 14, 16, 18). The solutions were kept under an 
atmosphere of nitrogen and in the dark. The SAMs were formed over a period of time 
of three hours after which the SAMs were washed with ethanol (AR grade) to remove 
the physisorbed materials and dried in stream of dry nitrogen gently. All SAMs were 
used for experiments within minutes. In our studies, we did not store the SAMs to 
avoid potential changes to SAMs due to aging (especially for SAMs on Ag) which 
could complicate the interpretation of the electrical characteristics of the junctions. 
3.4.7 Electrical Measurements and Analysis 
We formed the SAM-based junctions with cone-shaped tips of Ga2O3/EGaIn 
following previously reported procedures.20 The bottom-electrode which also 
supported the SAMs was grounded and the top-electrode of Ga2O3/EGaIn was biased 
from 0V  0.5 V  0V -0.5 V  0V, with a step size of 50 mV, and a delay of 0.2 




of J measured at 43 different biases. For each type of SAM, we recorded J(V) data on 
16-29 junctions, for each of which we collected 20-24 J(V) traces (that is a total of 
320-630 J(V) traces for each type of SAM). In total, we collected and analyzed 19593 
J(V) traces obtained for junctions using eight different substrates each functionalized 
with five different SAMs (see Table 3.5 for details).  
We analyzed the J(V) data following previously reported procedures.20,21 We 
plotted the histogram of log│J│ for each bias and fitted Gaussians to the histograms 
to obtain the log-mean (µlog) of the values of J and their log standard-deviations (σlog), 
(Table 3.5). We used the Z-test to calculate the 95% confidence intervals.21 



















AgA-TS 104 2 5 2367 93 1.00 ± 0.017 328.3 
AgTS 109 7 6 2448 88 0.99 ± 0.016 219.4 
AgSD 103 12 4 2405 84 0.58 ± 0.007 3.25 
AgDE1 104 7 8 2413 85 0.51 ± 0.019 4.32 
AgDE2 107 3 9 2493 89 0.49 ± 0.020 2.53 
AuTS 126 9 7 2784 87 0.85 ± 0.023 60.90 
AuSD 102 7 7 2250 86 0.55 ± 0.011 1.66 
AuDE 117 19 4 2433 80 0.41 ± 0.013 1.36 
aA short is defined when the value of J exceeded 102 A/cm2 (the compliance value of J of our 
instrument) while recording 20 J(V) scans. 
b An unstable junction is defined when a sudden increase in the current density of three orders of 
magnitude higher than the mean value of J, or a loss of contact occurred, during the 20 J(V) scans. 
c The total number of J(V) traces of the metal-SCn//Ga2O3/EGaIn Junctions. 
dThe yields of stable junctions are defined as number of non-shorting and stable junctions divided by 
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The Role of Topography of Bottom Electrodes on the 




Abstract: Ratner and Aviram proposed in 1974 that molecules could rectify, but 
molecular diodes with simultaneously high rectification ratios, yields of working 
junctions, and reproducibility, are rare despite a huge body of experimental work. 
Although every type of molecular junction contains a certain distribution of defects 
induced by the topography of the surface, the role of these defects in the device 
performance has been rarely studied. We show that control over the topography of the 
bottom-electrode in SAM-based junctions in terms of the number of grains, the width 
of the grain boundaries, and roughness, improves the yield of working junctions from 
60 to near-100%, increases reproducibility by a factor of three, and boosts the 
rectification ratio (from nearly unity to ~1.0 × 102), of a molecular diode by 
minimizing the leakage currents. We found that commonly used metal surfaces 
fabricated by direct deposition methods are inferior to template-stripped surfaces 
which are flat and contain only small areas of exposed grain boundaries at which 
SAMs cannot pack well. Thus, for molecular diodes to perform well it is crucial to 
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Molecular electronics aims to generate devices in which the electrical 
characteristics are determined by the chemical and supramolecular properties of the 
molecules.1-4 This goal has been difficult to achieve as uncertainties in the 
(supramolecular) structure of the junctions caused during the fabrication process can 
be a source of artifacts hampering the interpretation of the data and the performance 
of the devices. Here we show that control over the surface topography of a silver 
bottom-electrode that supported a SAM of S(CH2)11Fc (≡ SC11Fc; Fc = ferrocene) in 
contact with top-electrodes of Ga2O3/EGaIn (eutectic alloy of In and Ga with a 0.7 nm 
surface layer of Ga2O3)5 improved four characteristics of these SAM-based molecular 
diodes: i) the yield in working and stable junctions increased from 60 to 95%, ii) the 
reproducibility (log-standard deviation) improved by a factor of three, iii) the leakage 
currents decreased by nearly two orders of magnitude, and iv) the rectification ratio 
R(given by eq. 1 where ǀJ (-1.0 V)ǀ and ǀJ (+1.0 V)ǀ are the current densities, A/cm2, 
measured at -1.0 and +1.0 V) increased from nearly unity to 1.0 × 102. Here we define 
the leakage current as the value of J that flows across the diodes at +1.0 V when they 
are in the off-state and block the current; the diodes allow the current to pass through 
at -1.0 V when they are in the on-state. 
𝑅 = |𝐽 (−1.0 V)||𝐽 (+1.0 V)|        (1) 
To control electronic function in molecular junctions, e.g., negative differential 
resistance,6,7 switching,8,9 and memory,10the emphasis has been on the chemical 
structure of the organic component, but it has been challenging to prove whether the 




chemical side reactions7. For example, molecular diodes made of complex molecules 
containing donor-bridge-acceptor groups (D-b-A)12,13 have been studied since the 
original proposal by Ratner and Aviram,14 but it is difficult to control the 
supramolecular structure of SAMs composed of these molecules. Consequently, 
physical-organic studies of charge transport across them have been challenging.15 
Indeed, most studies involving junctions incorporating D-b-A compounds rectified 
currents with low values of R of <10.12,13,16,17 As we show here, defects induced by 
grain boundaries cause large deviations from the “ideal” supramolecular structure of 
the SAMs. Consequently, molecular diodes composed of the same chemical structure 
change from performance resembling that of a “good diode” to that of a “non-working 
diode” by only changing the topography of the bottom-electrode that supported the 
SAM. The details of the fabrication of bottom-electrode are of crucial importance, and 
a good understanding of the role of defects is required to discriminate artifacts from 
real data.  
Common defects in metal surfaces can easily exceed molecular dimensions (see 
below). Whitesideset al.18 showed that limiting the number and size of defects is 
important to improve reproducibility of SAM-based junctions. Very recently, we 
showed that the surface topography affects the tunneling decay coefficient β (Å-1).19 
Both studies only involved junctions with SAMs of SCn, making it difficult to 
determine how surface induced defects affect leakage currents and the electronic 





4.2 Results and Discussion 
4.2.1 The Surface Topography of the Bottom-Electrodes 
Figure 4.1 shows schematically aAgTS-SC11Fc//Ga2O3/EGaIn junction that 
contains grains. Fig. 4.1D shows an AFM image of an annealed template-stripped 
(A-TS) silver surface with large grains and typical defects such as grain boundaries 
and step edges. On a grain, SAMs can form with “perfect” structure (Fig. 4.1A) but 
are more liquid-like and defective at grain boundaries (Fig. 4.1B).Figure 4.1A 
illustrates how SAMs on grains can still have defects caused by, for instance, 
step-edges and phase domain boundaries, but AFM line-scans in Figs. 4.1E and 4.4 
(Experimental Section) show that the width and depth of the grain boundaries are 
larger than the molecular dimensions. At these defect sites the SAMs cannot pack well, 
which lowers the distance between the two electrodes, d (nm).18 The measured current 
density has an exponential dependence on d, as described by the simplified Simmons 
equation (in the low bias limit; eq. 2)where J0 (A/cm2) is the current density for the 
junction with d = 0 nm.Thus, the measured tunneling current is very sensitive to 
defects that reduce d (regardless of the tunnel pathway, e.g., through-space or 
through-bond18) and exponentially increase of the value of J. Here we show that by 
minimizing the presence of grain boundaries one can obtain junctions whose electrical 
characteristics are dominated by the supramolecular properties of the SAM. 





Figure 4.1. Schematic illustration of the junction of AgA-TS-SC11Fc//Ga2O3/EGaIn with the SAMs 
formed on a grain (A) and a grain boundary (B). A simplified illustration of a part of the junction (C) 
based on a line-scan as indicated in the AFM image of a AgA-TS surface (D). The arrows indicate the 
width of the groove between two grains (dgb) and the distance between two grain boundaries (dgr). 
Typical line scans for AgTS and AgDE4 surfaces (E).  
 
4.2.2 The Rectification Ratios as a Function of BV Values 
We have reported previously that junctions of the form 
AgTS-SC11Fc//Ga2O3/EGaIn have rectification ratios of ∼1.0 × 102 which are large 
enough to conduct physical-organic studies.20,21 The mechanism of charge transport 
across these junctions has been described in detail elsewhere: the rectification is 
induced by the asymmetry of the molecule and not by any of the other asymmetries 




model system to study R, yield in working junctions, the current densities, and the 
reproducibility (or the log-standard deviations), as a function of the topography of the 
bottom-electrode. We controlled four factors that are important in the topography of 
the surfaces: i) the number of grains Ngr, ii) the width of the groove between two 
grains (dgb, nm), iii) the area of the grain boundaries (Agb, μm2), and iv) the root-mean 
square (rms) roughness (over an area of 5.0 5.0 μm). AFM was used to analyze the 
topography of the bottom-electrodes (Table 4.1). The value of Agb directly relates to 
Agr(surfaces with small grains have more grain boundaries than those with large grains) 
and was estimated from Agr and the value of dgb (obtained from line-scans) after 
normalization for the Ngr (see Experimental Section for details) following a 
previously reported procedure.19The grains do not need to be in a single plane which 
largely determines the rms value. In order to capture these factors in a single 
parameter, we estimated the bearing volume (BV, nm3) using Eq. 3: surfaces with 
large BV values are rough, defective, and have a large fraction of exposed grain 
boundaries, while the opposite is true for surfaces with low BV values.  
BV = NgrAgbrms      (3) 
We used four common methods to prepare bottom-electrodes: i) 
template-stripping (AgTS), ii) combination of annealing and template-stripping 
(AgA-TS),iii) direct deposition (AgDE) on Si/SiO2, and iv)germanium (Ge) seeded 
growth of 15 nm Ag (AgSD).24 By controlling the deposition rate the rms value of the 
DE surfaces could be controlled from 1.2 to 5.1 nm. Figures 4.2 and 4.4 show the 




Figure 4.2 shows the average J(V)-curves, and the histograms of the values of Rtot 
with Gaussian fits to these histograms (see below). Junctions with SAMs of SC11Fc 
on AgA-TS and AgTS surfaces had the highest Rtot values of ~1.0 × 102, while junctions 
with AgDE surfaces had poor device characteristics and the value of Rtot dropped to 
nearly unity as a function of BV (Table 4.2). The AgSD surface, i.e., the surface with 
the smallest Agr and rms, resulted in a single and narrow peak centered at Rtot = 20. 
Although Rtot is modest, these junctions have the highest reproducibility defined as 
the log-standard deviation σlog of the log-average μlog of Rtot. 
 
Figure 4.2. Atomic force micrographs of four of the seven types of Ag surfaces (A-D),the average 
traces of the J(V) plot of SC11Fc SAMs on the different surfaces (E-H), and the histograms of R with 




We fitted to the histogram of R one Gaussian to obtain RG (see Fig. 4.6 in 
Experimental Section).This method resulted in poor fits for the DE surfaces because 
the histograms of R show that the distributions consist of two main peaks. Therefore 
we used two Gaussians to fit the data to obtainR1 and R2, and the total value of Rtot = 
R1×R1% + R2×R2% (with their relative surface areas expressed as a percentage) is 
similar to RG (Table 4.2 in Experimental Section). We assign R1 to junctions that are 
dominated by “ideal” structures and the top-electrode mainly probes SAMs on grains 
and R2 to junctions that are dominated by disordered structures and the top-electrode 
mainly probes SAMs at grain boundaries as depicted in Fig. 4.1 for five reasons. i) 
The A-TS and TS surfaces have large values of Agr and therefore small values of dgb, 
resulting in a small value of BV (see Table 4.1 in Experimental Section). The 
conformable top-electrode therefore probes predominantly SAMs on grains 
andR1dominates the distribution. ii) The DE surfaces have small values of Agr but with 
similar dgr as the TS surfaces resulting in large BV values. The top-electrode therefore 
probes significant amounts of disordered SAMs on grain boundaries and R2 dominates. 
iii) The area of R2 increases while that of R1 decreases with increasing BV for a series 
of DE surfaces (Fig. 4.7 and Table 4.2 in Experimental Section). These surfaces have 
similar dgr but smaller Agr and therefore mainly the Agb increases resulting in low R1 
and R2 values. iv) The positions of both R1 and R2 shift to lower values of R with 
increasing BV but R1 is always larger than R2 (Fig. 4.7 and Table 2.2). v) The SD 
surfaces resulted in a distribution of R that consists of only one peak. Considering that 




close to that of R1 on rough surfaces, we believe that R2 is absent. 
 
Figure 4.3. Plots of Rtot (A), yields (B), and log-standard deviations σlog (C) of the <J> at +1.0 and -1.0 
V (D), against the bearing volume BV. The dashed lines serve as guides to the eye. 
These assignments of R1 and R2 correlate well with the data shown in Figure 4.3 
which shows the yields of non-shorting junctions, reproducibility (σlog,R), and Rtot as a 
function of BV. The dashed lines do not represent fits to any models and only serve to 
guide the eye. The value of Rtot decreases with increasing BV because both R1 and R2 
decrease, and the more defective junctions also result in lower yields. The widths of 
the distributions of both R1 and R2 increase with increasing BV (Fig. 4.3D) which are 




value of R for AgSD surfaces are modest because the small grains contain large 
amounts of exposed grain boundaries but the grain widths (27±2 nm) are modest and 
depths (0.8±0.1 nm; Table 4.1 in Experimental Section) are small relative to the 
length of the molecule.  
Figure 4.3D shows the values of J measured at +1.0 V when the diodes are in the 
off-state and block the current (the leakage current) and at -1.0 V when the diodes are 
in the on-state and allow the current to pass through the junctions. The currents across 
the diodes in the on-state are weakly dependent on the surface topography, while the 
leakage currents increase with increasing BV (Fig. 4.3D). This observation indicates 
that the changes in the values of J do not originate from potential changes in the 
effective contact areas (except for junctions with AgDE electrodes; see below). The 
peak-to-valley roughness on a flat grain is about 0.12 nm which is~18 times smaller 
than the length of SC11Fc (2.15 nm based on CPK models). In contrast, the 
peak-to-valley roughness across grains (1.7 – 11.2 nm; Table 4.1 in Experimental 
Section) generally exceeds the length of the molecules, except for the AgSD surfaces. 
We believe due to the high surface tension of Ga2O3/EGaIn (~624 mN/m)25 the 
top-electrode cannot form conformal contacts to the grooves between two grains (as 
sketched in Fig. 4.1C), but it forms contacts with the edges of the grains where the 
SAMs pack poorly.  The Fc units are part of the tunneling barrier at positive bias but 
at negative bias they act as sites to which charge can hop, while the alkyl chain is part 
of the tunneling barrier in both directions of bias.21-23 Therefore the surface 




currents increase by up to two orders of magnitude as a function of BV because small 
variations in the thickness of the SAMs cause large variations in the measured values 
of J when the diodes are in the off-state (eq. 2).  
Fig. 4.3D also shows that the values of J decrease with increasing BV values for 
junctions with AgDE electrodes. Whitesides et al. reported recently that the effective 
electrical contact area is lower than the geometrical contact area due to surface 
roughness.18 We believe that these very rough surfaces reduce the effective contact are 
of the electrode with the SAMs because the top-electrode cannot probe the voids due 
to its high surface tension as indicated in Fig. 4.1C. Although these uncertainties in 
the effective electrical contact areas influence the values of J, we do not expect them 
to be bias dependent and consequently they do no effect on R (eq. 1). 
These findings are in agreement with a previous report where we showed that a 
small change of the average tilt angle of the Fc units (controlled via odd-even effects) 
resulted in a small difference in the packing energy of just 0.5 kcal/mol and 
consequently in a 10-fold decrease of R because the leakage currents increased.15At 
defect sites we expect the SAMs to be disordered and that the Fc units are randomly 
orientated and therefore cannot block the currents in the off-state but still determine 
the total current that flows through the junctions. These loosely packed parts of the 
SAMs at defect sites cause defects in the junctions resulting in broadening of the 
histograms of R (and even the appearance of a second peak), increase of the leakage 





In conclusion, the surface topography plays a crucial role in the characteristics of 
molecular electronic devices. The surface roughness in terms of rms is not the only 
critical factor, but minimizing peak-to-valley roughness, the numbers of grains, 
ensuring the grains are in the same plane, and the width of the grooves between the 
grains, are all important to obtain molecular junctions with well-defined 
supramolecular structures. Only then the device performance is optimal, because 
leakage currents are low with high yields in non-shorting junctions and good 
reproducibility. Surfaces with very small grains and low rms values have the highest 
reproducibility, because the depths of the grooves were small relative to the size of the 
molecules. Our findings indicate that the quality of the junctions could be further 
improved if the grain sizes would exceed the geometrical junction area, or when the 
groove widths and depths are significantly smaller than the molecular dimensions.  
By far most studies have used electrodes prepared by direct metal deposition 
methods and only used rms values to judge the quality of these surfaces, but our 
results indicate that these surfaces result in diodes that do not perform well. Control 
over the surface topography is crucial to reduce leakage currents in molecular diodes, 
but we believe that our findings are generally applicable to other types of 
(bio)molecular electronic devices. 
4.4 Experimental Section 
4.4.1 The Formation of the SAMs. 
We followed the same procedure to synthesize FcC11SH as reported in reference21. 




fabricate, and only for DE surfaces we varied the deposition rate to control the 
roughness from RMS 1.23 nm to RMS 5.10 nm. We immersed the Ag substrates in 
degassed 3 mM ethanolic solutions of FcC11SH in a nitrogen atmosphere. We formed 
the SAMs over a period of time of 3 h. We rinsed the SAMs with ethanol (AR grade) 
to remove the physisorbed materials and then dried the SAMs in a stream of dry 
nitrogen gently. We did not store SAMs to avoid degradation of the S-Ag bond and 
contamination. 
4.4.2 The Analysis of Bottom-Electrodes 
We used the same method we developed and described in detail before in Chapter 
3. Here we give a short description of the determination of the value BVfor each 
surface. We estimated the Agr for different surfaces from the number of boxes that 
fitted on single grains individually using 5 × 5 µm AFM images with a grid of 400 
boxes of 156.25 nm2. By plotting the values of Agr in histograms and fitting them with 
Gaussianswe derived the average value of Agr (Figure 4.5 left panels). We used 15 
line-scans randomly chosen from three AFM images of each type of Ag surface to 
determine the width of the grooves between the grains dgb. We plotted the histograms 
of the values of dgb and fitted Gaussians to these histograms to obtain the average 
values of dgb (Fig. 4.5 right panels). We used the NanoScope Analysis (version 1.4) 
software to determine the average difference in height between peak-valley pairs(HP-V) 
obtained from the line-scans with a threshold height of 0.12 nm (the step-edge of Ag). 
We defined the height of a peak-valley pair as the distance from the neighboring 




of grains). For each surface, we used 5 line-scans and each line-scan gave typically 10 
(AgDE4) to 30 (AgSD) peak-valley pairs. The average value of the HP-V and its standard 
deviation are listed in Table 4.1.  
We note that many small values of peak-valley pairs at grains of AgA-TS and AgTS 
surfaces were counted and resulted in a low HP-V value with high uncertainty (large 
standard deviation). As mentioned in the main text, the peak-to-valley roughness on a 
flat grain is much smaller than the molecular length and is likely dominated by 
step-edges, vacancy islands, etc. Thus, we analyzed manually the peak-valley pairs at 
grain boundaries to determine the average difference in height (HP-V(gb)). For each 
surface we used 30 peak-valley pairs at grain boundaries. The values of RP-V(gb) and 
its standard deviation are listed in Table 4.1. The depth of the valley between two 
grains was defined as the distance from the deepest point at grain boundary to the 
mean plane (indicated as a red dashed line in Figure 4.4). We counted the depth of the 
valley between two grains from line-scans to calculate the average depth (DV). The 
value of DV is close to the half value of RP-V(gb), except for the AgA-TS surfaces. 
Table 4.1. The characteristics of the AgX surfaces. (X = A-TS, TS, DE, SD) 
Surface RP-V (nm)a RP-V(gb) (nm)a DV (nm)a rms (nm) Agr (nm2)b dgb (nm)b BV (nm3) 
AgA-TS 1.7± 1.9 3.4 ± 0.8 2.5 ± 0.6 0.72 9.2 ± 1.8× 105 49 ± 8.4 1.28 × 105 
 AgTS 1.7± 1.1 2.5 ± 0.7 1.3 ± 0.4 0.91 8.1 ± 1.6× 105 48 ± 17 1.67 × 105 
 AgDE1 2.6± 0.7 2.8 ± 0.5 1.3 ± 0.3 1.23 8.9 ± 0.2× 103 45 ± 4.5 2.51 × 106 
 AgDE2 3.2± 0.9 3.4 ± 0.6 1.7 ± 0.3 1.73 1.1 ± 0.3× 104 57 ± 2.3 4.62 × 106 
 AgDE3 5.7± 1.1 5.7 ± 1.2 2.8 ± 0.6 2.85 1.1 ± 0.1× 104 70 ± 3.4 9.77 × 106 
 AgDE4 11± 3.5 112± 3.5 5.9 ± 1.7 5.10 1.9 ± 0.3× 104 131 ± 20 2.88 × 107 
 AgSD 1.7± 0.1 1.7 ± 0.2 0.8 ± 0.1 0.61 9.5 ± 2.0× 102 27 ± 2.1 3.20 × 106 
a The error bar was one standard deviation of the average value. 





Figure 4.4. The 5 × 5 µm 3D-AFM images of the seven Ag surfaces (A-G) and line scans obtained 










4.4.3 “EGaIn” Junctions and Statistical Analysis 
We followed previously reported procedures to form “EGaIn” junctions and 
perform the statistical analysis of data to determine the average J(V) curves.4 Figure 
4.6 shows the average J(V) traces and histograms of R for every type of junction. We 
plotted histograms of R to which we fitted one Gaussian to obtain RG. As explained in 
the main text, we also fitted two Gaussians to the histograms of R except for the data 
obtained from junctions with AgSD bottom-electrodes, using Origin Pro 8.5. Table 4.2 
summarizes the statistics of junctions and the values of RG, R1, R2 (and their relative 
surface areas expressed as a percentage, R%), and Rtotal. Figure 4.7 shows how these 
values depend on BV.  












RG(σlogc) R1 (%) R2 (%) Rtotal 
AgA-TS 
23 555 91.3 
1.0 × 102 
(2.53) 
1.1 × 102 (89.50) 23 (10.50) 1.0 × 102 
AgTS 
22 527 95.5 
1.0 × 102 
(3.02) 
1.3 × 102 (59.17) 48 (40.83) 96 
AgDE1 25 600 84.0 32 (3.17) 63 (47.39) 14 (52.61) 38 
AgDE2 21 504 80.9 11 (3.67) 45 (24.32) 10 (75.68) 19 
AgDE3 25 600 68.0 3 (6.35) 27 (46.40) 1 (53.60) 13 
AgDE4 22 528 63.6 4 (9.32) 24(49.00) 1 (51.00) 12 
AgSD 21 504 90.5 20 (1.95) N.A. N.A. 20 
aThe number of J(V) traces of the AgX-SC11Fc//Ga2O3/EGaIn Junctions 
dThe yield is defined as the number of non-shorts divided by total number of junctions.  
c The 𝜎𝑙𝑙𝑙 is log-standard deviation calculated by log function on standard deviation of Gaussian 







Figure 4.6. J(V) curve (A-G) and the histograms fitted with two Gaussians (H-N) and with one 






Figure 4.7. Plots of (a) Rvs.BV and (b) R% vs.BV. 
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Abstract: Intermolecular interactions are important in the rational design of organic 
electronic devices to control the packing of the molecules or polymers in such a way 
as to optimize the performance of, for instance, organic field effect transistors and 
organic light emitting diodes. In these devices, mainly strong π-π interactions are 
considered. In the rational design of molecular electronic devices the role of weaker 
molecule-molecule interactions has not been explored. Here we show that seemingly 
small changes in the supramolecular structures of the active component of molecular 
diodes resulted in subtle changes in the van der Waals interactions between the 
molecules of the SAM which dramatically improved their performance in terms of 
yields in working devices, reproducibility, and rectification of currents. Therefore, 
van der Waals interactions, which are considered to be relatively weak and largely 
ignored, should be an important part in the rational design of molecular and other 
organic (bio)electronic devices. 
 
       
*This work has been published: Nerngchanmnong, N.; Yuan, L.; Qi, D. C.; Jiang, L.; 






One of the major goals of molecular electronics is to relate the performance and 
electronic function of molecular electronic devices to the chemical and 
supramolecular structures of the self-assembled monolayers (SAMs), or single 
molecules, inside them.1-7 This goal is difficult to achieve because each type of 
molecular electronic device is a complex physical-organic system, consisting of at 
least two electrodes, an organic component – a SAM, or a single molecule – and two 
(different) interfaces between the organic component and the electrodes. One of the 
major challenges is to separate the contribution of each of these components to the 
electrical characteristics of the devices independently from one and another.  
 In general, small changes in the chemical structure of the molecules can result in 
large changes in the interactions between them and, consequently, in large changes in 
the macroscopic structure and orientation8 which is crucial for applications ranging 
from crystal engineering,9 drug design10 to organic electronics.11 Here we show that 
“one carbon matters” in molecular diodes consisting of SAMs of 
ferrocene-alkanethiolates S(CH2)nFc (n = 6 - 15), with a change in the number of CH2 
units, n, by one making a large enough difference in the supramolecular structure of 
the SAM to dramatically improve the performance of the devices: junctions made 
from SAMs with an odd number of carbons, nodd, pack better by approximately 
0.4-0.6 kcal/mol as a result of more favorable intermolecular van der Waals 
interactions and rectify currents ten times more efficiently, give 10% higher yields of 
working devices, and 2-3 times better reproducibility, than those devices with an even 




 The influence of strong intermolecular π-π interactions on the packing and on the 
performance of thin film devices,12,13 and occasionally on molecular electronic 
devices,14  have been well characterized and play an important role in the rational 
design of these devices. In contrast, the influences of subtle changes in the weak 
interactions between the molecules in SAMs on the performance of molecular 
electronic devices have never been addressed (directly) experimentally. The 
importance of these weak intermolecular interactions is evident from studies in which 
the physical properties of materials change as a function of the number of a small 
repetitive unit, such as, -(CH2)n-: materials with neven have different properties than 
those materials with nodd.15  These so-called “odd-even” effects determine the 
properties of both bulk and nanoscopic materials, e.g., stability and packing densities 
of SAMs, melting points of n-alkanes, and tunneling rates.15,16 
 To study the role of van der Waals interactions in the performance of molecular 
diodes, we used the “EGaIn” technique.17 This technique uses template-stripped (TS) 
Ag bottom-electrodes supporting the SAMs and a soft liquid-metal (eutectic alloy of 
Ga and In with a 0.7 nm thick surface layer of predominantly Ga2O3 oxide) as a 
non-invasive top-electrode.18 The EGaIn-technique is suitable to conduct 
physical-organic studies of charge transport because it yields junctions with high yield 
in working devices (up to 100%), statistically large numbers of data, and is 
compatible with a wide variety of SAMs.19-21 Figure 5.1a shows an optical 
micrograph of a cone-shaped tip of Ga2O3/EGaIn in contact with a SAM on a AgTS 




SAMs of SC10Fc and SC11Fc. The SAMs of SCnFc are covalently bound to the AgTS 
bottom-electrodes by Ag-S bonds, and form a van der Waals contact with the 
Ga2O3/EGaIn top-electrodes. This Figure also defines the tilt angles of the Fc units, α 
(°), with respect to the surface normal. 
 
Figure 5.1. Schematic illustration of the junctions of the type AgTS-SCnFc//Ga2O3/EGaIn and the 
mechanism of charge transport across them. a) An optical micrograph image of the tunneling junction 
with a cone-shaped tip of  Ga2O3/EGaIn suspended from a micro-needle in contact with a SAM on a 
AgTS surface and schematic illustrations of “ideal” tunneling junctions with SAMs of SCnFc with n = 
10 or 11 (see Fig. 5.3a for more realistic structures of the SAMs obtained by molecular dynamics 
simulations). The difference in the tilt angle α of the Fc units with respect to the surface normal is also 
indicated.  b) The energy level diagrams of the junctions at a bias of -1.0 V and +1.0 V.  At negative 
bias, or forward bias, when the molecular diode allows the current to pass through, the HOMO level 
centered at the Fc units falls in between the energy window of both Fermi-levels and can participate in 
the mechanism of charge transport. The two-step mechanism of charge transport involves tunneling of 




hopping of an electron to the Fc unit in a second step. The width of the tunneling barrier, dtot (nm), is 
determined by the length of the alkyl chain, dalkyl (nm), or dtot = dalkyl. At positive bias, or at reverse bias, 
when the diode blocks the current, this HOMO level falls below both Fermi-levels and cannot 
participate in the mechanism of charge transport. Consequently, the whole length of the molecule forms 
a barrier against tunneling of dtot = dalkyl + dFc. For ideal diodes, this current would be infinitesimally 
small and is called in analogy to conventional diodes the “leak-current”. 
 The junctions with SAMs of SC11Fc rectify currents with a log-average 
rectification ratio, R (≡ |J(-1.0V)/J(+1.0V)|), of 1.5 × 102 with a log-standard 
deviation of 2.1. Figure 5.1b shows the energy level diagrams when a bias of -1.0 and 
1.0 V is applied across these molecular diodes, or here defined as forward and reverse 
bias, respectively, in analogy to conventional diodes. Temperature dependent 
measurements indicated that the mechanism of charge transport changes from 
tunneling in one direction of bias to tunneling followed by hopping in the other.21 At 
positive bias, the HOMO of the molecules does not fall within the energy window of 
the Fermi levels of the electrodes and therefore charges cannot be injected into the 
HOMO; both the Fc units, dFc (nm), and the alkyl spacer, 𝑑Cn (nm), form a barrier 
against tunneling with a width of 𝑑tot,reverse = 𝑑Fc +  𝑑Cn. At negative bias, the 
HOMO of the molecules falls between the Fermi levels of the electrodes and charge 
can hop to the Fc units and, consequently, reduce the width of the tunneling barrier to 
𝑑tot,forward = 𝑑Cn. This reduction in the width of the tunneling barrier only at forward 
bias causes the large observed rectification. 
5.2 Results and Discussion 
5.2.1 The Electronic Characteristics by EGaIn Setup 
We formed junctions with SAMs of SCnFc and measured statistically large 




statistics) following previously described procedures.21,22 Figure 5.2a shows the 
log-average J(V) curves of junctions with SAMs of SC10Fc and SC11Fc and Fig. 5.2b 
shows the histograms of the values of R with Gaussian fits to these histograms (see 
Figs. 5.6 – 5.8 in Experimental Section for all data). Figs 5.2c - f summarize four 
characteristics of the junctions with SAMs of n = 6 – 15 as a function of n. Junctions 
with SAMs with n = 9, 11, and 13, had i) a factor of ∼10 smaller leak currents (Fig. 
5.2c), ii) a factor of ∼10 larger values of R (Fig. 5.2d), iii) ∼10% higher yields in 
working devices (Fig. 5.2e), and iv) a factor of 2 - 3 smaller log-standard deviation of 
the R values (Fig. 5.2f), than those junctions with n = 8, 10, and 12. Junctions with 
SAMs of n = 6 and 7 have low yields in working devices of 10% and 43%, 
respectively; these SAMs are disordered likely due to the weak alkyl-alkyl chain 
interactions. Junctions with SAMs of n = 14 and 15 gave good yields in working 
devices of 79% and 71%, respectively, but low values of R; these SAMs are 
disordered and suffer from back-bending Fc moieties – Fc moieties that fold back 
pointing towards the bottom-electrode (see below).23 
 Figure 5.2c shows that the odd-even effect of the leak current measured at 
positive bias, or when J depends on 𝑑tot,reverse, is more pronounced than that of the 
currentmeasured at negative bias, or when J depends on𝑑tot,forward. The measured 
values of J depend exponentially on the values of d as described by a simplified form 
of the Simmons equation J = J0e-βd in which β is the tunneling decay coefficient (Å-1), 
and J0 (A/cm2) is the pre-exponential factor that depends on several parameters 




orientation of the Fc units as a function of n cause large variations in the measured 
values of J and, consequently, change the performance of the molecular diodes. 
 
Figure 5.2: The electrical characteristics of the tunneling junctions of AgTS-SCnFc//Ga2O3/EGaIn with 
n = 6 – 15. a) The J(V) curves of junctions with SAMs of SCnFc with n = 11 (▲) or 10 (♦). Error bars 
are omitted for clarity; see Experimental Section Fig. 5.6 for graphs with error bars. b) The 
histograms of R with Gaussian fits to these histograms are for junctions with SAMs of SCnFc with n = 
11 (−) or 10 (−); see Experimental Section Fig. 5.7 for all histograms of R. c) The values of J 
measured at +1.0 (▼) and -1.0 V (■) as a function of n; see Experimental Section Fig. 5.8 for all 
histograms of J. d) The values of R as a function of n. e) The yields of working junctions as a function 
of n. f) The log-standard deviations of the value of R as a function of n. 
 




We have verified this hypothesis by relating the supramolecular structure of the 
SAMs – determined by near edge X-ray absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) 
spectroscopy, electrochemistry, and molecular dynamics simulations – to the electrical 
characteristics of the junctions. Our molecular diodes perform better on Ag surfaces 
than on Au surfaces, but electrochemical characterization of the SAMs is only 
possible on Au surfaces (Fig. 5.3). To be able to relate the data obtained by these two 
techniques, we characterized the SAM on both Ag and Au surfaces by NEXAFS and 
molecular dynamics (Fig. 5.4). 
 
Figure 5.3: Structural characterization of the SAMs by molecular dynamics and NEXAFS. a) Zoom-in 
on chain packing in the centre of a SAM with n = 9, showing the prevalence of upright chain 
orientations (hydrogens are omitted for clarity). The inset shows the structure of the molecule. The full 
SAM model is shown in Additional Information, along with a full description of SAM formation and 
dynamics. b) Calculated Fc tilt angles α. An odd-even effect of 5° in α is computed from the average of 
the calculated tilt angles. c) Near carbon K-edge NEXAFS spectra for SAMs of SC6Fc and SC7Fc on 




at 286.9 eV are assigned to C 1s → 4e1g and C 1s → 3e2u transitions, respectively, based on previous 
assignments.25 d) The value of α(with an estimated error of roughly ± 5°) as a function of n derived 
from the NEXAFS spectra (see Experimental Section). 
 
Figure 5.4: The packing energies as a function of n derived from electrochemistry and molecular 
dynamics.  Cyclic voltammograms of SAMs of SC11Fc (black solid line) and SC12Fc (red solid line) 
on AuTS with aqueous 0.1 M HCl4O as electrolyte solution recorded at a scan rate of 1.0 V/s (see Fig. 
5.5 for all cyclic voltammograms). b) The peak oxidation (Epa) and reduction potentials (Epc) for SAMs 
on AuTS as a function of n with aqueous 0.1 M HCl4O as electrolyte solution recorded at a scan rate of 
1.0 V/s. c) Computed SAM packing interactions on Ag for the alkyl-alkyl chain, Fc-alkyl chain, and the 
Fc-Fc head group interactions as a function of n. Also plotted are the full Fc packing (Fctot, composed 
of Fc-Fc packing plus Fc-alkyl packing) and the full molecule packing (Molecule, composed of 
alkyl-alkyl and Fctot packing). d) Odd-even differences ΔEpack in calculated SAM packing energies on 
Ag and Au substrates; the ΔEpack value at each chain length n is the deviation of the Epack value at n 
from the average of the Epack values at n-1 and n+1. An odd-even effect of 0.4 kcal/mol in molecule 
packing energies is estimated from the average of the second derivatives around each Epack data point. 
 Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show four important observations: i) the values of α as a 
function of n determined theoretically by molecular dynamics (Figs. 5.3a and 5.3b) 
and experimentally by NEXAFS spectroscopy (Figs. 5.3c and d) for SAMs with nodd 




with neven, while the reverse is true for SAMs on gold (Figs. 5.9-5.11), ii) SAMs on 
AuTS with nodd are more easily oxidized than those SAMs with neven by roughly 27 ± 
12 meV (or 0.6 ± 0.3 kcal/mol; Figs. 5.4a and b), iii) the Fc-Fc and Fc-alkyl chain 
interactions are constant as a function of n (Fig. 5.4c), and iv) the alkyl-alkyl chain 
interactions increase with increasing n and are more favorable by 0.4 ± 0.6 kcal/mol 
for SAMs on gold with neven than with nodd, while the opposite is true for SAMs on 
silver (Fig. 5.4d). 
5.2.3 The Role of the van der Waals Force in the Supramolecular Packing 
It has been reported that oxidation of the Fc units results in complexation of the 
ClO4--anions to the Fc+-cations accompanied by structural changes of the SAMs.26 
During oxidation of the SAMs, the ClO4--anions bind to the ferrocenium cations 
forming strong ion-pairs, and thus break the Fc-Fc and Fc-alkyl interactions. During 
this process, the molecules of the SAMs are forced to stand up more25 which can only 
be achieved by rearranging the van der Waals interactions between the alkyl chains; 
these alkyl chain interactions are weaker for nodd and, hence, require less energy to 
rearrange during oxidation lowering the oxidation potential, than for neven. The 
electrochemical data, supported by the molecular dynamics simulations and NEXAFS, 
indicate that these SAMs on AuTS have lower packing energy, ΔEpack (kcal/mol) = 0.6 
± 0.3 kcal/mol, because the Fc units are standing up more resulting in more favorable 
alkyl-alkyl chain interactions for neven than nodd. 
 In general, the odd-even effects for SAMs on Au and Ag are reversed due to the 




109°).15 Thus, we expect that the SAMs on Ag with nodd have lower values of Epack by 
a similar amount of energy than SAMs with neven. Indeed, molecular dynamics 
simulations and NEXAFS (Fig. 5.9-11) show that for SAMs on Au the Fc units are 
standing up more with neven allowing better packing (ΔEpack) of the SAM by 0.4 ± 0.6 
kcal/mol, or 1.2 ± 1.8 kcal/nm2 while for SAMs on Ag the same is true for nodd. These 
calculations also show that the more stable SAMs with smaller tilt angles α are 
slightly thicker and stiffer, i.e., smaller root mean square fluctuations in atom 
positions (RMSF). 
5.2.4 The Influence of the Supramolecular Packing on the Performance of the 
Molecular Diodes 
The more upright Fc units in molecular diodes consisting of SAMs on AgTS with 
nodd pack better and are stiffer because of more favorable molecule-molecule 
interactions. These SAMs are stable during fabrication resulting in high yields in 
working devices (Fig. 5.2e) that block the current efficiently at reverse bias resulting 
in large rectification ratios of R∼ 100 (Fig. 5.2d). The more flat lying Fc units prevent 
optimal packing of the molecules of the SAMs with neven resulting in slightly thinner 
SAMs that pack less well and are less stiff. These SAMs are more prone to defects 
during fabrication resulting in lower yields in working devices (Fig. 5.2e) that block 
the current less efficiently at reverse bias resulting in large leak currents (Fig. 5.2c) 
and small rectification ratios of R∼ 10 (Fig. 5.2d). These defects result in variations of 
the average values of dtot,reverse from device to device, which, in turn, cause a large 




These calculations confirm electrochemical data (see Fig. 5.5) and the 
simulations that the SAMs have most of the Fc groups confined at the top of the 
SAMs for n = 6 – 13, but for n is 14 or 15 the SAMs are defective due to 
back-bending of the Fc units.23 Hence, control over the supramolecular structure of 
the SAMs is essential for the performance of the molecular diodes. Only those devices 
with well-defined supramolecular structures – with most of the Fc units located at the 
top of the SAM – perform well and rectify current with values of R> 100. 
5.3 Conclusions 
In summary, we have shown that control over the supramolecular structure of the 
SAMs is required to ensure optimal performance of SAM-based devices. A seemingly 
small change of on average 5° in the tilt angle α of the active component of the SAMs, 
i.e., the Fc units, as a function of the number of -CH2- units in the backbone of the 
SAMs improved the packing of the molecules by approximately 0.4-0.6 kcal/mol 
because of more favorable van der Waals interactions. The more stable and stiffer 
SAM structure resulted in a remarkable improvement of the rectification ratio by a 
factor of ten by reducing the leak currents, increased the yield in working devices by 
10%, and increased the reproducibility of the molecular diodes by a factor of 2-3. We 
believe that the transmission rates27 or rectification ratios18 across the tunneling 
junctions do not change significantly in this study given the relatively small change in 
the average value of α, which implies that controlling leak currents is perhaps the 
most important issue for optimal device performance. Thus, control over the 




between the molecules should be an integral part of the rational design to ensure 
optimal performance of SAM-based junctions and other organic-electronic devices, 
and in general studies involving charge transport across (bio)molecules. 
5.4 Experimental Section 
5.4.1 General Remarks 
This work is supported by international collaboration and multidisciplinary 
techniques that including chemical synthesis, electrochemisty, metal vapour 
evaporation, fabrication of molecular junctions by EGaIn technique, synchrotron 
based X-ray characterizations, and molecular dynamic (MD) simulations. The 
synthesis and electrochemisty are supported by Nisachol Nerngchamnong and the MD 
calculations are supported by collaborator: Damien Thompson from Ireland. For more 
detailed information regarding synthesis and MD please refer to the publication 
indicated in the front page of this chapter 5. 
5.4.2 Electrochemistry 
The SAMs of SCnFc on AuTS electrodes were electrochemically characterized by 
cyclic voltammetry (CV). Electrochemical measurements were performed with an 
AUTOLAB PGSTAT302N with NOVA 1.7 software. To perform the CV 
measurements, we used a custom built electrochemical cell placed in a Faraday cage 
equipped with platinum counter electrode, a Ag/AgCl reference electrode and the 
AuTS served as a working electrode. Cyclic voltammograms were recorded in an 





As described in the main text, all the cyclic voltammograms of all SAMs show 
one reversible oxidation wave as expected for ordered SAMs with the Fc units 
predominantly located at the top of the SAM and separated from the bottom-electrode 
by the alkyl moieties, except for SAMs with n = 14 and 15. These SAMs showed a 
second oxidation wave at higher oxidation potentials indicating that a significant 
amount of Fc units are back-bending, or folding back toward the bottom-electrode.23 
Table 5.1. Peak anodic potential (Epa), peak cathodic potential (Epc), peak separation (∆Ep), the energy 
of the highest occupied molecular orbital (EHOMO), and surface coverage of Ferrocene unit (ГFc) of 
FcCnSH at scan rate 1.00 V/s. 
a∆Ep=|Epa – Epc|.  
bEHOMO was determined using eq. 2. 
c The ГFc was determined using eq. 1. 
We calculated the surface coverage (see Table 5.1) of the Fc units (ГFc, mol/cm2) 
with equation 1, where Qtot is the total charge obtained by integration of the cyclic 
voltammogram, n is the number of electrons per mole of reaction, F is the Faraday 
constant (96485 C/mol), and A is the surface area of the electrode exposed to the 
electrolyte solution (0.33 cm2).28 
    ГFc = Qtot/nFA        (1) 
We determined the highest occupied molecular orbital, EHOMO (eV, relative to 
SCnFc Epa(mV) Epc(mV) ΔEp a(mV) EHOMO b(eV) ГFc c(× 10-10 mol/cm2) 
SC6Fc 419 ± 7 317 ± 16 102 ± 9 -5.065 ± 0.011 3.98 ± 0.03 
SC7Fc 378 ± 16 298 ± 11 80 ± 5 -5.035 ± 0.014 4.12 ± 0.11 
SC8Fc 423 ± 5 338 ± 0 84 ± 5 -5.078 ± 0.002 4.36 ± 0.04 
SC9Fc 398 ± 0 322 ± 5 76 ± 5 -5.057 ± 0.003 4.53 ± 0.06 
SC10Fc 415 ± 3 336 ± 0 78 ± 3 -5.073 ± 0.001 5.08 ± 0.02 
SC11Fc 400 ± 9 324 ± 8 75 ± 3 -5.059 ± 0.008 4.94 ± 0.17 
SC12Fc 419 ± 7 341 ± 5 77 ± 2 -5.077 ± 0.006 4.87 ± 0.08 
SC13Fc 398 ± 14 329 ± 16 69 ± 4 -5.061 ± 0.015 5.07 ± 0.78 
SC14Fc 384 ± 7 320 ± 5 64 ± 2 -5.050 ± 0.006  4.74 ± 0.15 




vacuum), from cyclic voltammogram using equation 2 where Eabs,NHE is the absolute 
potential energy of the normal hydrogen electrode (-4.5 eV), e is the elementary 
charge (1.602 × 10-19 C), and E1/2, NHE is the formal half-wave potential versus normal 
hydrogen electrode (Table 5.1).29 We used Ag/AgCl as a reference electrode (+0.197 
V vs. NHE). 
EHOMO = Eabs,NHE – e E1/2,NHE       (2) 
 
Figure 5.5. Cyclic voltammograms of SAMs of SCnFc, n = 6 – 15 (black solid line for n = 6, 8, 10, 12, 
14; red solid line for n = 7, 9, 11, 13, 15) on AuTS with aqueous 0.1 M HClO4 as electrolyte solution 
and Ag/AgCl as a reference electrode recorded at a scan rate of 1.0 V/s. The SAMs with n = 14 and 15 




5.4.3 “EGaIn” Junctions and Statistical Analysis 
The procedure of the junction formation and the statistical analysis has been 
reported in Chapter 3, but we give a brief description of the data for this chapter. We 
formed junctions containing each type of SAM on three to four different substrates. 
We formed six to eight junctions on each substrate. For each type of SAM we 
recorded the J(V) characteristics of 20-30 junctions (see Table 5.2) with a 0.2 s delay 
and in steps of 50 mV from -1.0 V to +1.0 V. For the junctions with SAMs of n = 6 
and 7, e.g., SC6Fc and SC7Fc, we stopped the collection of data once the junction 
shorted during the measurement. We collected 327 to 744 traces for each molecule 
(see Table 5.2). 









junctions (%) c 
Rectification 
ratio ( 𝜎𝑙𝑙𝑙d) 
SC6Fc 22 20 327 10 4 (2.44) 
SC7Fc 20 6 440 43 8 (3.39) 
SC8Fc 22 5 528 77 11 (6.90) 
SC9Fc 31 0 744 100 123 (1.57) 
SC10Fc 25 3 503 88 17 (5.11) 
SC11Fc 31 1 696 97 151 (2.14) 
SC12Fc 23 3 516 87 10 (4.38) 
SC13Fc 22 2 528 91 81 (1.48) 
SC14Fc 21 4 504 79 9 (1.88) 
SC15Fc 24 7 536 71 4 (3.40) 
a A short junction was defined when the value of J exceeded 102A/cm2 (the compliance value of J of 
our instrument) while recording 20 J(V) scans.  
b The number of J(V) traces of the AgTS-SCnFc-Ga2O3/EGaIn Junctions. 
c The yield ofnon-shorting junctions are defined as the number of non-shorting junctions divided by 
total number of  junctions.  
d The 𝜎𝑙𝑙𝑙 is log-standard deviation calculated by log function on standard deviation of Gaussian 






Figure 5.6. Average J(V) curves of AgTS-SCnFc//Ga2O3/EGaIn junctions. The error bars represent the 






Figure 5.7. Histograms of the values of R (=|J(-1V)|/|J(+1V)|) measured across 






Figure 5.8. Histograms of the values of J(-1V) and J(+1V) measured across AgTS-SCnFc//Ga2O3/EGaIn 
junctions with a Gaussian fit to these histograms. 
5.4.4 Near Edge X-ray Adsorption Fine Structure Spectroscopy 
Synchrotron-based near edge X-ray absorption fines structure (NEXAFS) 
measurements were performed at the SINS (Surface, Interface and Nanostructure 
Science) beam-line of Singapore Synchrotron Light Source (SSLS) in an ultrahigh 
vacuum (UHV) chamber with a base pressure of 1×10-10 mbar30. Angular-dependent 
NEXAFS spectra at C K-edge were recorded in the Auger electron yield (AEY) mode 




Scienta R4000 electron energy analyzer. Linearly p-polarized synchrotron light with 
the degree of linear polarization of 90% was used in the measurements. The photon 
energy of the incident x-rays was calibrated using a sputter-cleaned gold foil as 
reference with the photon energy resolution of 200 meV. All spectra were normalized 
to the incident photon flux monitored by I0 of the refocusing mirror, and then 
normalized to have the same absorption edge step height well above the absorption 
edge.  
In molecular systems, NEXAFS monitors the resonant excitations from the 
core-level of a specific atomic species of a molecule (e.g., C 1s) to its unoccupied 
molecular orbitals (i.e., π* or σ*). The intensity of the resonances has a strong angular 
dependence with the incident synchrotron light, i.e., the resonance is strongest when 
the electric field vector E of the incident linearly polarized light is parallel to the π* or 
σ* molecular orbital vector, and weakest when E is perpendicular to the π* or σ* 
orbital vector. Consequently, by monitoring the intensity of a specific NEXAFS 
resonance as a function of the incidence angle θ of X-ray (e.g. normal incidence vs 
grazing incidence), the orientation of molecules can be derived.31 The two lowest 
resonances located at 285.4 eV (4e1g) and 286.9 eV (3e2u) in the C K-edge NEXAFS 
spectra for the ferrocene-containing SAMs are attributed to the transitions to the π* 
orbitals associated with the cyclopentadiene (Cp) rings of ferrocene with different 
symmetry.32,33 Their molecular orbital vectors are essentially perpendicular to the Cp 
molecular plane, or, in other words, parallel to the molecular axis of ferrocene. The 




orbitals associated with the C-H bonds of the alkyl chain, whose molecular orbital 
vector is directed perpendicular to the alkyl chain.31,32The broad features above 290 
eV are associated with the transitions to the C-C σ* states of both ferrocene moieties 
and alkyl chains. The angular dependence of the intensity of the ferrocene π* 
resonances can be expressed by eq. 731,34 by defining the ferrocene tilt angle α as the 
angle between the plane defined by the Cp ring and the substrate surface plane – the 
tilt angle of the ferrocene axis with respect to the surface normal (Figure 5.1).  
𝐼(𝜃) = 1
3
𝐴𝐴 �1 +  1
2
(3cos2𝜃 − 1)(3cos2𝛼 − 1)� +  1
2
𝐴(1 − 𝐴)sin2𝛼  (7) 
In this equation, A is the normalization factor, P (= 0.9) is the degree of linear 
polarization. By simply evaluating the intensity ratio at normal incidence (θ = 90°) 
and grazing incidence (θ = 20°), the ferrocene tilt angle α can be derived. 
 We only used two different angles to determine the values of α. Figure 5.9 and 
5.10 show the normalized C K-edge NEXAFS spectra of AgTS-SCnFc SAMs and 
AuTS-SCnFc SAMs, recorded at two different angles. Figure 5.11 shows the value of α 
as a function of n from SAMs of SCnFc on Au. As expected, the odd-even effect are 
reversed relative to those for SAMs on Ag because of the different metal-S-C bond 
angles (Ag-S-C is close to 180° and Au-S-C is close to 109°): on Au the values of α 





Figure 5.9. C K-edge NEXAFS spectra of AgTS-SCnFc SAMs acquired at an X-ray incidence angle of 
90° (normal incidence, red line) and incidence angle of 20° (grazing incidence, black line) with respect 





Figure 5.10. C K-edge NEXAFS spectra of AuTS-SCnFc SAMs acquired at an X-ray incidence angle of 
90° (normal incidence, red line) and incidence angle of 20° (grazing incidence, black line) with respect 
to the surface plane. 
 
Figure 5.11. The Fc tilt angles αdetermined experimentally by NEXAFS(with an error of roughly ±5°) 
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Abstract: The self-assembled monolayer (SAM) of ferrocenyl (Fc) terminated n-
alkanethiolateswith n = 6-15 was investigated as a family of molecular diodes on template-
stripped gold and silver surfaces. The chain length dependence study has shown the odd-even 
effect on supramolecular packing and the performance of molecular devices. In this paper, 
we combined multiple characterization techniques to reveal the origin of the odd-even effect, 
and it was found the leakage current was strongly dependent on the supramolecular packing 
in odd-even effect while weakly on the electronic properties of the SAMs including dipole 
moment of the Fc units and work function of the bottom electrodes. The reversal of the odd-
even effect on the performance of the molecular diodes was first time experimentally 
achieved by switching bottom electrodes between gold and silver, and the results suggesting 
the template-stripped silver surfaces providing large grain size minimize the defects in 
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Molecular and organic electronic devices or junctions are complicated physical-organic 
systems in which it is challenging to unravel how each of the components (electrodes, 
interfaces, and the organic part) contributes to the electrical properties of the devices. The 
performance of these devices depends not only on the chemical structure of the molecules 
inside them, but also on how the molecules are organized at the supramolecular level. In thin 
film devices, it is well known that molecular packing affects device performance.1-8 However, 
the supramolecular structures of molecular tunnel junctions are difficult to characterize and 
control without changing other parts of the junction (such as the molecule-electrode coupling, 
or work functions), and therefore it is often not clear how they affect the junction properties. 
This paper describes the dependence of the charge transport properties on the subtle 
changes in the supramolecular structure of molecular diodes based on self-assembled 
monolayers (SAMs) of ferrocenyl (Fc) terminated n-alkanethiolates (S(CH2)nFc, henceforth 
SCnFc, with n = 6-15) immobilized on bottom-electrodes of ultra-flat template-stripped (TS) 
Ag and Au in contact with GaOx/EGaIn top-electrodes (the native layer of GaOx is highly 
conductive and ~0.7 nm thick9-12). We controlled the supramolecular structure of the SAM, 
while keeping potential changes to the SAM—electrode interactions to a minimum and the 
fabrication methods of the electrodes unchanged, by exploiting so-called odd-even effects by 
simply changing the number of CH2 units (i.e., the value of n). We found that incremental 
changes of 1 in n changed the orientation of the Fc units by 5° which in turn resulted in an 
odd-even effect in the SAM packing energies.6 These subtle changes in the supramolecular 
structure of the SAM impacted the performance of molecular diodes in terms of rectification 
ratios, leakage currents, and the yields of non-shorting junctions. Here we study the origin of 
these odd-even effects in more detail by replacing the Ag with Au electrodes (resulting in a 
reversal of the odd-even effects). Our results show that subtle changes in the supramolecular 
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structure of the SAMs causes a multitude of odd-even effects which all affect the electrical 
characteristics of the diodes.  
The electronic properties of molecular junctions are difficult to predict. For instance, the 
measured current densities across junctions with SAMs of n-alkanethiolates of the form SCn 
(with n mostly ranging between 8 – 18) differ up to 12 orders of magnitude across test-
beds.10,13-15 A molecular diode was first proposed by Ratner and Aviram based on molecules 
with donor-bridge-acceptor (D-b-A)components.16 Since then a large number of these D-b-A 
components, and other types of molecular diodes, have been experimentally studied inside 
junctions.17-23 Promising molecular diodes – with on paper ideal chemical structure – often 
result in junctions with disappointingly low rectification ratios. In general, these studies have 
mainly focused on the chemical structure of the molecular component and/or on the energy 
level alignment of the molecular frontier orbitals (the highest occupied molecular orbital 
(HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO)) with the Fermi-levels of the 
electrodes.21,24,25 In general, the values of R are low (<10) and often it is not clear why the 
performance was poor.  
Odd-even effects have been widely observed in materials science, biology, surface 
science and crystal engineering.26 Odd-even effects in SAMs with an aliphatic backbone and 
various functional terminal groups are intriguing because in these systems one can study the 
properties of the SAM as a function of the number of CH2 units while keeping the substrates 
and/or the molecule-substrate anchoring group the same. Such studies make it possible to 
study specific properties (surface energy,27-29 packing structure,27,30-35 electron transfer 
rates,6,36 work function,28,37etc.) of the SAMs as function of the supramolecular structure and 
revealed that SAMs with an odd number of CH2 units behave differently than SAMs with an 
even number.  
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For these reasons, studying odd-even effects in SAM-based junctions should make it 
possible to study the impact of subtle changes in the supramolecular structure of the junctions 
on the charge transport properties but such studies are still rare. In principle, many factors can 
induce odd-even effects including the direction of the dipole moment of the terminal group, 
changes in the effective height of the SAM, the SAM—electrode interaction, or the packing 
structure. Toledano et al. studied odd-even effects in phenyl-terminated monolayers 
covalently connected to Si electrodes with n = 2 – 5.38 The orientation of the phenyl units 
depends on n and followed an odd-even effect which in turn determined the shape of the 
tunneling barrier and consequently the tunneling rates. Thuo et al.36 and Baghbanzadeh et. 
al.39 reported an odd-even effect in the tunneling rates across EGaIn-based junctions with SCn 
SAMs on silver and gold electrodes, respectively. The origin of the odd-even effect is not 
clear in this system but it may involve odd-even effects in the tunneling barrier shapes 
induced by the molecule-molecule interactions40 or SAM-top electrode interaction.41 
We have shown before that these junctions with SAMs on AgTS are good molecular 
diodes with rectification ratios R of 1.0 × 102 (R≡|𝐽(−V)|/|𝐽(+V)| determined at ± 1.0 V) for 
an odd number of CH2 units (nodd, here we define SAModd) = 9, 11, or 13, but the 
performance drops significantly when n is even (neven, here we define SAMeven) = 8, 10, 12, 
or 14.6 Here a small change in the intermolecular packing energy of roughly 0.5 kcal/mol of 
the SAMs on AgTS caused a remarkable change in the performance of the diodes: SAModd 
packed better, are stiffer, give 2-3 times better reproducibility, 10% higher yield, and rectify 
current 10 times better than SAMeven.6 By studying the complementary odd-even effects of 
SAMs on Ag and Au surfaces, we can account for the differences in material properties 
between Ag and Au (in particular, surface topography and work functions; see below) and 
show that several odd-even effects play a role including odd-even effects in the work function 
– and we describe in more detail how they change the charge transport properties of the 
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junctions. We used molecular dynamics simulations (MD) to study SAM packing, near edge 
X-ray adsorption fine structure (NEXAFS) spectroscopy to determine tilt angles, ultraviolet 
photoemission spectroscopy (UPS) to determine the work functions and ionization potentials 
(which also depend on the orientation and magnitude of the surface dipoles), and cyclic 
voltammetry (CV) to determine the surface coverage. This complementary SAM 
characterization study made it possible to relate the supramolecular and electronic structure 
of the SAMs to the charge transport characteristics 
6.2 Results and Discussion 
6.2.1 The Molecular Diodes 
Figure 6.1 shows schematically the molecular diodes and the mechanism of rectification. 
The mechanism of the rectification of the diodes with n = 11 has been reported before.42-45 In 
these junctions, a molecular energy level of -5.0 eV (i.e., the highest molecular orbital 
(HOMO) centered at a Fc) is present just below the Fermi-levels (EF) of the bottom 
electrodes (EF of Ag bottom electrode (EF,BE) with a SAM is -4.2 ± 0.1 eV; see below) and 
top electrodes (GaOx/EGaIn electrode EF,TE is -4.1 ± 0.1 eV).46 The HOMO is asymmetrically 
located in the junction and it couples more strongly to the top-electrode (EGaIn) than to the 
bottom-electrode (AgTS).45 The temperature dependent measurements suggest that at negative 
bias the charge transport proceeds via sequential tunnelling assisted by the Fc center.43 On the 
other hand, at positive bias the charge proceeds via a one-step tunneling process across the 
whole length of the molecule. This change in the mechanism of charge transport at different 







Figure 6.1. The “ideal” schematic illustration of the junction of MTS-SCnFc//Ga2O3/EGaIn, with n = 11 and 12. 
The SAMs formed on either AgTS (A) or AuTS (B) bottom electrodes. The tilt angle α (°) of the Fc units and the 
tilt angle β (°) of the alkyl chain with respect to the surface normal are indicated. The thick red arrows indicate 
the direction and magnitude of the dipole moment of the Fc units projected to the surface normal.48 C) The 
energy level diagram with the interface dipole (dependent on the values of α, see details on page 12). The work 
function of bottom electrodes (Ag or Au) is indicated as ΦAu or ΦAg. The red bar represents the HOMO level of 
the molecule which is located at the Fc units. The insert illustrates how the magnitude of the net dipole moment 




6.2.2 Reversal of the Odd-Even Effect 
Figure 6.2 shows the log-average J(V) characteristics of junctions with SAMs of 
SCnFc(n = 11, 12) on AuTS and the electrical properties of the junctions and Table 6.1 
summarizes the statistical details. These data reveal that the odd-even effects are apparent in 
five properties of the junctions: i) in the values of R (Fig.6.2B), ii) in the values of the log-
standard deviations of the values of R (σlog,R) (Fig.6.2C), iii) in the yields of non-shorting 
junctions (Fig.6.2D), iv) in the values of J at -1.0 V (Fig.6.2E), and v) in the values of J at 
+1.0 V (Fig.6.2F). All these odd-even effects are reversed when the AgTS electrodes were 
replaced by AuTS electrodes. This reversal of the odd-even effect in all five characteristics of 
the junctions proves that the odd-even effect is molecular in origin and is caused by the M-S-
C bond angles. In the following sections we discuss the origin of these odd-even effects in 
detail.  
The odd-even effects for junctions with AuTS electrodes are less pronounced than the 
odd-even effects for junctions with AgTS electrodes. In addition, the values of R are always 
roughly a factor of 8 to 10, and the yields in non-shorting junctions about 10%, lower for 
AuTS junctions than for AgTS junctions. Our group,49,50 and others,49 showed that the 
topography of the bottom-electrodes greatly affects the electrical characteristics of the 
junctions. The values of R of MTS-SC11Fc//GaOx/EGaIn junctions are very sensitive to the 
quality of the bottom-electrode and we showed that R is close to unity when the surfaces 
contained large numbers of grains and grain boundaries. As discussed in the previous section, 
the AuTS surfaces consistently have smaller grains and consequently larger areas of exposed 
grain boundaries than AgTS surfaces at which the SAMs cannot pack well. Consequently, 
junctions with AuTS electrodes contain more defects than junctions with AgTS electrode and 
we believe these grain boundary induced defects are the major cause for the observed lower 




Figure 6.2. A) The values of < log10|J|G as a function of bias for MTS-SCnFc//Ga2O3/EGaIn junctions with n = 
11 or 12 (the other plots are given in Supporting Information).  B) The values of < log10|J|G (B), δlog(C), the 
yields in non-shorting junctions (D), J at -1.0 V (E), and J at +1.0 V (F) as a function of n. The inset of panel E 
shows theΔlog10|JAu|G andΔlog10|JAg|G vs. n.The error bars represent the 95% confidence levels. The data for 













d(+1.0V) σlog of R R 
AgTS AuTS AgTS AuTS AgTS AuTS AgTS AuTS AgTS AuTS AgTS AuTS AgTS AuTS 
SC6Fc 4.29 4.33 1.06 0.93 10 27 1.0 1.2 0.5 1.9 2.4 4.1 4.2 0.5 
SC7Fc 4.23 4.33 1.24 0.93 43 47 0.7 0.9 -0.3 0.9 3.4 4.2 8.0 1.2 
SC8Fc 4.16 4.20 1.18 0.97 77 84 0.7 0.5 -0.6 -0.2 6.9 4.5 11.1 1.78 
SC9Fc 4.21 4.07 1.32 1.01 100 79 0.3 0.4 -1.9 0.0 1.6 3.9 1.2× 102 1.7 
SC10Fc 4.09 4.10 1.20 1.09 88 86 0.2 -0.2 -1.2 -1.1 5.1 2.4 17.4 11.3 
SC11Fc 4.16 4.03 1.39 1.08 97 80 -0.4 -0.3 -2.4 -0.9 2.1 3.5 1.5× 102 3.1 
SC12Fc 4.07 4.05 1.44 1.24 87 81 -0.5 -0.9 -1.5 -1.7 4.4 2.9 10.4 10.1 
SC13Fc 4.06 4.00 1.52 1.15 91 86 -0.9 -1.1 -2.7 -1.3 1.3 3.2 81.2 1.7 
SC14Fc 4.05 4.09 1.43 1.19 79 80 -1.0 -1.7 -2.0 -2.1 1.9 3.7 8.8 5.4 
SC15Fc 4.02 4.14 1.52 1.10 71 71 -1.8 -1.9 -2.3 -2.3 3.4 3.7 4.3 3.2 
aThe data set of AgTS was taken from reference 6. 
b The error bar is the resolution of the spectra with 0.05 eV. 
cThe yield is defined as the number of non-shorts divided by total number of  junctions. 
d The error bar of the data set of AuTS is shown in Experimental Section Fig. 6.7. 
 
6.2.3 Odd-Even Effects in the Supramolecular Structure of the SAMs 
To obtain more insight into the atomic-scale structures of the SAMs, we performed 
molecular dynamics (MD) calculations. From these MD models the average tilt angle of the 
Fc units could be determined. The theoretically determined values of α (Figure 6.3F) are in 
good agreement with the experimental data (Figure 6.3E) and we concluded that the MD data 
represent the SAMs very well. Full details of the MD models and methods are given in ref 6. 
The MD data reveal an odd-even effect in the SAM energy Epack of ~0.5 kcal/mol 
caused by the 5° variation in the orientation of the Fc units as a function of n: for SAMeven on 
Ag the Fc units are standing up and repel each less resulting in better packed than SAModd 
while the opposite is true of SAMs on Au.6 This odd-even effect in the packing energy was 
confirmed by cyclic voltammetry data recorded for SAMs on Au:  the more tightly packed 
SAMeven structures are more difficult to oxidize than the more loosely packed SAModd by 27 
± 12 meV (0.6 ± 0.3 kcal/mol). This difference in packing energy obtained by 
electrochemistry is closed to the value computed by MD.6 
It is well-known that aliphatic SAMs on Au have a larger tilt angle (β ~30°)51,52 than 
SAMs on Ag (β ~11°). Our MD results in Fig. 6.3A show that the Fc-terminated alkanethiols 
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have very similar on both Au and Ag surfaces (Fig. 6.3A) and the ARXPS results indicate 
that the SAMs have similar effective thickness (Fig. 6.2B). From these results we conclude 
that the difference in the tilt angle (β) between the Fc-terminated alkyl chains for SAMs on 
Ag and Au is not significant and it cannot explain the observed lower performance of the 
molecular diodes with AuTS than AgTS electrodes, as discussed in detail below.  
 
Figure 6.3. A) The tilt angle (β) of alkyl chains as a function of carbon number (n), measured by molecular 
dynamics. The error bars are one standard deviation of 12 to 30 degree. B) The layer thickness (d) measured by 
ARXPS. C) The odd-even differences ∆Epack in calculated SAM packing energies on Ag and Au substrates. D) 
Near carbon K-edge NEXAFS spectra for SAMs of SC10Fc and SC11Fc on AuTS.E) The Fc tilt angles α (with an 
error of roughly ± 5°) as a function of n derived from the angular-dependence of the NEXAFS spectra. F) The 
calculated Fc tilt angles α (with an error of roughly ± 20°) by MD simulations. The NEXAFS data for SAMs on 




6.2.4 Odd-even Effects in the Rectification Ratio 
Figure 6.2 shows the value of R as a function of n for junctions with AgTS and AuTS 
bottom-electrodes. For junctions with SAModd formed on AgTS the value of R is higher (R ~ 
1.0 × 102) than for junctions of SAMeven (R ~ 10) while the opposite is true for junctions with 
AuTS electrodes in which the SAMeven junctions rectify (R ~ 10) but SAModd do not (R ~ 1). 
We showed before6 that for junctions with AgTS electrodes, the Fc units of SAModd point 
upward (determined by NEXAFS) and therefore these SAMs pack better than SAMeven in 
which the Fc units are more tilted. Molecular dynamics confirmed that for the SAMeven the Fc 
units repel each other and weaken the intermolecular interactions between the alkyl chains by 
0.5 kcal/mol relative to that of SAModd. Therefore, SAMeven yield more defective junctions 
resulting in higher leakage current, lower yields, and reproducibility, than those junctions of 
SAModd. Here we make the same observations for junctions of SAMeven on AuTS bottom-
electrodes – these SAMeven junctions rectify, have low leakage currents, and high yields of 
working junctions. The overall performance (in terms of R and yields) of the junctions 
assembled on AuTS electrodes is always lower than those junctions assembled on AgTS which 
we ascribe to the difference in BV value between the bottom-electrode materials. As 
described above, the BV value of the AuTS electrodes is higher than that of AgTS electrodes 
resulting in a poor performance of the junctions. This lower quality is apparent to the odd-
even effects in the values of σlog are not significant. 
We believe that this hypothesis is also true for junctions with AuTS electrodes for two 
reasons. i) The odd-even effects are pronounced when the diodes are in the off-state and 
block the currents at positive bias (i.e., the leakage current), but are small when the junctions 
are in the on-state and allow the currents to flow through the junctions at negative bias. ii) 
The molecular diodes formed on AgTS also show an odd-even effect in the yield of working 
junctions and the reproducibility (here defined as the standard deviation of R, σlog,R) when n = 
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9-13: junctions of SAModd have 15% higher yields and 2-3 times lower values of σR than 
junctions of SAMeven. In addition, the odd-even effects are absent, and the yields of working 
junctions decreases, when n ≤ 8 or when n ≥ 14. The junctions with AuTS electrodes show 
reversal of these odd-even effects, but the yields in working junctions are smaller and the 
leakage currents are higher than for those junctions with AgTS bottom-electrodes. From these 
observations we conclude that the odd-even effects in the values of R are driven by the large 
odd-even effects in the values of J (+1.0 V) which, in turn, we related to the quality of the 
junctions. 
6.2.5 The Odd-Even Effects in the Surface Dipoles  
To explain the small odd-even effects in the values of J when the diodes are in the on-
state (i.e., at negative bias; Figure 6.2E), we characterized the SAMs by ultraviolet 
photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) to determine the work function of the silver (ΦAg) and gold 
(ΦAu) electrodes and energy of the HOMO level (EHOMO). Briefly, the values of Φ were 
determined using the secondary electron cut-off and the value of EHOMO were determined 
from the HOMO onset values (molecule-electrode offset energy δEME)as deduced using the 
cut-off of HOMO peak. Figure 6.4 shows the EHOMO and ΦAu and ΦAg values vs. n and 
reveals two types of odd-even effects: an odd-even effect in the values ΦAg and ΦAu and an 
odd-even effect in the values of EHOMO.  
 
Figure 6.4. The plot of HOMO-onset position (A) and work function (B) as a function of n, obtained from UPS. 




We believe this odd-even effect in the values of EHOMO and work functions originates 
from the odd-even effect of 5°in the value of α (the tilt angle of Fc units, described above) 
and, consequently, result in an odd-even effect in the direction of the dipole along the 
molecular axis of Fc. Although the Fc units as symmetric moieties do not have intrinsic 
dipole, but its one Cp ring connected with alkyl chain breaking the symmetry induced a small 
dipole. Meanwhile, the formation of the thiolate-metal bond with electron transfer from the 
metal to the sulfur atom (S) induced a dipole with decreased charge on the metal and 
increased charge on S. This in turn polarizes the full Fc-alkanethiol molecule inducing a 
dipole of Fc moieties. Thus, the total dipole on Fc moieties has been reported before with the 
direction pointing from the Fc units towards the metal (as indicated in Figure 6.1 with red 
arrow).48,53,54It is well-known that the effective tunneling barrier height is affected by the 
presence of dipoles (as also indicated in Figure 6.1; the δEME either decreases or increases 
with dipole of Fc units).55 The mechanism of charge transport at negative bias involves 
sequential tunneling. Therefore we believe that the observed small odd-even effect in the 
values of J at -1.0 V can be explained by the odd-even effect in the induced total dipole 
moment of the Fc moieties. Of course this should also be true at opposite bias, but as we 
explain below, the odd-even effect at +1.0 V is dominated by an odd-even effect in the 
supramolecular structure of the SAMs, that is also why the odd-even effect is more 
pronounced at positive bias.6 
Figure 6.4 also shows that the values of ΦAu and ΦAg are similar and fall in the range of -
4.1 to -4.4 eV, despite the large difference in the values of ΦAu of -5.1 eV and ΦAg of -4.7 eV 
for the clean metal surfaces. The inset of Fig. 6.4A shows the difference of work function 
between Au and Ag (ΔΦ = ΦAu - ΦAg) as a function of carbon number n, which clearly shows 
the reversal of the odd-even effect of the work function between Au and Ag. We attribute the 
lowering of the work functions of SAMs modified metal surfaces to the push-back effect, or 
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pillow effect, which is the result of the increase in electron density at the metal surface 
caused by the chemisorbed molecules.56-58 The work function is around ~4.1 eV and 
approximately constant for n > 9, but increases to ~4.3 eV when n decreases from 9 to 6. The 
reason could be that the surface coverage decreases from 5 × 10-10 to 3 × 10-10mol/cm2with 
decreasing n for n < 9 (see Experimental Section, Fig. 6.15). Consequently, the work 
function increases because the push-back effect decreases.  
6.2.6 Odd-Even Effects in the Leakage and On-Currents 
A large number of SAMs-based junction studies have shown that current densities J 
(A/cm2) across molecular tunnel junctions decease exponentially with increasing separation 
of the electrodes, d (nC-1 or Å) as described by a simplified form of the Simmons equation (eq. 
2)  
J = J0e-βd                                                             (2) 
where β (nC-1 or Å-1) is the tunneling decay constant and J0 (A/cm2) is a pre-exponential 
factor.59 In SAM-based junctions where the SAMs have an aliphatic back bone, d is often 
expressed in terms of the number of CH2 units, or nC-1. Small variations in d, which directly 
depend on the details of the supramolecular structure of the junctions, have a large effect on 
the measured value of J.  
 
Figure 6.5. The J values at -1.0 V as a function of SAM height d on AuTS(A) and AgTS (B) surfaces. The black 
solid squares () represent the J of even numbered SAMs and the red solid dots () represent the J of odd 
numbered SAMs. The dashed lines are fits to Eq. 2 from which we derived the values of β (Å-1) and J0 (A/cm2). 
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We recently showed that leakage currents in SAMs-based junctions could reduce the 
value of β,60and we demonstrated control of leakage current by optimizing supramolecular 
packing in the SAM and using ultra-flat bottom electrodes.6,50,61 These (and possibly other) 
atomic-scale effects may contribute to the large spread in measured βvalues for alkanethiol 
SAMs on gold of 0.4 to 1.2 per CH2 unit .60 
The values of J measured for diodes in the off state show large odd-even effects (Fig. 6. 
2D) and depend on the supramolecular packing of the SAMs. The data shown in Figure 6.2F 
indicates that the Simmons equation does not apply here, as the values of J do not 
exponentially decay as a function of n. We believe this is because the Simmons equation only 
considers the SAMs as a rectangular potential barrier and does not take into account the 
supramolecular structure of the SAMs.62 Thus, we did not fit the currents at +1.0 V to the 
Simmons equation. We attributed this large odd-even effect of the leakage current to 
orientations of the Fc units which cause an odd-even effect in the SAM packing energy 
resulting in an odd-even effect in the SAM stiffness (estimated from the computed atom 
flexibilities): SAMs with small values of α are stiffer and therefore less prone to defects 
caused during the fabrication of the junction resulting in higher values of R, yields in non-
shorting devices, and better reproducibility (smaller values of σlog,R) than SAMs with large 
values of α. 
The on-currents are less influenced by the supramolecular packing and show an 
exponential decay of d and only a modest odd-even effect. We determined the thickness of 
the SAM by ARXPS and found good agreement with the values of d extracted from the MD 
simulations, so we fitted the Simmons equation separately to the diodes with SAModd and 
SAMeven. We used two methods to fit the data to the Simmons equation by fitting Eq. 2 to the 
Gaussian means of the logJ10,G , or by fitting Eq. 2 to all data by minimizing the absolute 
errors. We emphasize that we recorded large datasets which give good 95% confidence levels 
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(p values from Z-test are 0.0007 to 0.0250, see Experimental Section). All the error bars 
represent below are from 95% confidence band. The results are plotted in Figure 6.5 from 
which we make the following three observations. i) on both AuTS and AgTS surfaces, there are 
small odd-even effects in β (Au: βeven = 0.95±0.05 and βodd = 1.04±0.03, Ag: βeven = 
0.75±0.09 and βodd = 0.90±0.08), and large odd-even effects in J0 (Au: log(J0,even = 2.24 
A/cm2) = 0.35±0.08 and log(J0,odd = 8.27 A/cm2) = 0.92±0.07, Ag: log(J0,even = 1.40 A/cm2) = 
0.15±0.07 and log(J0,odd = 2.92 A/cm2) = 0.36±0.14); ii) Compared with the very small odd-
even effect in SCn SAMs,36 we find a pronounced odd-even effect in J0 which could be due to 
the measured odd-even effect in HOMO levels (Figure 6.5B) observed in the UPS spectra. 
Thus, the difference in the electronic structure of the odd and even number SAMs causes this 
stair-like shape in the J(n) plot at -1.0 V.; iii) the values of β show a statistically significant 
difference in 95% confidence level (p = 0.0465 for AgTS surfaces, and 0.0375 for AuTS 
surfaces). These results support the proposed mechanism of charge transport that is based on 
switching from a one-step tunneling process to a two-step mechanism of charge transport 
involving direct tunneling and sequential tunneling when the diodes are in the on-state. Thus 
when the diodes are in the on-state, the Fc units do not form a barrier against tunneling, but 
serve as sequential tunneling centers.  
6.3 Conclusions 
Based on these observations we conclude that the template-stripped Au surfaces are not 
the best surface to fabricate molecular diodes of the form of MTS-SCnFc//Ga2O3/EGaIn, 
because AuTS contains more grain boundary defects than the large-grain AgTS surfaces. We 
believe the template-stripped Ag surfaces can be a candidate to enhance the function of 
molecular electronic devices by reducing a large amount of defects inside the junctions 
caused by the bottom electrode. 
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We demonstrated experimentally for the first time that the same molecule packed 
differently on different surfaces can behave either like a diode, e.g. FcC11SH on AgTS 
surfaces, or resistor (the same molecule FcC11SH on AuTS surfaces). 
The odd-even effect in tilt angle of Fc moieties leads to a small odd-even effect in 
HOMO-onset energy level resulting in the measured J0 dependence on the size and direction 
of dipole moment of the SAMs. Because J is directly proportional to J0 but exponentially 
dependent on d, the rectification ratio R is still strongly dependent on the level of leakage 
current as dictated by the supramolecular structure of the SAMs. 
The performance of molecular diodes is strongly dependent on the intermolecular 
interaction of the SAMs. By optimising the number of carbons in SAMs on two different 
metal bottom electrodes, AgTS and AuTS (odd numbered SAMs on Ag (n = 9, 11, 13) and 
even numbered SAMs on Au (n = 10, 12, 14)), we optimized device performance. When the 
SAMs pack better, the electrical properties improve dramatically. Rectification R is 5 to 10 
times higher, the devices show 2 to 5 times better reproducibility and 5 to 15% higher yield, 
than the corresponding n±1 SAMs. These findings provide an important design rule for 
functional molecular devices to guide the choice of chain length on Ag and Au bottom 
electrodes. 
6.4 Experimental Section 
6.4.1 Fabrication of the Bottom-electrodes 
We used AgTS and AuTS substrates as the bottom electrode to support the SAMs to 
control the M-S-C bond angle. The Ag and Au surfaces were first prepared by electron-beam 
(e-beam) evaporation (Edwards, Auto 306) of Ag or Au (99.999% as obtained from Super 
Conductor Materials, Inc (USA)) on silicon wafers (100, p-type).  The e-beam evaporator 
was operated at a base pressure of ~2 × 10-6 bar to deposit a layer of 500 nm of Ag or Au 
using a deposition rate for the first 50 nm of 0.3-0.5 Å/s and the remaining 450 nm at a rate of 
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1 Å/s. The AFM images (Figure 6.6) were recorded by Bruker Dimension FastScan AFM 
tapping mode tips (FASTSCAN-A, resonant frequency: 1.4 MHz, force constant: 18 N/m). 
Inherent to these metal surfaces, the surface topography of AgTS and AuTS differ and 
affect the electrical characteristic of the SAM-based junctions. Usually, the topography of the 
surface is reported in terms of root-mean-square (rms) roughness, but we showed that the 
grain boundaries are the main cause of defects.50,60 The area of the surface that is dominated 
by exposed grain boundaries Agr (in µm2) depends on the grain boundary width Wgr (µm) and 
the relative number of grains N. The rms roughness describes how well the grains are located 
in a single plane. The bearing volume (BV) defined as BV = N × rms × Agr captures the 
effects of the grain boundaries and is therefore a more useful parameter to describe the role of 
the topography of the bottom-electrodes in junctions than the mode widely used rms values. 
We have reported the details from analysis AFM images to calculate the values of BV for 
different topography of Au and Ag surfaces fabricated by different methods elsewhere.60 
Here we refer to the previously reported BV values that BV (AgTS) = 1.23 × 105 nm3 and BV 
(AuTS) = 1.95 × 105 nm3. Although the AuTS surfaces show lower rms value (Figure 6.6), the 
much smaller grains of AuTS surfaces than AgTS surfaces lead to higher BV values and 
rougher topography.  
 
Figure 6.6. The AFM images of AuTS (A) and AgTS (B). 
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6.4.2 EGaIn junctions 
Complete EGaIn junction dataset of AuTS-SCnFc//Ga2O3/EGaIn. We have formed the 
SAM-based junctions with cone-shaped tips of Ga2O3/EGaIn as well as analysis of data 
following previously reported procedures.6,9 Figure 6.7 shows the average J(V) traces, and 
Figure 6.8 shows the histograms of R at ±1.0 V with Gaussian fits. As mentioned in our 
previous work,6,50,60 we do not store the SAMs to avoid potential changes to SAMs, nor 





Figure 6.7. Log-average J(V) –curves  of AuTS-SCnFc//Ga2O3/EGaIn junctions. The error bars represent the log-




Figure 6.8. Histograms of the values of R (=|J(-1V)|/|J(+1V)|) measured across AuTS-SCnFc//Ga2O3/EGaIn 
junctions with a Gaussian fit to these histograms. 
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6.4.3 The Statistical Test to Calculate p Values with 95% Confidence Level 
 Since we have at least more than 300J(V) traces for each type of junction, and 10310 
traces in total, we are able to determine whether the odd-even effects are statistically 
significantly different by conducting Z-tests to calculate p values with 95% confidence levels. 
This statistical analysis has been reported before9 and we give a short description here. For 
the Z-test to be applicable, the dataset need to be normally distributed. Our data (J) are log-
normally distributed, so the values of log10(J) follow a normal distribution. We calculated the 
values of Z using equation 1, and then look up the values of p from the standard p values 
datasheet according to the values of Z.  Z =  |𝑙𝑙𝑙10(|𝐽|𝑜𝑜𝑜)−𝑙𝑙𝑙10(|𝐽|𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒)|
�𝐶𝐶(𝑙𝑙𝑙10(|𝐽|𝑜𝑜𝑜))−𝐶𝐶(𝑙𝑙𝑙10(|𝐽|𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒))    (1) 
where the confidence interval (CI) is given by equation 2: CI = 𝑧𝛼/2 𝜎𝐺�𝑁𝑒𝑒𝑒     (2)  
For the 95% confidence interval (α = 0.05), 𝑧𝛼/2 is equal to 1.96. The effective number value 
𝑁𝑒𝑒𝑒 is given by equation 3: 
𝑁𝑒𝑒𝑒 = 𝑁 1−𝜌1+𝜌      (3) 
N is the number of the values of log|𝐽| and 𝜌  is the average, normalized autocorrelation 
(equation4) of all pairs of values of log|𝐽|. In this equation, log|𝐽𝑖| and log|𝐽𝑘| are individual 
values.  
𝜌 = 2∑ ∑ (𝑙𝑙𝑙|𝐽𝑖|− 〈𝑙𝑙𝑙|𝐽|〉)𝑘>1 (𝑙𝑙𝑙|𝐽𝑘|− 〈𝑙𝑙𝑙|𝐽|〉)𝑖
𝜎𝐺
2𝑁(𝑁−1)     (4) 





Table 6.2. The results of Z-testand the significant difference between odd and even numbered log|𝐽|. 
Comparison 
Z P 
AgTS AuTS AgTS AuTS 
SC6Fc vs. SC7Fc 1.96 2.91 0.0250 0.0018 
SC7Fc vs. SC8Fc 2.34 3.11 0.0096 0.0009 
SC8Fc vs. SC9Fc 2.72 2.52 0.0033 0.0059 
SC9Fc vs. SC10Fc 2.33 2.44 0.0099 0.0073 
SC10Fc vs. SC11Fc 3.20 2.22 0.0007 0.0132 
SC11Fc vs. SC12Fc 2.43 2.31 0.0075 0.0104 
SC12Fc vs. SC13Fc 2.55 2.92 0.0054 0.0018 
SC13Fc vs. SC14Fc 2.91 2.65 0.0018 0.0040 
SC14Fc vs. SC15Fc 3.03 3.21 0.0012 0.0007 
 
6.4.4 Spectroscopy Characterizations 
We have reported the procedures of the photoemission spectroscopy (PES) and near 
edge X-ray absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) measurements, and the analysis of the 
spectra, before in references6,63. Thus, we only give a short description here. All the 
measurements were performed at the SINS (Surface, Interface and Nanostructure Science) 
beamline of the Singapore Synchrotron Light Source (SSLS) with a base pressure of 1×10-10 
mbar.A photon energy of 850 eV to record the Fe 2p3/2spectra, and 350 eV to record the S 
2pspectra, was used to maximize the cross-section and surface sensitivity. The photon energy 
was corrected with a sputter-cleaned gold foil at the Au 4f7/2 binding energy of 84.0 eV. 
Figures 6.9-6.10 show all the XPS spectra of S 2p and Fe 2p3/2 at normal emissions. 
The angle-dependent X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (ARXPS) measurements 
were used to determine the thickness (d) of the SAMs. The intensity of the spectra (I) is 
exponentially depended on d and the sine of the take-off angle (θ) (i.e., he angle between the 
axis of the analyzer and the surface of the substrate). The values of I are corrected to the 
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effective intensity (Iθ) using equation 5, in order to normalize the footprint of the incident X-
ray at different incident angle (γ (°)) 
Iθ = Icos (90°-γ)     (5) 
The value of d is the sum of the distance from Au to S atom (dS-Au= 1.8 Å)64 and the distance 
from the S atom to vacuum (d2): 
d=d2+ dAu-S      (6) 
The values ofd2can be calculated from the ratio of Iθ at two different take-off angles (θ = 90° and 40°) 
using Equation 7.65,66 
𝑑2 = 𝜆 sin90° sin40°�ln�𝐼90°𝐼40°�+ln�1−𝑒− 𝑜1𝜆sin40°�−ln (1−𝑒− 𝑜1𝜆sin90°)�sin 90°−sin40°    (7) 
whered1 (=1.5 Å) is the distance from the center of S atom to the center of S-C bond, which 
was estimated from the S-C bond and the radium of S atoms.65,66 The ratio of Iθ and the values 
of d are listed in Table 6.2. 
 





Figure 6.10. S 2p and Fe 2p3/2 spectra of SAMs of SCnFc on AgTS normal emission, θ = 90º. 
 
Table 6.3.The ratio of Iθ between 90º and 40º take-off angles for S 2ppeak of SCnFc SAMs on AuTS and AgTS. 












6 72.2 27.8 13.0 72.0 28.0 12.8 
7 72.4 27.6 13.2 72.5 27.5 13.3 
8 73.2 26.8 13.7 73.1 26.9 13.6 
9 73.8 26.2 14.2 73.5 26.5 13.9 
10 74.1 25.9 14.4 74.1 25.9 14.3 
11 74.9 25.1 15.0 74.9 25.1 15.0 
12 75.3 24.7 15.3 75.7 24.3 15.7 
13 76.8 23.2 16.5 76.6 23.4 16.3 
14 77.4 22.6 17.0 77.3 22.7 16.9 
15 78.0 22.0 17.5 78.4 21.6 17.8 
 
 
6.4.5 Near edge X-ray adsorption fine structure (NEXAFS) spectroscopy 
NEXAFS were recorded in Auger electron yield (AEY) mode using a Scienta R4000 
electron energy analyzer. All NEXAFS spectra were first normalized to reference NEXAFS 





Figure 6.11. NEXAFS spectra of the SAMs of AuTS-SCnFc. 
 
6.4.6 Ultraviolet Photoelectron Spectroscopy (UPS) 
A photon energy of 60 eV was used to probe the valence band spectra. We applied 10.0 
V to the sample when measuring the secondary electron (to determine work function) in order 
to overcome the work function of analyzer. The binding energy of the valence band spectra 
was normalized to the Fermi level of a sputter-cleaned gold foil, and the intensity of the 
spectra was normalized to the photon flux. 
The HOMO-onset and work function (secondary electron cut-off) were determined by 
the intercept between the linear extrapolation of the peak (HOMO and secondary electron 
peak, respectively) and the base line. The UPS spectra measured on AuTS are shown in Figure 
6.12 and those on AgTS are shown in Figure 6.13. Figure 6.14 shows the HOMO onset, δEME, 
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as a function of n. The steady increase of the HOMO onset values by roughly 0.3 eV with 
increasing n is attributed to photo-hole screening (the hole created by the removing an 
electron from the SAMs (here the Fc units)is screened by the conduction electrons at the 
surface of the metal).56 
The observed WF change can be described using the Helmholtz equation67-69 
∆WF =  𝑒𝑁𝑒
𝜀𝜀0
                                                                     (8) 
where e is the elementary charge (1.602×10-19 C), N is the dipole density which in this case 
corresponds to the surface density of SAM molecules, µ is the surface dipole moment per 
unit area due to charge redistribution of chemisorbed molecule (here the FcCnS molecule), ε 
is the relative dielectric constant which is measured to be 3.4 for SAMs of n-alkanethiolates 
and ε0 is the vacuum permittivity of 8.85×10-12 F/m. Assuming the dipole moment within the 
Fc units are  similar, the odd-even effect in the work function is about 0.1 eV, which gives 
the odd-even difference in the dipole moment: Δµ = 1.25 × 10-30C•m or 0.38 D (in Debye, D 
= 3.336 × 10-30 C•m). This finding is in line with fluorinated SAMs on Au substrates 






Figure 6.12. UPS spectra of SAMs of SCnFc on AuTS. a) The secondary electron peak and cut-off and (b) the 
valence band spectra and HOMO onset. The solid bars in (a) and (b) present the cut-off and HOMO onset 
positions, respectively. 
 
Figure 6.13. UPS spectra of SAMs of SCnFc on AgTS. a) The secondary electron peak and cut-off and (b) the 






Figure 6.14. The EHOMO as a function of n. 
 
6.4.7 The Surface Coverage of the SAMs 
We performed cyclic voltammetry (CV) to calculate the surface coverage (ГFc) of the Fc 
units with the following equation 
ГFc = Qtot/nFA      (8) 
where Qtot is the total charge obtained by integration of the cyclic voltammogram, n is the 
number of electrons per mole of reaction, F is the Faraday constant (96485 C/mol), and A is 
the surface area of the electrode exposed to the electrolyte solution (0.33 cm2). The surface 
coverage was also estimated theoretically by molecular dynamics for comparison (Fig. 6.15). 






Figure 6.15. The surface coverage of SCnFc on AuTS surfaces calculated from CV and MD measurements. 
6.4.8 The Least Absolute Deviation (LAD) Fitting 
We have reported the details of the LAD fitting before in reference 70. We performed the 
LAD fitting of the tunneling equation (eq. 2 in the Results and Discussion) to the full dataset 
of log10|J| at -1.0 V and +1.0 V, see Figure 6.16. The values of d represents the tunneling 
width which is the length of the molecule for a bias of +1.0V, but at -1.0V the values of d is 
the length of the molecule without Fc units (as explained in the main text and in reference 15). 
We calculated the least absolute deviation of the dataset of one molecule (N ~ 400) compared 
with the LAD fitting of tunneling equation with full dataset of all molecule (N> 2000, see 
Table 6.4), in order to generate the mean values of log10(J) at -1.0 V and +1.0 V. The results 
are shown in Figure 6.5 for -1.0 V and Figure 6.17 for +1.0 V. The comparison of Z-test 





Figure 6.16. The LAD fits of log10|J| at -1.0 V and +1.0 V to Eq. 2. The black solid squares () represent the 
log|J| of odd numbered SAMs and the red solid dots () represent the log|J| of even numbered SAMs. 
 
Figure 6.17. The plots of average log|J| at +1.0 V from Gaussian (A, B) and LAD (C, D) fits as a function of 
tunneling width d on AuTS and AgTS surfaces. The dashed lines are fits to Eq. 2. 
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Table 6.4. The results of the Z-tests showing the significant difference between odd and even numbered log(J0) 
and β. The values of Neven and Nodd are the total number of J(V) traces. 
Comparison 
Neven Nodd Z P 
AgTS AuTS AgTS AuTS AgTS AuTS AgTS AuTS 
Gaussian 
log(J0,odd) vs. log(J0,even) 2378 2439 2944 2549 2.62 2.21 0.0044 0.0136 
βodd vs. βeven 2378 2439 2944 2549 1.68 1.78 0.0465 0.0375 
LAD 
log(J0,odd) vs. log(J0,even) 2378 2439 2944 2549 4.19 3.82 <0.002 <0.002 
βodd vs. βeven 2378 2439 2944 2549 3.58 3.62 <0.002 <0.002 
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Controlling the Direction of Rectification in a Molecular Diode* 
 
Abstract: A challenge in molecular electronics is to control the strength of the molecule-
electrode coupling to optimise device performance.Here we show that non-covalent contacts 
between the active molecular component (in this case, ferrocenyl of a ferrocenyl-alkanethiol 
self-assembled monolayer (SAM)) and the electrodes allow for robust non-covalent coupling 
with low energy broadening of the molecular level, precisely what is required to maximise 
the rectification ratio of a molecular diode. In contrast, strong chemisorbed contacts through 
the ferrocenyl result in large energy broadening, leakage currents, and poor device 
performance. By gradually shifting the ferrocenyl from the top to the bottom of the SAM, we 
are able to control the direction of rectification of turn around a molecular diode by 
controlling the ferrocenyl-electrode coupling parameters and to estimate the shape of the 
electrostatic potential profile across the molecules. Our demonstrated control of the 
molecule-electrode coupling is important for the rational design of materials that rely on 
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Optimising the performance of organic and molecular electronic devices has been a 
major challenge because of a poor understanding of the organic-electrode interfaces.1-7 
Coupling the molecular frontier orbital to one electrode (or both) is key to generate electronic 
function with optimal device performance for a range of applications including molecular-
based rectification, spin-transport and memory.8-12 Strong electronic coupling ensures that the 
molecular frontier orbital efficiently follows the Fermi-level of the electrode to which it is 
coupled under bias, but it results in hybridisation of orbitals and in a corresponding 
broadening of the molecular energy levels and large leakage currents.8 On the other hand, 
weak electronic coupling minimizes hybridisation, ensuring narrow molecular energy levels, 
but the molecular orbitals cannot follow the Fermi levels of either electrode, hampering 
electronic function.8 Hence, many applications require coupling that is strong enough to 
control electronic function but with the molecular orbitals localised in the molecule. Here we 
show that we turned around a molecular diode with good performance (with high rectification 
ratios of up to 85) by fine-tuning the interactions between the active component of the diode 
and the electrodes, ensuring narrow molecular energy levels and small leakage currents.  
Non-covalent molecule-electrode interactions can be strong enough to form metal-
molecule-metal junctions,13-15 but have been identified only rarely to play a crucial role in 
generating electronic function. For example, Meisner et al. showed that these interactions can 
be used to generate a “molecular potentiometer”,16 and Díez-Pérez et al. showed that non-
covalent interactions can be used to control the conductance across single molecules.6  
In this Chapter we show that non-covalent coupling between the active component of the 
molecule (i.e., ferrocenyl, or Fc) and the electrode allows for the molecular frontier orbital 
(here the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) located at the Fc) to follow changes in 
the Fermi-level of the electrode it is interacting with. By placing the Fc units at 14 different 
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positions within the alkyl chain of the self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of the form 
SCnFcC13-n (Cn is the number of aliphatic carbons (CH2 or a terminal CH3) with n = 0 to 13), 
we control the direction of rectification and determined the optimal Fc—electrode coupling 
experimentally by varying n. From our experiments we conclude that non-covalent coupling 
can be strong enough to induce electronic function, i.e., rectification, but with sufficiently 
narrow molecular energy levels to obtain good electronic performance, i.e., high rectification 
ratios.  In addition, by examining the rectification ratio as a function of the Fc position within 
the SAM, we find that the shape of the electrostatic potential profile is non-linear, which is 
likely due to a screening of the electric field in the junction by the molecule. We believe that 
our findings are helpful in the future design of other types of (bio)molecular- and organic-
electronic devices. 
7.2 Results and Discussion 
7.2.1 The Design of the Molecular Diodes 
Previously, we have reported on the mechanism of charge transfer across molecular 
diodes with SAMs of SC11Fc on ultra-flat template-stripped silver bottom-electrodes (AgTS; 
henceforth Left electrode) and EGaIn top-electrodes (henceforth Right electrode; a non-
Newtonian liquid-metal alloy of eutectic In and Ga),17-19 including temperature dependent 
J(V) measurements20 (others have studied the mechanism rectification of SCnFc SAMs in 
other types of junctions21-23).This so-called “EGaIn” technique is well established24-27 and has 
been used in a wide range of physical-organic studies.28-34 The HOMO is located at the Fc 
unit, which is separated from the left-electrode by the alkyl chain (similar to the junction 
schematically shown in Figure 7.1c for a SAM of SC13Fc) and in non-covalent contact with 
the right electrode. At forward bias (positive voltage in the right electrode), the HOMO 
(which follows the right electrode) falls in between the energy window defined by the 
electrodes’s Fermi levels and participates in the charge transport mechanism, resulting in 
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sequential tunnelling (with an activation energy of 77 ± 5 mV), i.e., the diodes are in the “on” 
state and allow current to pass through the junction. At opposite bias (negative voltage in the 
right electrode), the HOMO falls below both Fermi levels and cannot participate in the 
transport, resulting in a one-step electrode-to-electrode direct tunnelling process, i.e., the 
diodes are in the “off” state and block the current, leaving just a small “leakage current” (as 
indicated in Figure 7.1d). This change in the mechanism of charge transport effectively 
reduces the width of the tunnelling barrier in only one direction of bias, resulting in 
rectification ratios R ≡ |J(-1.0V)/J(+1.0V)| as large as ∼1.0 × 102.20 This definition of R 
implies that the junctions allow the current to pass through at negative bias when R> 1 or at 
positive bias when R < 1. 
For the present study, we formed junctions with a series of 14 SAMs, namely SCnFcC13-
n(with n = 0 – 13) on AgTS and AuTS electrodes. Figure 7.1a-c shows schematically the 
junctions for SAMs with n = 3, 6, and 13, and illustrates how the position of the Fc units (at 
which the HOMO of the molecule is located) in the SAM can be controlled by simply 
changing the lengths of the “insulating” alkyl chains LL and LR, which, in turn, determine the 
nature and strength of the Fc-electrode interaction (as described in Coupling parameters 
below). We choose this system because our previous studies of similar SAMs (i.e., SC11Fc)17-
20 show that these junctions perform well (the value R of 1.0 × 102 is large enough for 
physical-organic studies of charge transport) and the mechanism of rectification has been 
studied in a broad range of temperatures,20 making this a good platform to demonstrate 
reversal of the rectification at the molecular level and to study the Fc—electrode coupling in 
more detail. We use the data to qualitatively describe for the first time the shape of the 




Figure 7.1. The junctions of the form AgTS-SCnFcC13-n//Ga2O3/EGaIn. Idealised schematic illustrations of the 
junctions with the Fc units in non-covalent contact with the bottom-electrode defined as the left electrode (n = 3, 
a), in the middle of the junction (n = 6, b), and in non-covalent contact with the top-electrode, defined as the 
right electrode (n = 13, c). The schematics illustrate how the spatial disposition of the HOMO level (which is 
centred on the Fc unit) with respect to the electrodes can be controlled as a function of n (the alkyl linkers are 
flexible and the average Fc-electrode distances are given in Figs. 7.3 and 5). The Fc unit couples to the 
electrodes as indicated by the dashed arrows. For more realistic images of the structures of the SAMs we refer to 
structures obtained from molecular dynamics simulations (Fig. 7.3). The corresponding energy level diagrams 
for coupling with large (d) and minimal (e) molecular frontier orbital broadening. The curved arrows in panel d 
indicate the bias dependent change in the mechanism of charge transport from direct to sequential tunnelling as 
explained in the text. The various coupling parameters that control device performance are defined in the text. 
The dotted lines in panel e indicate schematically the flat (i) and ramp-like (ii, iii) electrostatic potential profiles. 
 
7.2.2 Coupling Parameters 
Figure 7.1 shows the various coupling parameters and the shapes of the possible 
electrostatic potential profiles of molecules sandwiched between electrodes. Following the 
narrative put forward by Moth-Poulsen and Bjørnholm,8 the degree of electronic coupling of 
a molecular orbital with an electrode is normally expressed in terms of an energy coupling 
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parameter Γi (eV), which often depends on the strength of the bond of the molecule with the 
electrode i, the binding energy Eb,i (here the metal-thiolate bond or the non-covalent SAM-
top electrode contact), and on the coupling between the electrode and the molecular frontier 
orbital, ti (here the Fc-electrode interactions). The total electronic coupling strength of the 
HOMO to the two electrodes is then Γ = ΓR(Eb,R,tR) + ΓL(Eb,L,tL), which in turn defines the 
broadening of the HOMO energy level.12,35,36 Note that even in the case where the binding 
energies are large, the HOMO can still be narrow when placed sufficiently far away from the 
electrodes, since the tL and tR decay exponentially with the respective Fc-electrode distances 
LL and LR (which are related to n). Importantly, ΓR and ΓL determine the rate at which the 
electron tunnels in to and out of the molecule in a sequential tunnelling process. At 
sufficiently high temperatures (e.g., above ~150K for SC11Fc20), the conduction becomes 
thermally assisted, involving intramolecular relaxation processes of the Fc and leading to 
larger tunnelling rates. This is most likely the case of the experiments presented here 
(conducted at room temperature), therefore ΓR and ΓL effectively describe a thermally 
assisted sequential tunnelling conduction process (detailed temperature dependent data will 
be published separately). 
In all our junctions the SAMs are chemisorbed to the bottom(left)-electrode via a metal-
thiolate bond (with typical binding energies of 1-2 eV) while the top(right)-electrode forms a 
non-covalent contact with the SAMs (with correspondingly low energies).We hypothesize 
that the values of Eb,R and Eb,L are independent of n, but tR and tL depend on n. As we show 
below in the Section of “The molecule-electrode interaction”, this hypothesis holds for n = 3-
13, but for values of n < 3 the strong electrode-Fc interaction results in hybridization of the 
HOMO with the orbitals of the bottom(left)-electrode.  
In principle, rectification can occur when Eb,L ≠ Eb,R, but it has been shown 
experimentally that varying the nature of the metal-molecule interaction only results in 
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modest rectification ratios, e.g., R< 3.5.37,38 Our junctions only barely rectify (R< 2) when the 
Fc units are in the middle of the junctions, or when the Fc is absent, i.e., junctions with n-
alkanethiolate SAMs.18-20 The spatial position of the Fc with respect to the electrodes is 
related to the lengths of both alkyl chains LL and LR, as shown in Fig. 7.1a, and determines 
the potential drops at both sides of the Fc (VL and VR). Correspondingly, the junctions are 
also electrically asymmetric when LL ≠ LR. This asymmetry is given by the dimensionless 
division parameter 𝜂𝑉 = VR/(VL + VR), which gives the ratio of the voltage drop between the 
molecule and the right electrode.35,39 In principle, rectification can only occur when 𝜂𝑉 ≠ ½, 
i.e., when the junction is asymmetric and the Fc units are close to the left or right electrodes. 
By varying the value of n we can control the spatial position of the Fc relative to both 
electrodes and consequently control 𝜂𝑉  between 0 and 1, that is, change the direction of 
rectification. As we show in the next section, we can indeed control the value of  𝜂𝑉 between 
approx. 0 and 1 and turn around a diode at the molecular level. 
Small values of δEME (the offset in energy between the HOMO and the Fermi-level it is 
coupled to; see Figure 7.1)12 result in low turn-on voltages at forward bias (Vfwd), but also in 
large leakage currents of the diodes in the off state, as the HOMO can fall in the energy 
window between the two Fermi levels at relatively low reverse bias (Vrev). This effect 
becomes important when Γ is comparable to δEME. On the contrary, for large values of δEME, 
the HOMO cannot participate in the mechanism of charge transport within the applied bias 
window and the diodes cannot rectify. In principle, to ensure optimal diode behaviour, the 
Fc-electrode coupling strength has to be fine-tuned while keeping 𝜂𝑉  close to 1 or 0, and 
δEME moderate to minimize leakage currents. In the Section of “The molecule-electrode 
interaction” we show that this condition can be met in our junctions, with a HOMO level 
sufficiently narrow and a large enough δEME to ensure good diode performance, when n = 3 
or n ≥ 11.  
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The electrostatic potential profile can be either flat or ramp-like (i and ii-iii in Figure 7.1e, 
respectively), but it has not been measured directly in experiments so far. A departure from 
linear behaviour is commonly ascribed to a screening of the electric field by the molecules, 
and its expected features have been well described theoretically.40-44 The shape of the 
electrostatic potential profile can be qualitatively determined by examining the dependence of 
R on n as the value of R depends on 𝜂V, which, in turn, depends on VL and VR along LL and LR, 
respectively. Following this assumption, in the Section of “The mechanism of rectification” 
we qualitatively discuss the shape of the electrostatic potential profile in our SAM-based 
junctions. 
7.2.3 Charge Transport and SAM Structure 
Figure 7.2a-c shows the J(V) curves of the junctions –J is the current density (A/cm2) 
and V is the applied bias (V) – with SAMs of SCnFcC13-n with n = 3, 6, and 13, and Fig. 7.2d 
shows the corresponding histograms of the values of R measured at ± 1.0 V (see 
Experimental Section Figs. 7.13 and 7.14 for all data). These J(V) curves represent averages 
determined using large datasets (~500 traces for each type of junction) with an average yield 
in non-shorting junctions of 91% (Experimental Section Table 7.2). The data clearly show a 
control of the electrical characteristics of the junctions and demonstrate the reversal of the 
direction of rectification for different positions of the Fc unit within the junction. Figure 7.2e 
shows the non-linear change in rectification as the position of the Fc unit is adjusted within 
the SAM, and provides four important observations: the rectification is low (R is close to 
unity) when the Fc units are close to the left electrode (n < 2), the rectification increases 
substantially reaching a value of R of ~0.052 for n = 3 but decreases abruptly again as the Fc 
units are placed further away from the left electrode (n = 4 and 5),the rectification remains 
low and almost constant (R ~2) when the Fc is roughly equidistant from both electrodes 
(5 ≤ n ≤ 9), and the rectification increases abruptly saturating above n = 11 at a high value 
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(R ∼80) when the Fc units get within five carbons from the right electrode (n > 9).Figure 7.2f 
shows the current densities as a function of n, from which we conclude that the diodes that do 
not rectify are always in the on-state, allowing current to flow at both negative and positive 
bias. 
 
Figure 7.2. The electrical charactistics of the tunnelling junctions. Average J(V) curves of junctions with SAMs 
of SC13Fc (a), SC6FcC7 (b), and SC3FcC10 (c). See Experimental Section Figures 7.13 and 7.14, Table 7.2, and 
Experimental Section: “Statistical analysis” for all SAMs with log-standard deviations, details of the statistical 
analysis, and histograms of the current densities. d) Histograms of the rectification ratios of these junctions with 
Gaussian fits to the histograms. e) The rectification ratio as a function of n. The error bars indicate one log-
standard deviation (black bar) or 95% confidence level intervals (red bar). The dashed line is a guide to the eye. 
f) The current density measured at -1.0 V and +1.0 V as a function of n. The dashed line indicates the regimes in 
which the diodes are in the on-state. The diode in the off-state at negative bias only for n = 3, while only for 
n > 10 the diodes are in the off-state at positive bias; these most efficient diodes are indicated in green.  
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Figure 7.2a-c shows the J(V) curves of the junctions –J is the current density (A/cm2) 
and V is the applied bias (V) – with SAMs of SCnFcC13-n with n = 3, 6, and 13, and Fig. 7.2d 
shows the corresponding histograms of the values of R measured at ± 1.0 V. These J(V) 
curves represent averages determined using large datasets (~500 traces for each type of 
junction) with an average yield in non-shorting junctions of 91% (Experimental Section 
Table 7.2). The data clearly show a control of the electrical characteristics of the junctions 
and demonstrate the reversal of the direction of rectification for different positions of the Fc 
unit within the junction. Figure 7.2e shows the non-linear change in rectification as the 
position of the Fc unit is adjusted within the SAM, and provides four important observations: 
the rectification is low (R is close to unity) when the Fc units are close to the left electrode (n 
< 2), the rectification increases substantially reaching a value of R of ~0.052 for n = 3 but 
decreases abruptly again as the Fc units are placed further away from the left electrode (n = 4 
and 5),the rectification remains low and almost constant (R ~2) when the Fc is roughly 
equidistant from both electrodes (5 ≤ n ≤ 9), and the rectification increases abruptly 
saturating above n = 11 at a high value (R ∼80) when the Fc units get within five carbons 
from the right electrode (n > 9).Figure 7.2f shows the current densities as a function of n, 
from which we conclude that the diodes that do not rectify are always in the on-state, 
allowing current to flow at both negative and positive bias. 
To relate the electrical characteristics of the junctions to the SAMs, we characterised the 
supramolecular structures of the SAMs and made the following observations (Fig. 7.3.The 
good agreement between the Fc unit orientations obtained by near edge X-ray absorption fine 
structure spectroscopy (NEXAFS; see Experimental Section) and molecular dynamics 
simulations (MD) indicates that the MD models provide a reliable description of the SAM 
structures (Figs. 7.3a-d). The angle resolved X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (ARXPS) and 




Figure 7.3. Structural characterisation of the SAMs on AgTS and AuTS surfaces. a) The molecular structure of 
S(CH2)12FcCH3, one of the SCnFcCn-13 series of molecules. In this case the bottom alkyl chain below Fc is 
(CH2)12 and the top alkyl above Fc is CH3. Side-views of representative structures of the SC12FcC1 (b), SC7FcC6 
(c), and SFcC13 SAMs (d) on silver obtained by molecular dynamics.  e)  The film thicknesses and position of 
the iron atom below vacuum within the SAMs on AuTS determined from ARXPS (see Experimental Section 
Figure 7.8 for the XPS spectra) and molecular dynamics as a function of n, i.e., the number of carbons under the 
Fc moiety. Error bars on the MD data are 0.2-0.4 nm. f) Cyclic voltammograms of SAMs of SCnFcC13-n on Au 
with n = 0, 3, 7, 10, and 13 recorded at a scan rate of 1.0 V/s with aqueous 1.0 M HClO4 as the electrolyte 
solution. The peak oxidation potentials of the SAMs on AuTS generally increase with decreasing n suggesting 
the alkyl chains above the Fc units effectively shield the Fc units from the electrolyte solution.  
within the SAM. Note the thickness of the SAM decreases slightly when decreasing the value 
of n from 1.8 to 1.4 Å (Fig. 7.3e), due to more crumpled packing of alkyl groups above the Fc 
when compared with the alkyls below the Fc. Finally, the cyclic voltammetry data and XPS 
data show that the SAMs with n < 3 have shorter substrate-to-Fc distances and lower surface 
coverages than expected from MD. These discrepancies between molecular dynamics and 
experiment are due to an underestimation of the Fc-electrode interaction for n < 3, and are 
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reconciled using quantum mechanical calculations. The resulting loose packing of the SAMs 
for n < 3 caused an increase in the currents measured at ±1.0 V (Fig. 7.2f), but the yields in 
working devices were nearly the same (86-100%) over the entire range of values of n 
(Experimental Section Table 7.2). 
7.2.4 The Molecule-Electrode Interaction 
To study the interaction of the Fc unit with the left electrode in more detail, we recorded 
UPS spectra for the SAMs with small values of n on AgTS and AuTS. The UPS data for SAMs 
on Ag and Au show similar trends; the UPS data for SAMs on Ag are discussed here and 
those for Au at Experimental Section Figure 7.12. Figure 7.4e shows that for SAMs with n > 
5 the HOMO energy level, EHOMO (eV), is nearly constant around -5.1 ± 0.1 eV, but gradually 
increases to -4.7 eV as n decreases from five to zero. On the other hand, the work function of 
the Ag left-electrode, ΦAg (eV), gradually decreases from -4.0 ± 0.1 eV to -4.3 ± 0.1 eV as n 
decreases from 13 to 3, saturating at n < 3. Hence, the value of δEME (= ΦAg- EHOMO) shows a 
noticeable decrease of ∼0.5 eV as n decreases from 5 to 0 (as shown in Fig. 7.4g). 
We performed density functional theory (DFT) calculations on a series of SCnFcC5-n 
SAMs on Au with n from zero to five to model the UPS spectra. The HOMO dominates the 
region just below the Fermi energy (labelled A in Fig. 7.4a) and is associated with the Fc 
group and the thiolate sulphur bond to the bottom-electrode (Fig. 7.4b). These calculations 
confirm that the HOMO is delocalised between the Fc orbital and the d-band of the metal 
surface via the sulphur binding group when n = 0, or via both the sulphur binding group and 
the CH2 units between the Fc when n = 1 or 2. This hybridization explains the observed peak 
shifts and broadening in the UPS spectra (Figs. 7.4d-e; see Experimental Section: “Valence 




Figure 7.4. Electronic structure of the SAMs on AuTS and AgTS. a) The partial density of states (PDOS) 
calculated by DFT of SFcC5 on Au and the experimental UPS data of SFcC13 on AuTS. The two regions labelled 
with A and B indicate bands predominated by contributions from Fc and sulphur respectively. The calculated 
structures of SFcC5 (b) and SC3FcC2 (c)on Au along with the charge density distribution of the HOMO. These 
calculations show that the HOMO is delocalised over the metal electrode for SFcC5 on gold, while the HOMO is 
localised on the molecule and centred at the Fc unit for SC3FcC2 on gold. d) The UPS spectra for SCnFcC13-n on 
AgTS with n = 0 – 5 (see all spectra in Experimental Section, including on AuTS). e) UPS measured work 
function and ionisation potential (negative of the HOMO energy) values of the SCnFcC13-n SAMs on AgTS as a 
function of the number of carbons under the Fc units. The dashed lines are guides to the eye. Measured work 
functions are in excellent agreement with work functions computed from DFT electrostatic energy profiles. f) 
The effective division parameter 𝜂𝑉  as calculated from the rectification data. The dashed line is a guide to the 
eye and the solid line represents the predicted values of 𝜂𝑉  for a linear electrostatic potential profile.g) The 
width of the molecular orbital Γ and molecule-electrode offset energy δEME as a function of n. See 
Experimental Section for more discussion regarding the analysis and interpretation of the UPS data 
(Experimental Section: “Valence band spectra”).  
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The DFT calculations (Fig. 7.4) also show that the HOMO remains localised in the 
molecule when the Fc units and the sulphur are separated by three or more CH2 units. While 
molecule-electrode orbital hybridisation can explain the shift of the HOMO level observed in 
the UPS spectra in the range of n = 0 – 2, it does not account for the shifts over the entire 
range of n = 3 – 5 of roughly 100-150 meV. The MD models indicate that a significant 
fraction of Fc units are within 5 Å of the Au surface for n = 3 - 5, which is the critical 
distance for the H-atoms of the Fc units to form van der Waals contacts with the Au 
electrode46, as shown in Figure 7.5c. We used dispersion-corrected DFT to estimate the 
strength of this interaction of the Fc units for various binding orientations of SC3Fc on 
Au(111),47 as described in detail in Supplementary Discussion: “Calculated Fc positions in 
the SAMs and van der Waals binding to the bottom electrode”. These calculations show that 
significant numbers of Fc units for n = 3 – 5 do not couple to the Au electrode by direct Fc-
Au chemisorption (in agreement with the UPS data), nor via the CH2 units between the 
sulphur and the Fc unit, but interact via van der Waals Fc-electrode interactions with a 
strength of 0.1 – 0.5 eV (Fig. 7.5b).  
We estimated the increase of the value of the energy coupling parameter Γ as a result of 
the Fc-electrode interaction from the experimental UPS data from the full width at half 
maximum (FWHM) of the peak in region A (Figure 7.4a). The FWHM of peak A in the UPS 
data is nearly constant at ∼0.62 eV for n = 3-13 but rises to ∼0.88 eV for n = 0 (Figure 7.4g). 
We note that in UPS the absolute value of FWHM depends on a number of factors including 
instrumental and spectral broadening, and screening effects, and therefore cannot provide 
reliable absolute values of Γ, but we believe that the relative increase in FWHM for low 
values of n gives a reasonable estimate for the increase in Γ caused by energy level 




Figure 7.5. Calculated Fc and Electrode interactions and Fc Positions. (a)SC3Fc molecule adsorption geometry 
on Au(111) (structures 1-12) computed using DFT. (b) Grimme D3 dispersion-corrected adsorption energies47 
for Fc---Au(111) contacts in the 12 computed orientations. For reference, the MD van der Waals Fc---Au(111) 
binding energies averaged over all MD structures with Fc and Au distances ≤ 0.5 nm are 173 ± 12 meV. (c) 
Populations of Fc units within 5 Å of the top- and bottom-electrode in SAM structures computed from 
molecular dynamics simulations. 
 
7.2.5 The Mechanism of Rectification 
The shape of the electrostatic potential profile in a molecular junction has been 
thoroughly investigated theoretically34-38 but has not been measured directly due to technical 
limitations. As discussed above, 𝜂𝑉 parameterises the electrostatic potential profile within the 
molecule on which R directly depends, amongst other factors (e.g., level broadening, intrinsic 
coupling asymmetries, etc.). An empirical estimate of this parameter can be extracted from 
the experimental values of R as follows. The ratio between the potential drops at the left and 
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right electrodes results in a rectification ratio R ∝ VR/VL (as described earlier). From the 
general definition of the voltage division parameter, 𝜂V∝ VR/(VL+VR), one can extract an 
effective value for 𝜂V  from the rectification ratio as 𝜂V∝ R/(R+1). This phenomenological 
relationship between 𝜂V and R can be used to extract a rough estimate of the shape of the 
potential drop profile in the junctions directly from the experimental data (see Fig. 7.4f). We 
note that this method of determining the potential using R neglects the different nature of the 
couplings, e.g., it does not account for level broadening which lowers R and results in an 
increase of 𝜂V for n < 3, as described in the previous section.  
Figure 7.2e (and Figure 7.4f) shows that the transitions between the four coupling 
regimes are abrupt, and not gradual, and indicate that the electrostatic potential profile is 
more ramp-like (situations ii and iii), than flat (situation i), in character (Fig. 7.1c). In 
addition, Fig. 7.2f shows that the diodes are always in the “on-state” and allow the current to 
pass through them at both directions of bias when n = 5 – 9. The current across all junctions 
in the on-state are very similar (Fig. 7.2f) and therefore we believe that the mechanism of 
charge transport across these junctions is the same, based on sequential tunnelling (as 
described above and in reference 20). This observation implies that the electrostatic potential 
profile is not completely screened at the electrodes, and so the Fc units can still fall in 
between the energy window defined by the Fermi-levels of both electrodes and participate in 
charge transport when bias is applied. The results demonstrate that the value of 𝜂V can be 
controlled as a function of the spatial position of the Fc units with respect to the electrodes, 
and that this relation is highly non-linear. Although we cannot be quantitative, our 
experimental results suggest that the shape of the electrostatic potential profile resembles that 
of situation ii depicted in Figure 7.1c, but further detailed (theoretical) investigations are 
needed to estimate the characteristic electric field screening length in this molecular junction, 




Figure 7.6. The energy level diagrams of the diodes with n = 0 – 13. The energy level diagrams are drawn for 
the junction under applied biases of 0 V (a), -1.0 V (b), and +1.0 V (c). The solid red markers indicate the 
position of the HOMO inside the junction and the number indicates the value of n. For the values of n = 0 – 2, 
the grey box indicates the delocalisation of the HOMO. The dashed grey line indicates the Fermi level of both 
electrodes at 0 V bias (top), Fermi level of the bottom-electrode (left lead) at -1.0 V bias, and the Fermi level of 
the top-electrode (right lead) at +1.0 V bias. In all of our experiments, we biased the Ga2O3/GaIn top-electrode 
and grounded the Ag bottom-electrode. 
 
Figure 7.6 shows the proposed energy level diagrams for the molecular diodes based on 
the results at 0 V (Fig. 7.6a), -1.0 V (Fig. 7.6b) and +1.0 V (Fig. 7.6c) applied bias. This 
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figure illustrates the 14 different positions of the HOMO inside the junctions as a function of 
n and the four distinct Fc-electrode coupling regimes revealed by the data. i) Regime 1: The 
close proximity of the Fc to the left-electrode (n < 3) results in hybridisation of the HOMO 
with the metal-electrode and large values of Γ, which makes δEME < Γ, resulting in large 
leakage currents. The junctions do not rectify even though the condition 𝜂𝑉<< ½ is met. ii) 
Regime 2: The non-covalent coupling of the Fc (0.1 – 0.5 eV) to the bottom-electrode (n = 3 
and 4) results in narrow molecular energy levels (low Γ), making δEME ≈ Γ. This larger δEME/ 
Γ ratio reduces leakage currents and the junctions rectify with 𝜂𝑉 close to zero and R = 0.052; 
iii) Regime 3: The weak coupling of the Fc to both electrodes (n = 5 – 9) together with a non-
linear electrostatic potential profile along the molecule (i.e., 𝜂𝑉 is ∼½) results in diodes that 
are in the on-state in both directions of bias, resulting in low values of R (Fig. 7.2e). iv) 
Regime 4: The non-covalent coupling of the Fc to the top-electrode for n = 11 – 13 results in 
optimal values of Γ (i.e., sufficiently large δEME/Γratios) and large rectification ratios (with 
𝜂𝑉 ~1). We do not know the δEME values of the HOMO level with the right electrode, but we 
expect Γ to be substantially smaller based on the much higher rectification ratio (R ~ 80) for 
junctions with n > 10. 
7.3 Conclusions 
The best balance between molecule-electrode offset energy δEME, asymmetry parameter 
𝜂𝑉, and molecular orbital width Γ, resulting in a large rectification ratio, is achieved when the 
ferrocenyl-centered HOMO is coupled to one of the electrodes via non-covalent interactions 
(physisorption),rather than via strong chemical interactions (chemisorption). Three CH2 units 
are required experimentally to avoid molecular level broadening through the thiolate 
anchoring group. On the other hand, four to five CH2 units are required experimentally to 
position the Fc units sufficiently far away from either electrode to switch off rectification. By 
gradually shifting the position of the Fc units from the top to bottom of the SAM we 
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controlled the direction of rectification and estimate crudely the non-linear shape of the 
electrostatical potential profile of the junctions. More comprehensive experimental and 
theoretical experiments are needed to improve the understanding of the mechanism of charge 
transport and how, for instance, the molecules screen the electric fields or to elucidate the 
details of the mechanism of the sequential tunnel process.48,49 
In general, the active components of molecular electronic devices may interact with 
metal ad-atoms or couple to the electrodes via other mechanisms, such as, induced density of 
interface states (IDIS) or metal induced gap states (MIGS),50,51 which can also extend up to 
three CH2 units into the SAMs. Therefore, we believe that our experimentally established 
“design rules” to fine-tune the coupling of molecular orbitals with the electrodes are 
particularly  important for the rational design of molecular electronic devices, and are broadly 
applicable to other devices where metal- or semiconductor-organic interfaces play a key role, 
ranging from organic solar cells and light emitting diodes to biomolecular devices.52,53 
7.4 Experimental Section 
7.4.1 General Remarks 
This work is supported by international collaboration and multidisciplinary techniques 
that including chemical synthesis, electrochemisty, metal vapour evaporation, fabrication of 
molecular junctions by EGaIn technique, synchrotron based X-ray characterizations, density 
functional theory (DFT) and molecular dynamic (MD) simulations. The synthesis and 
electrochemisty are supported by group members: Nisachol Nerngchamnong, Max Roemer 
and Ravi K. Sriramula, and the DFT and MD calculations are supported by collaborators: 
Hicham Hamoudi and Damien Thompson from Japan and Ireland, respectively. 
7.4.2 Metal Evaporation  
We prepared Ag and Au surfaces for the formation of SAMs by evaporation of silver and 
gold on silicon wafers (100, p-type) by electron-beam (e-beam) evaporation (Edwards, Auto 
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306). The metal we used had a purity of 99.999% as obtained from Super Conductor 
Materials, Inc (USA). The e-beam evaporator was operated at a base pressure of ~2 × 10-6 bar 
to deposit a layer of 500 nm of Ag or Au using a deposition rate for the first 50 nm of 0.3-0.5 
Å/s and the remaining 450 nm at a rate of 1 Å/s.  
 
Figure 7.7. AFM images of AuTS (a) and AgTS substrates (b). The RMS roughness values are 0.36 nm (a) and 
0.90 nm (b; both measured over 1 × 1 μm2). 
 
7.4.3 The Formation of the SAMs 
The formation of SAMs and the preparation of the template-stripped Au and Ag surfaces 
used in this study followed our reported procedure.27Briefly, we cleaned glass slides of 
dimension 1 × 1 cm2 (7105 microscope slide, 1 mm thick) by immersion in a solution of 
H2SO4: H2O2: H2O = 1: 1: 5 at 70 °C for 20 min, followed by rinsing of the substrates with 
deionized water after which the slides were blown to dryness in a stream of N2 gas. These 
glass slides were further cleaned by a plasma of O2 for 5 min at 500 mTorr. We used the 
optical adhesive (Norland, No. 61) to glue the glass slides on to the as-deposited Ag/Au 
surfaces on Si/SiO2. The substrates were placed under ultraviolet light for 1 h using a light 
source of 100 Watt to cure the optical adhesive. Before the formation of the SAMs, we used a 
razor blade to cut the sides of the glass and then cleave off the metal surface from the Si 
wafer. Within ~5 s we immersed these surfaces in 3 mM ethanolic solutions of the 
HSCnFcC13-n to minimise contamination of the surfaces from the ambient. The SAMs were 
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formed over a period of time of 3 - 6 h at room temperature, and then were rinsed gently by 
EtOH and dried in a stream of N2 gas. 
7.4.4 Synchrotron Radiation Based Spectroscopy Measurements 
Synchrotron-based photoemission spectroscopy (PES) measurements and near edge X-ray 
absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) spectroscopy were carried out at the SINS (Surface, 
Interface and Nanostructure Science) beamline of Singapore Synchrotron Light Source 
(SSLS). All the measurements were performed at room temperature in an ultrahigh vacuum 
(UHV) chamber with a base pressure of 1×10-10 mbar.54 
 
Figure 7.8. Fe 2p3/2 and S 2p spectra of SCnFcC13-n SAMs on AuTS. 
The photon energy was calibrated using the Au 4f7/2 core level peak at 84.0 eV of a 
sputter-cleaned gold foil in electrical contact with the sample. All the PES spectra are 
normalized by the photon current. The work function was measured using 60 eV photon 
energy and -9 V bias was applied to the sample to overcome the work function of the 
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analyser. Photon energy values of 850 eV, 350 eV and 60 eV were used to probe the Fe 
2p3/2,S 2p, and valence band spectra, respectively. The least-square peak fit analysis was 
performed using XPSpeak software. The sloping background was modelled using Shirley 
plus linear background correction and the photoemission profiles with Voigt functions 
(Lorentzian (30%) and Gaussian (70%)). For S 2p spectra fitting, a splitting difference of 
~1.18 eV and branching ratio of 2 (2p3/2) : 1 (2p1/2) were used.55 The high-resolution PES 
spectra of Fe 2p3/2 and S 2pof SCnFcC13-n SAMs on AuTS are shown in Figure 7.8. 
Angle-dependent PES measurements were used to calculate the location of sulphur and 
iron atoms in the SAMs, by measuring the positions of these atoms with respect to vacuum, 
i.e., measuring how “buried” these atoms are in the SAMs. The position of the analyser was 
fixed with the lens axis 50º away from the incident beam. The take-off angle (θ) was defined 
as the angle between the axis of the analyser and the substrate surface. The incident angle (γ) 
was defined as the angle between beam incidence and the substrate surface. The S 2p and Fe 
2p3/2 spectra with θ = 90º (normal emission, γ = 40º) and θ = 40º (normal incidence, γ = 90º) 
angle were collected by rotating the sample holder. To reduce the detected area difference 
induced by sample rotation, the effective intensity (Iθ) is given by  
θ cos(90 )I I γ= °−             (2) 
where I is the integrated intensity of the peak. The effective intensity (Iθ) ratio at 90º and 40º 
take-off angles (θ) from a species of thickness d1 (d1(S)=1.5Å and d1(Fe)=3.0Å)with 
overlayer thickness d2 can be expressed as follows:56,57 
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Values of λ were calculated using the expression derived for alkanethiol SAMs.58 For the 
S 2p measurement, λ is around 8 Å for photoelectron at ~180 eV kinetic energy and λ ≈ 7 Å 
at ~140 eV for the Fe 2p3/2 measurement.58 The thickness of signal layer d1 is determined by 
atom diameter and bond angles. The relative intensities for S 2p and Fe 2p3/2, the calculated S 
to surface thickness d2(S) and Fe to surface thickness d2(Fe) values are listed in Table 7.1. S-
Au bond associated peak intensities are used to evaluate the d2(S) because this component is 
close to the Au substrate. The overall uncertainty of ±2 Å takes into account the fitting errors 
and the angular misalignment due to sample mounting. The SAM thickness is obtained by 
summing overlayer thickness d2(S) and spacing for the Au-S bond dAu-S=1.8 Å.59 
2 ( ) S Aud d S d −= +      (5) 
Table 7.1. Relative effect intensities (Iθ) at 90º and 40º take-off angles for S 2p and Fe 2p3/2 components of 
CnFcC13-n SAMs on AuTS. The overlayer thickness d2 and SAM thickness d are evaluated from angular 
dependent PES.a 
SAM S 2p Fe 2p3/2 Iθ(90º) (%) Iθ(40º) (%) d (Å) Iθ(90º) (%) Iθ(40º) % d2(Fe) (Å) 
0 63.5 36.5 15.4 59.6 40.4 9.1 
1 63.8 36.2 15.6 59.9 40.1 9.2 
2 63.7 36.2 15.6 58.6 41.4 8.6 
3 63.1 36.9 15.1 58.1 41.9 8.3 
4 63.4 36.6 15.3 55.5 44.5 7.0 
5 64.0 36.0 15.7 57.0 43.0 7.8 
6 64.9 35.1 16.3 55.3 44.7 6.9 
7 66.2 33.8 17.1 55.0 45.0 6.7 
8 67.0 33.0 17.6 54.5 45.5 6.5 
9 66.0 34.0 17.0 51.7 48.3 5.1 
10 66.8 33.2 17.5 51.3 48.7 4.9 
11 66.7 33.3 17.4 51.2 48.8 4.8 
12 68.6 31.4 18.7 51.1 48.9 4.8 
13 68.0 32.0 18.3 50.3 49.7 4.3 
aRelative effect intensities of each component are evaluated with respect to the total intensity at two take-off 
angles. 
 
Angular dependent C K-edge NEXAFS spectra were collected in Auger electron yield 
(AEY) mode using a Scienta R4000 electron energy analyser. The linear polarisation factor 
of the X-ray beam was measured to be more than 90%. The photon energy of the incident X-
ray was calibrated using sputter-cleaned gold foil. All SAM NEXAFS spectra were first 
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normalised relative to the clean metal NEXAFS spectrum. Furthermore, the spectra were 
normalised to have the same absorption edge jump between 280 eV and 320 eV. 
Figure 7.9 shows the angular dependent NEXAFS data at C K-edge for SAMs of 
SCnFcC13-n on AuTS. The two lowest resonance peaks 1 and 2 are due to the transitions from 
C 1s to π* orbitals (4e1g at ~285.4 eV and 3e2u at ~286.9 eV) associated with the 
cyclopentadienyl (Cp) rings of ferrocene with different symmetry.60-62 Their orbital vectors 
are perpendicular to the Cp molecular plane. The R* at ~288.0 eV is ascribed to Rydberg (C-
H) orbitals. The broader signals at higher photon energy are assigned to σ* transitions. For 
this series of molecules, the orbital vector of π* orbitals is parallel to the Cp-Fe-Cp axis of 
ferrocene. Assuming a random azimuthal orientation between molecular plane and substrate, 
the π* resonances intensity (Iπ*) ratio at 90º and 20º incident angles (θ) can be expressed as 
follows:45 
2 2 2 2 2
2 2 2 2 2
( ,90 ) (sin sin 90 2cos cos 90 ) (1 )sin





α α α α
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° ° + ° + −
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in which P = 0.90 is the linear polarisation factor, and α is the average tilt angle of the Fc 




Figure 7.9. Angular dependent C K-edge NEXAFS spectra of SCnFcC13-n-AuTS SAMs with n = even (a) and n = 
odd (b) acquired at an X-ray incidence angle of 90° (normal incidence, black line) and incidence angle of 20° 
(grazing incidence, red line) with respect to the surface plane. 
 
Peak 2 and R* resonances overlap with each other, and therefore it is difficult to obtain 
the accurate intensity. Instead, we used the well resolved intensity ratio of the lower photon 
energy peak 1 to calculate the average tilt angles. The average tilt angles α of the Fc moiety 
as a function of number of carbon atoms underneath it (n) are shown in Figure 7.9. As 
expected, an odd-even effect in the tilt of the Fc was observed32 which agrees well with 
models of these SAMs obtained by molecular dynamics (see below). One may argue that the 
observed tilt angles are close to the so-called magic angle of 54.7º which can have two 
meanings: either the SAMs are organized and the Fc units have a tilt angle distribution 
centered in the region near 54.7º or the SAMs are randomly organized. We have recently 
reported2 that the observed odd-even effects are real and depend on the type of substrate. In 
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agreement with previous reports,24 we found that the odd-even effects for a series of SCnFc 
SAMs (with n = 6-15) are reversed for SAMs on gold and silver and a similar molecular 
dynamics simulation proved to be robust and reproduced this reversal of the odd-even effect.2 
Thus we conclude that the measured tilt angles of the Fc units as shown in Fig. 7.10 represent 
the true average angle of the Fc units and are not due to randomly organized Fc units. Also, 
the molecular dynamics simulations provide good models for our SAMs from which we can 
extract the average Fc position within the SAM as a function of n and compare with 
experimental data (Fig. 7.3). These SAMs, like any other SAMs, are statistical assemblies 
and our methods – a combined study of NEXAFS, ARXPS, cyclic voltammetry, and 
molecular dynamics – support our conclusion in the main text that we can control the position 
of the Fc units within the SAMs with atomistic precision.  
 
Figure 7.10. The Fc tilt angles α determined experimentally by NEXAFS (with an error of roughly ±5°) and 
molecular dynamics (with an error of ±22°) as a function of n for the SAMs of SCnFcC13-n on AuTS. 
7.4.5 Valence Band Spectra 
The valence band spectra of SCnFcC13-n SAMs on AuTS(Fig. 7.11) and on AgTS (Fig. 7.12) 
were also measured in SINS beamline. The top of the valence band (HOMO onset) and work 
function (secondary electron cut-off) values were determined by linear extrapolation of the 
lower binding energy side of the HOMO peak and secondary electron cut-off intercepted with 
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the linear extrapolation of the base line as denoted by the dotted lines and solid vertical bars 
in Figure 7.11.   
We derived the parameters δEME and Γ from the UPS data as follows. The values of δEME 
are equal to the values of HOMO onset. As an example, we show in Figure 7.11c the 
procedure to determine the value of δEME for SAMs of SC5FcC8.  The top of the valance band 
(Fig. 7.11b) shows a broad peak indicative of delocalisation when Fc is close to sulphur but 
the peak is sharp (localised on Fc) when Fc is far from sulphur. To estimate the width of the 
HOMO orbital,  Γ (eV), we fitted the peak (binding energy between 0.5 to 2.5 eV) with Voigt 
functions (Lorentzian (30%) and Gaussian (70%)) to determine the full width at half 
maximum (FWHM (eV)). We used Voight functions to obtain best-fits because it is well-
known that instrumental factors, e.g., resolution of the analysed or monochromator, as well as 
experimental factors, e.g., surface roughness of the samples, vibrational effect, and  
polarization effects, manifest themselves as Gaussian broadening of the ideally Lorenzian  
signals. The baseline was subtracted by using a linear baseline correction. The FWHM data 




Figure 7.11. (a) The secondary electron cut-off and (b) valence band spectra of SCnFcC13-n SAM on AuTS. The 
HOMO onset and cut-off positions are marked with black solid bars. (c) Determination of δEME from the first 




Figure 7.12. (a) The secondary electron cut-off and (b) valence band spectra of SCnFcC13-n SAM on AgTS. The 
HOMO onset and cut-off positions are marked with black solid bars.  
 
As explained in the main text, the value of Γ increases as a function of n when n < 3 
(Figure 7.4f)as discussed in the main text.  We believe that this increase in Γ is primarily 
caused by the molecule-electrode orbital hybridisation, but that the rather large absolute 
values of Γ are overestimated because of optical and instrumental broadening intrinsic to 
UPS measurements including thermal broadening, phonon broadening, resolution of the 
analyser and monomochormator, electron life-time broadening, and vibration 
broadening.45,63-66 
We used the HOMO-onset to estimate the energy of the HOMO level with respect to the 
Fermi-level because the DFT calculations show that the lowest energy peak in the UPS is 
dominated by the HOMO but also contains contributions from the metal-thiolate bond. 
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Therefore the position of the peak maximum as an estimate for the HOMO energy is 
ambiguous. In addition, others45 have argued that peak positions overestimate the HOMO and 
LUMO energies (resulting in HOMO-LUMO gaps greater than the optical HOMO-LUMO 
gap) and that the onset values are more accurate because effects that may cause broadening of 
the signals in the UPS introduce relatively small errors. 
The following phenomena may cause shifts of signals in the UPS spectra: i) photo-hole 
screening, (ii) changes in the dipole moment of the Fc group which changes the work 
function which in turn provides a shift in the binding energy, or (iii) molecule-electrode 
orbital hybridisation. We rule out the changes in the dipole moment because we see clearly an 
odd-even effect in the IP of the molecule which we attribute to changes in the orientation 
(See main text Figure 7.4e). This effect is much smaller than the observed shift in the value 
of the HOMO-onset. 
With increasing thickness of the organic layer, the screening by the metal become less 
important at the top of the molecule (vacuum-organic layer interface), resulting in an 
apparent shift of the HOMO away from the Fermi level due to the so-called photo-hole 
screening. In our case, the short distance between S and Fc for small values of n provides a 
strong hybridisation between both functions resulting in a delocalisation of the molecular 
HOMO orbital over the gold surface and the S and Fc units. The interaction between the Fc---
S and the d-band of gold results in a broad HOMO. In this scenario, the resulting photo-hole 
image charge could be significant.45 Because the binding energy of the Fc units (Fig. 7.4d), or 
the ionization potential (Fig. 7.4e) shift over a very small energy range (Fig. 7.4d) while 
hybridised with the surface for n = 0 - 2, we believe the changes in the image charge in the 
metal for n = 0 - 2are very small. We would then expect a sharp increase in the binding 
energy for n = 3 because now the Fc orbitals do not hybridise with the surface. Instead, Fig. 
7.4e shows a gradual shift in binding energy continues for n = 3 and 4 (when still significant 
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fractions of the Fc units form vdW contacts with the surface; Fig. 7.5c) and the IP is more or 
less constant for n > 5 (Fig. 7.4e). The small increase in IP in the range of n of 5 – 13 could 
be due to photo-hole screening. Thus, the molecule energy level broadening when n < 5 is the 
major contributor to the shifts in binding energies observed in the UPS spectra. 
7.4.6 The EGaIn Junctions 
We32 used a home-built  “EGaIn-setup”25 to study SAM-based junctions. The liquid 
metal, EGaIn(75.5% Ga and 24.5% In by weight, Sigma-Aldrich), is non-toxic and easy to 
handle. The “EGaIn-setup” is suitable to conduct physical-organic studies of charge transport 
because it yields junctions with high yield in working devices (up to 100%), produces 
statistically large numbers of data, and is compatible with a wide variety of SAMs.27,67 A 
large number of J(V) data can be obtained by this technique in a relatively short time, e.g., 20 
junctions and in total 500 traces can be recorded in 8 to 12 hours. See reference 2 for a 
detailed description of the components of the “EGaIn-setup” and the formation of junctions. 
7.4.7 Statistical Analysis 
The junctions of each type of SAM were fabricated on three different AgTS samples using 
the “EGaIn-technique”. We formed six to eight junctions on each substrate. For each junction, 
we recorded 24 scans (0 V  -1.0 V  1.0 V and back to 0 V) with a 50 mV step and 0.2 s 
delay. We collected more than500 traces for each type of SAM (see Table 7.2), and we 
calculated log|𝐽| and logR using previously reported methods.68 Figure 7.13 shows the log-
average J(V) curves and the error bars represent the one log-standard deviations. Figure 7.14 
shows the histograms of the values of R measured at ±1.0 V with Gaussian fits to these 
histograms that we used to determine the log-average values of R and their log-standard 





Table 7.2. Statistics for the AgTS-SCnFcC13-n//Ga2O3/EGaIn Junctions. 





c Rectification Ratio ( 𝜎logd) 
SFcC13 22 3 528 86 0.619 (1.93) 
SC1FcC12 21 3 504 86 0.552 (3.32) 
SC2FcC11 21 2 504 90 0.168 (2.80) 
SC3FcC10 21 2 504 90 0.052 (3.39) 
SC4FcC9 21 0 504 100 0.300 (1.31) 
SC5FcC8 24 2 576 92 1.620 (3.53) 
SC6FcC7 21 2 504 90 1.858 (2.93) 
SC7FcC6 21 3 504 86 3.510 (2.27) 
SC8FcC5 21 1 504 95 2.142 (2.29) 
SC9FcC4 20 2 480 90 2.610 (3.36) 
SC10FcC3 22 1 528 95 15.201 (5.27) 
SC11FcC2 21 1 504 95 77.430 (4.14) 
SC12FcC1 23 3 552 87 39.593 (5.72) 
SC13Fc 22 2 528 91 81.023 (3.23) 
Total 301 27 7224 91  
aA junction short was defined when the value of J exceeded 102 A/cm2 (the upper limit of  J measurable by our 
instrument) while recording 20 J(V) scans  
bThe number of J(V) traces of the AgTS-SCnFcC13-n//Ga2O3/EGaIn junctions 
cThe yield ofnon-shorting junctions is defined as the percentage number of non-shorting junctions divided by 
the total number of junctions.  
d The 𝜎log is the log-standard deviation, calculated by the log function of the standard deviation in the Gaussian 





Figure 7.13. Average J(V) curves of AgTS-SCnFcC13-n//Ga2O3/EGaIn junctions. The error bars represent the log-




Figure 7.14. Histograms of the values of R (=|J(-1V)|/|J(+1V)|) measured across AgTS-SCnFcC13-
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Chemical Molecular Orbital Gating: Control over the Energy 
Level Alignment in a Two-Terminal Junction* 
 
Abstract: The energy level alignment of molecular transistors can be controlled by external 
gating to move molecular orbitals with respect resonance to the Fermi levels of the source 
and drain electrodes. Two-terminal molecular tunneling junctions, however, lack a gate 
electrode and suffer from Fermi-level pinning making it difficult to control the energy level 
alignment of the system. Here, we report an enhancement of two orders of magnitude of the 
tunneling current in a two terminal junction via chemical molecular orbital gating by 
changing the molecular component between a stable radical and non-radical form without 
altering the supramolecular structure of the junction. Our findings demonstrate that the 
energy level alignment in SAM-based junctions can be regulated by purely chemical 
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The possibility to integrate functionalized molecules into electronic devices is one of the 
promising approaches to miniaturize electronic circuits or to generate electronic function that 
is difficult to obtain using conventional semiconductors.1-5 The advantage of the molecular-
based devices is that the conductance can be tuned by designing molecules with the electronic 
and chemical structure tailored for the desired application. A challenge, however, is to control 
the energy-level alignment of the molecular frontier orbitals (i.e., the lowest unoccupied 
molecular orbital (LUMO), in the case of electron-acceptor systems, and highest occupied 
molecular orbital (HOMO), for electron-donor systems, or both in case of donor-acceptor 
systems) with respect to the Fermi level (EF) of the electrodes. For instance, in the last 
decades it has been extensively demonstrated that  the charge injection barrier into an active 
organic material can be lowered by controlling the work function of the metal-electrodes via 
chemical modification of the electrodes with self-assembled molecular monolayers 
(SAMs).6,7 This approach, however, is limited by the so-called “pillow effect”8 limiting 
modulation of the energy window modulation to align the EF with the frontier orbitals of the 
organic component.9  
In molecular electronics, the possibility to modify the charge injection barrier and/or the 
rate of charge transport through the SAM, more explicitly, via the molecules and not the 
interfaces, is a very interesting approach.10,11 Fracasso et al.11 controlled tunneling rate via 
quantum interference by chemically altering the conjugation in a family of three 
arylethynylene thiolates, being J(linear-conjugation) > J(cross-conjugated) > J(broken-conjugation). 
Venkataraman et. al. demonstrated with a series of 1,4-diaminobenzene molecules with the 
same length and conformation but with different electron-donating or electron-withdrawing 
substituents that the junction conductance can be chemically gated.12 Here we report an 
alternative way to control the charge transport rate across SAMs by switching the electronic 
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structure of a stable organic compound between the closed- and open-shell forms. The large 
spin polarization effect considerably decreases the energy gap between the HOMO and 
LUMO for the closed-shell form relative to that of the open-shell form which contains a 
single occupied molecular orbital (SOMO), containing one electron with an α spin 
configuration, and the single unoccupied molecular orbital (SUMO). Here we show that this 
polarization effect reduces the energy gap to half the value of similar molecules but with a 
closed shell structure without changing the work functions or the tunneling barrier width. 
Hence, the tunneling barrier height could be effectively reduced via the electronic structure of 
the molecules. 
We investigated the mechanism of charge transport through a SAM of a free organic 
radical based on perchlorotriphenylmethyl (PTM) because PTM is stable and can be readily 
switched between the open- and closed-shell forms on gold,13,14 glass,15 and ITO16, resulting 
in, e.g., robust non-volatile molecular memories or Kondo effects.17 The PTM radical has one 
unpaired electron located in the central carbon atom with sp2 hybridization which is 
structurally shielded by the bulky ortho chlorine atoms leading to high chemical and thermal 
stable species.18 This radical can be readily switched to the alpha-H non-radical precursors 
via protonation of the central carbon. Previously, the charge transport rates across PTM 
SAMs on gold were investigated by conductive probe atomic force microscopy (cpAFM), 
showing a higher tunneling rate across junctions with R-based SAMs than those junctions 
with NR-based SAMs.19,20 Theoretical calculations pointed towards a SUMO assisted 
transport in the case of the R-based SAM assuming that the mechanism of charge transport 
was coherent tunneling without direct experimental evidence regarding the electronic 
structure of the junctions or temperature dependent charge transport data.  
Within tunneling region, the exponential decrease in current density (J) over tunneling 
distance (d) can be modeled by the simplified form of the Simmons equation (Eq. 1):      
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 J = J0e-βd       (1) 
where β is the tunneling decay coefficient and J0 (A/cm2) is a constant including the 
contact resistance and it measures the current density flowing through the electrode-SAM 
interface in the hypothetical case of zero separation between the electrodes.21 The latter 
constant also depend on changes in topography of the barrier, the energies of the frontier 
orbitals, and molecular dipoles and polarizabilities of the insulating molecules in the 
junctions.22 Theoretically, the reduction of the tunneling distance will increase largely 
increase the tunneling rate, but practically, it is still challenging to create very small gap (a 
few nanometers) between two electrodes to generate reproducible large area molecular 
junctions with high yield. Despite the J0 is only proportional to the values of J, the carefully 
designed molecule could introduce an effective and low-cost way to increase the injection 
current at molecule/metal interfaces.23 
In this work we demonstrate that the mechanism of charge transport is coherent tunneling 
and that tunneling rates across the junction can be increased by two orders of magnitude by 
switching from the closed- to the open-shell form. This increase in the tunneling rates is 
because in junctions with the R-SAMs the SUMO participates in the transport and effectively 
lowers the tunneling barrier height (see Figure 8.1). We base our conclusions statistically 
large numbers of J(V) data as function of temperature, extensive characterization of the 
SAMs by means of spectroscopic techniques, using a family of six PTM derivatives forming 
same tunneling distance and the abbreviations of radical SAMs are Rx (x = 10, 12, 14) and 
NRx (x = 10, 12, 14) for non-radical SAMs (see Scheme 1). Worth noticing is the fact that the 
Rx and NRx SAMs lead to very similar gold work function modulation and hence, it is clearly 
demonstrated that the radical have a great ability to tune and further enhance the current 
injection rates if compared with the non-radical species, which could benefit the charge 
transport at organic/metal interfaces. In other words, we show a large modulation of the 
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tunneling rate of two-orders of magnitude across junctions with the same supramolecular 
structure and Ef of the electrodes via intramolecular control over the electronic structure of 
the junction.  
  
Figure 8.1. Schematic illustration of the junction of AuTS-SRn(NRn)//Ga2O3/EGaIn and the corresponding 
energy level diagram with (a) NRx and (b) Rx. 
 
8.1 Results and Discussion  
8.2.1 Molecular Synthesis and SAM Preparation 
Scheme 1 shows the synthetic route of the PTM thiolated derivatives Rx and NRx. We 
aimed to couple the alkyl chain with the thiol-anchoring group to the PTM unit using a C=C 
bond because the double bond only causes a small change to the electronic structure of the 
PTM (unlike electron donating/withdrawing groups such as amides or carbonyls) and it can 
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be readily formed by a Wittig-Horner reaction between the PTM-phosphonate and an 
aldehyde bearing the corresponding alkyl chain and the thiol-precursor.24 To overcome the 
instability of the thiol groups under the Wittig-Horner conditions as well as under the 
oxidative conditions to generate the radical from the corresponding carbanion, we used a 
triphenylmethyl (trityl) as a protecting group. This protecting group was easily deprotected in 
acidic media in the last step of the synthesis to obtain the final thiolated compounds (Scheme 
8.1). (The compounds were provided by collaborators see section 8.4.1 General Remarks)  
 
Scheme 8.1. Synthetic route to radicals R8, R10 and R12 and alpha-H non-radicals NR8, NR10 and NR12.  
 
High-pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC) confirmed that, despite the reducing 
character of the thiol groups and the low reduction potential of the PTM radicals,21 PTM-
thiolated derivatives are stable for several weeks in ambient conditions. We note that storing 
for pro-longed periods of time disulfide derivatives formed as a result of the oxidation of the 
thiol groups. The same was observed for the non-radical counterparts and, for this reason, all 
SAMs reported here were prepared using freshly deprotected thiolate derivatives. The short 
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form R8, R10, R12 for the radical and NR8, NR10, NR12 for the alpha-H non-radical molecules 
(R(NR)-CH=CH-(CH2)n-SH, with n = 6, 8, 10) will be used along the manuscript. 
8.2.2 Structural Characterization 
The SAM were prepared using the freshly template-stripped Au surfaces which were  
immersed in 0.5 mM solutions of the target compound in toluene. Before the fabrication of 
the top-electrode, the SAMs were characterized by cyclic voltammetry (CV) and angle-
resolved X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (ARXPS) to ensure a good that we used good-
quality SAMs (See Supporting Information section “cyclic voltammetry” and “ARXPS” for 
the complete dataset). From the CV data we derived a surface coverage of 1.1 - 3.9 × 10-11 
mol/cm2 which is in agreement with previously reported data and thus we conclude that the 
SAMs were densely packed. The ARXPS confirmed the both Rx and NRx SAMs were in 
standing-up phase and the values of d are similar with same number of x (Table 8.1). 
8.2.3 Electronic Structure Characterization 
Figure 8.1 shows the molecular structure of the PTM derivatives (Figure 8.1a for radical 
(R12) and Figure 8.1b for the alpha-H non-radical (NR12)), the scheme of the AuTS-
SCnPTM//Ga2O3cond/EGaIn junctions and the energy level diagrams corresponding to Rx and 
NRx based on the experimental characterization done in this work. These junctions are 
structurally very similar, but the energy levels of the HOMO/LUMO (for the NRx) or 
SOMO/SUMO (for the Rx) show great differences, being the active SOMO/SUMO orbitals 
very close to the EF of contacts in the radical SAMs.  
To correlate the electrical characteristics obtained for the Rx and NRx junctions (results 
shown below) with the electronic structure of the studied monolayers, the ultraviolet 
photoemission spectroscopy (UPS) and near edge X-ray absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) 
spectra were recorded to determine their energy levels with respect to Fermi level of a clean 
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Au substrate (0 eV) for all PTM-AuTS SAMs (see all spectra in Experimental Section “PES 
spectroscopy”).  
 
Figure 8.2. Electronic structure of the PTM SAMs on AuTS. (a) Ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy (UPS) 
and (b) C K-edge X-ray absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) spectra of R8, R10, R12 and NR12 SAMs. 
 
In Figure 8.2a, the UPS spectra of the three radical SAMs clearly show the presence of 
the SOMO peak with a SOMO-onset at ~1.45 eV which are compared with the spectra of a 
non-radical SAM (here only NR12 is shown as representative of the NR SAMs) that only 
shows the HOMO peak with the HOMO-onset at ~2.45 eV. This evidence of the persistence 
of the unpaired-electron proven the existence of SUMO level even once the molecules are 
covalently grafted on the surface. In the C K-edge NEXAFS spectra (Figure 8.2b) the peaks 
at 285.7 and 286.5 eV can be assigned to the C(Ph) → π* transition in the perchlorinated 
phenyl rings of the PTM molecules.25 These peaks are present in the spectra of Rn- and NRn-
SAMs, but in the case of the radical-based SAMs there is an additional peak at lower energy 
(283 eV) which is not observed for the NR12 SAM. This peak indicates the presence of an 
empty state with an energy below the Fermi level and it is attributed to the transition to the 
SUMO orbital.25,26 This is the first time that the SOMO and SUMO orbitals of a radical 
monolayer covalently linked to a metallic substrate are experimentally observed. The energy 
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values of the SUMO and LUMO orbitals cannot be directly determined from the 
experimental NEXAFS data due to the core-hole attraction effect; i.e., the decrease in energy 
of the SUMO or LUMO that are coupled with the core-hole created by the photoelectron 
emission. For this, the ultraviolet-visible (UV-vis) spectra were recorded to determine the 
band gap and to calculate the SUMO and LUMO levels (Table 8.1). The resulting energy 
values confirmed the expected behaviour showing that the SOMO/SUMO gap is 1.9 eV for 
Rn-SAMs while the HOMO/LUMO gap for NRn-SAMs is 3.9 eV. Moreover these 
experimental data prove the proximity of SUMOs for Rn-SAMs, which are located at c.a. -3.8 
eV, to the EF of GaOxEGaIn contact at -4.2 eV. 
Table 1. Statistics of electrical characterization of the PTM-based junctions and energy level determination by 


















gap (eV)f δEME (eV)
g 
R8 20 424 2 90 1.83 4.12±0.05 -5.65±0.02 -3.72±0.10 1.93±0.12 0.40±0.15 
R10 20 417 3 85 2.05 4.15±0.05 -5.69±0.02 -3.65±0.10 2.04±0.12 0.50±0.15 
R12 20 424 2 90 2.20 4.20±0.05 -5.72±0.02 -3.51±0.10 2.21±0.12 0.69±0.15 
NR8 20 420 2 90 1.79 4.28±0.05 -6.95±0.02 -3.08±0.10 3.87±0.12 1.20±0.15 
NR10 20 420 2 90 2.08 4.26±0.05 -7.02±0.02 -3.00±0.10 4.02±0.12 1.26±0.15 
NR12 20 424 1 95 2.22 4.26±0.05 -6.95±0.02 -2.86±0.10 4.09±0.12 1.40±0.15 
a A junction short was defined when the value of J exceeded 102 A/cm2 (the upper limit of  J measurable by our instrument) while recording 20 J(V) 
scans. 
b The yield of non-shorting junctions is defined as the percentage number of non-shorting junctions divided by the total number of junctions. 
c The thickness d was determined by angle-resolved XPS. The error bars were 0.2 nm. (see Supporting Information section 2.7 for details). 
d The energy level of work function and SOMO/HOMO was determined by UPS (see Supporting Information section 2.6 for details). 
e The energy level of SUMO/LUMO was determined by NEXAFS spectroscopy (see Supporting Information section 2.8 for details). 
f  The energy gap was calculated by the difference between HOMO and LUMO for the NR SAM and SOMO and SUMO for the R SAM. 
g  The value of δEME was calculated by the difference between work function and SUMO/LUMO. 
 
8.2.4 Charge Transport through the SAMs 
For this study we used liquid metal GaOxcond/EGaIn top-electrodes (where EGaIn is the 
eutectic alloy of Ga and In, and GaOxcond is a 0.7 nm thick self-limiting highly conductive 
oxide layer)15-17 since they form non-invasive soft top-ontacts with the SAMs.27 To fabricate 
the molecular junctions, the PTM derivatives Rx and NRx were first self-assembled on ultra-
smooth template-stripped Au bottom electrodes and followed by the formation of the top-
electrodes following previously reported methods (see Chapter 3 for details).28,29 The six 
AuTS-SRn(NRn)//Ga2O3/EGaIn junctions were measured under the same experimental 
conditions. Figure 8.3 shows the average J(V) curves (determined using  500 J(V) traces) 
with a 95% confidence levels as error bars of the junctions and the histograms of J at –1.0 V 
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for the R8, R10, R12, and NR8, NR10, NR12 SAMs. Plots depicted in red color correspond to the 
radical and in black to the alpha-H non-radical. In all cases, that the values of J measured for 
the PTM radical SAMs are consistently 100 times higher than those values obtained for 
junctions with the non-radical SAMs. The higher measured current in the radical junctions is 
in agreement with our previous studies involving junctions based on cpAFM and electron 
transfer rate studies of types of PTM-based SAMs.19,20 The J(V) traces also show that J 
values at +1.0 V are ~1.5 times higher than at -1.0 V, which could be caused due to the 
different electrode materials, different interfaces at top- and bottom-contact, and negative 
dipole moment of PTM molecules induced renormalization at PTM—EGaIn interface. 
 
Figure 8.3. Electrical characteristics of the tunneling junctions. (a) Average curves of the J(V) traces for radical 
(red) and non-radical (black) junctions and (b) the histograms of J measured at ±1.0 V for AuTS-
SRx(NRx)//Ga2O3/EGaIn junctions.  
To investigate the charge transport mechanism in more detail, we carried out temperature 
dependent J(V) measurements in the range of temperatures (T) of 340 to 210 K at intervals of 
10 K. We used a device made of a polymeric transparent polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) mold 
having micro-channels that stabilize the Ga2O3/EGaIn. The Ga2O3/EGaIn formed contact 
with the SAM through small round-orifices present in the polymeric mold. Figure 8.4a shows 
averaged J(V) curves from 10 J(V) traces at each temperature for the three radical SAMs, and 
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Figure 8.4b shows the Arrhenius plots for J at -1.0 V. For the whole measured temperature 
range, the measured J (A/cm2) for the three radical SAMs are all temperature independent. 
 
Figure 8.4. The temperature dependence measurements of AuTS-Rx//Ga2O3/EGaIn junctions. (a) Averaged J(V) 
curves at each temperature for R8, R10 and R12 were the error bars representing the standard deviation and (b) 
Arrhenius plot for J at -1.0 V. 
 
 
8.2.5 The Enhancement of Current Density 
In order to interpret the experimental data obtained, the dependence of J as a function of 
d is evaluated. For this, the current density (extracted at an applied bias = -1.0 V) on a 
logarithmic scale is plotted versus the number of carbons in the chain (x) (Figure 8.5). The 
measurements unequivocally demonstrate that there is an exponential decrease of the J values 
with increasing the chain length. This clear trend can be read as an indication of the good 
quality of the SAMs for which, despite the bulky PTM moiety, the length of the spacer 
determines the SAM thickness indicating a good degree of structural order of the SAM.  
From the fitting to eq 1 at the applied potential of -1.0 V, a J0 = 1023.1 ± 1.3 A/cm-2 (the 
error bar represents standard error from fitting) and a βR = 0.90 ± 0.03 n-1 was obtained for 
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the radical-based SAMs, whereas a J0 = 83.8 ± 3.8 A/cm-2 and a βNR = 1.03 ± 0.13 n-1 values 
were found for the non-radical SAMs. The β values obtained for the radical and non-radical 
SAMs are similar to those reported for insulating organic molecules, including alkanethiols, 
between 0.9 to 1.1 n-1.30-32 This result suggests the presence of a conduction channel for the 
charge transport via a non-resonant coherent tunneling in both types of SAMs. On the other 
hand, it is remarkable that the J0 values for the NR and R SAMs are very different being two 
orders of magnitude higher for the radical ones. This fact can be ascribed to small molecular 
gap of radical SAMs giving the SOMO and SUMO closed to the Fermi levels of 
Ga2O3/EGaIn and Au that opens an additional conductance channel where a SUMO-assisted 
tunneling is operative. Notably, the renormalization of the energy level at interfaces happen 
when top-electrodes in contact with SAMs, which further reduces the molecular gap.33-35 
Thus, the Rx SAM with small molecular gap will benefit more with more MOs involved into 
the conduction channel than NRx SAM. 
 
Figure 8.5. Mechanism of charge transport. The average values of J (A/cm2) at -1.0 V as a function of carbon 
number (n) for AuTS-SRx(NRx)//Ga2O3/EGaIn junctions. Fit to the simplified form of the Simmons equation. 
 
This observation is supported by the temperature depended measurements which 
demonstrate that for the whole temperature range, the measured J in the radical SAMs is 
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temperature independent, which supports a charge transport controlled by a direct tunneling 
regime36,37  and no sequential tunneling is involved. 
8.3 Conclusions 
In summary, a novel family of PTM radical derivatives of different molecular length 
bearing a thiol group has been synthesized and successfully integrated in molecular junctions 
of type AuTS-molecule/Ga2O3/EGaIn. The corresponding non-radical counterparts were also 
synthesised and used to understand the role of the unpaired electron present in the radical 
species. Thanks to this set of molecules, an in-depth comparative study could be performed, 
permitting to experimentally enlighten the charge transport mechanism through an open-shell 
system. The temperature and chain length dependence measurements prove that the operating 
mechanism is a direct tunneling in both R and NR SAMs. However, our results demonstrate 
the existence of a second conductance channel for the radical SAMs assisted by the near 
Fermi single-unoccupied molecular orbital (SUMO), which allows the enhancement of the 
charge transport rate across the AuTS-SRx/Ga2O3/EGaIn junctions. This is experimentally 
evidenced by an increase of two orders of magnitude of the measured current densities with 
respect the non-radical SAMs. Therefore, we believe that the experimental observations 
presented in this work demonstrate that stable free organic radicals are very interesting 
systems due to the observed small SOMO/SUMO gap which may facilitate a proper 
alignment with the EF of the metal contact of the devices.  
Our results demonstrate that intramolecular control over the energy-level alignment of 
molecular tunneling junctions is a powerful approach to increase the tunneling rates without 
the need to change the details of the molecule—electrode interactions and/or work functions. 
 
8.4 Experimental Section 
8.4.1 General Remarks 
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This work is supported by international collaboration and multidisciplinary techniques 
that including chemical synthesis, electrochemisty, metal vapour evaporation, fabrication of 
molecular junctions by EGaIn technique, and synchrotron based X-ray characterizations. The 
synthesis and electrochemisty are supported by Prof. Jaume Veciana’s group from Spain. 
8.4.2 Metal Evaporation  
We have reported before to use epoxy (EpoTek 353ND) as the clue to form template-
stripped bottom-electrodes.38 Briefly, we deposited A 200 nm thick Au (with a purity of 
99.999% both from Super Conductor Materials Inc) film on clean Si(100) wafers by thermal 
deposition (Shen Yang Ke Yi, China). The evaporation rate was about 0.3 Å/s at the first 50 
nm and then increased to ~5 Å/s for the rest 200 nm and the deposition vacuum was about 2 
× 10–6 mbar. After thermal evaporation, we cutted the glass slides into the size of 1 × 0.5 cm2 
and then cleaned in a solution of H2SO4:H2O2 = 1:5 (in volume) at 80 °C for 20 min, followed 
by washing with H2O to pH 7, and blown to dryness in a stream of N2 gas. The glass slides 
were further cleaned by a plasma of air for 5 min at a pressure of 5 mbar. We dropped the 
epoxy on the Au surfaces and carefully added the glass slides on top of epoxy. After the 
whole wafer covered with glass slides, we cured the epoxy at 80 °C for 8 hour in an oven 
(EpoTek, 353ND). The final step was quickly lifted off the glass slides with Au surfaces 
glued on them before immersion in the thiol solutions to minimize contamination of the AuTS 
surfaces by air.  
8.4.3 The Formation of the SAMs 
AuTS surfaces were immersed in a freshly prepared solution of 0.5 mM of each 
compound in toluene (HPLC grade) for initial 24 hours at 40 °C and then for additional 24 
hours at room temperature. Always, before immersing the substrates, the solution was 
degassed with argon. During the SAM formation the solution was kept in dark and under 
argon atmosphere to avoid the decomposition of the radical species. After the time indicated 
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above, the substrates were removed from the solution and were washed with toluene and 
dichloromethane to remove any physisorbed material. The modified substrates were 
characterized immediately after being removed from the solution. 
8.4.4 Electrochemical Characterization of the SAMs 
The three SAMs of AuTS-SCnPTM were electrochemically characterized by using cyclic 
voltammetry (CV) performed with an AUTOLAB PGSTAT302N with NOVA 1.9 software. 
We used a custom built electrochemical cell with a Pt-disk counter electrode, Ag/AgCl 
reference electrode and the AuTS as working electrode. The area exposed to the 
tetrabutylamonium hexafluorophosphate (TBAPF6) in acetonitrile electrolyte solution (0.1 M) 
was 0.33 cm2. The scan rate was 1.0 V/s to 0.1 V/s. The CVs were recorded in the range from 
+0.2 V to -0.6 V. The electrochemical measurements were performed in a Faraday cage. The 
surface coverage (Γ) was calculated from Γ = Q/nFA, where n = nº electrons involved in the 
process; F= Faraday constant; A= area of the electrode; Q=total charge (from the integration 
of redox wave). The calculated surface coverage was:  Γ (R12) = 1.1 x 10-10 mol/cm2; Γ (R10) 
= 4.3 x 10-11 mol/cm2; Γ (R8)= 3.9 x 10-11 mol/cm2.  Cyclic voltammetry depicted in Figure 
8.6 shows the cyclic voltammetry of the R12 SAM as representative for the different SAMs. 





















Figure 8.6. Cyclic voltammetry of the R12 SAM on AuTS. 
8.4.5 PES spectroscopy 
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We have reported the measurement procedures and analysis of synchrotron-based 
photoemission spectroscopy (PES) measurements (including X-ray and ultraviolet 
photoelectron spectroscopy) and near edge X-ray absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) 
spectroscopy at the SINS ((Surface, Interface and Nanostructure Science) beamline of 
Singapore Synchrotron Light Source (SSLS).28 Briefly description here, the base pressure 
was kept at 1×10–10 mbar. We used the Au 4f7/2 core level peak at 84.0 eV measured from a 
sputter-cleaned gold foil in electrical contact with the sample to calibrate the photon energy. 
We have chosen 350 eV to probe the Cl 2p, S 2p and C 1s, and 60 eV for valence band. To 
measure the work function, we applied –10 V bias to the sample to overcome the work 
function of the analyzer. All UPS spectra were referenced to the Fermi edge of Au and all 
PES spectra were normalized by the photon current. For NEXAFS, we measured the photon 
energy from 270 eV to 330 eV. Two take-off angles (90° and 40°) were used to probe the 
angle-dependence. Figure 8.7 and 8.8 show the high resolution PES spectra of Cl 2p, C 1s 
and S 2p of the SAMs of AuTS-SCnPTM at two different take-off angles: 90° and 40° 
respectively. 
 




Figure 8.8. C 1s, Cl 2p, and S 2p spectra of SCnPTM SAMs on AuTS with a take-off angle of 40°.  
 
8.4.6 Calculation of the Thickness (d) of the SAMs from XPS Spectra of S 2p 
We have reported calculated the thickness (d) from the angle-dependent XPS 
measurements of S 2p signal in Chapter 7. The fitting of the S 2p spectra are shown in Fig. 
8.7 and 8.8, and the results are listed in Table 8.2.  
Table 8.2. The ratio of (Iθ) of S 2p between take-off angles of 90º and 40º of SAMs on AuTS.  
 Iθ(90º) (%) Iθ(40º) (%) d (nm)  
R8 69.6 30.4 1.83 
R10 73.2 26.8 2.05 
R12 75.1 24.9 2.20 
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A Molecular Diode with a Statistically Robust Rectification Ratio 
of Three Orders of Magnitude* 
 
Abstract: This Chapter describes a molecular diode with high, statistically robust, 
rectification ratios R of 1.1 × 103. These diodes operate with a new mechanism of charge 
transport based on sequential tunneling involving both the HOMO and HOMO-1 positioned 
asymmetrically inside the junction. In addition, the diodes are stable and withstand voltage 
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Molecular electronics is complementary to conventional Si-based electronics and may 
induce electronic function, e.g., quantum interference, quantum plasmonics, or giant 
magnetoresistance, which is otherwise difficult to obtain with conventional Si-based 
technology.1-14 On the other hand, relatively straightforward operations, such as rectification 
of currents, are remarkably difficult to perform with molecular electronic junctions. Indeed, 
most molecular diodes based on, for instance, asymmetric molecule-electrode contacts,15,16 
embedded dipoles (or push-pull molecules),17 or donor-bridge-acceptor moieties (following 
the original design by Ratner and Aviram in 197418)19-22 yielded so far rectification ratios 
𝑅 =  |𝐽(𝑉for)/𝐽(𝑉rev)| with Vfor = forward bias and Vrev = reverse bias, with J is the current 
density (in A/cm2), of <10. Stadler et al.20 showed theoretically that molecular diodes in the 
tunneling regime likely cannot achieve values of R above 20. 
A few exceptions exist, though. For instance Metzger et al.21 reported high values of R 
values of 2 – 30 in junctions consisting of well-characterized Langmuir-Blodgett monolayers 
of electron donor-bridge-acceptor moieties with evaporated Au top-contacts. Venkataraman 
et al.23 reported large values of R in single molecule junctions of up to 200 in STM break 
junctions. Ashwell et al.24 used STM-tips to contact complex molecular architectures 
assembled into ill-defined layers of donor and acceptor molecules with very high values of R 
of 3000 for one junction. The lack of statistical confidence in Ashwell’s data makes it 
impossible to determine the reproducibility, the statistical significance of the value of R, or 
the mechanism of charge transport. We have studied molecular diodes consisting of SAMs of 
SC11Fc (Fc = ferrocenyl) supported by ultra-flat template-stripped (TS) Ag bottom electrodes 
in non-covalent contact (denoted by “//”) with GaOx
cond /EGaIn top-electrodes earlier.8,25-27 
These diodes (based on one asymmetrically positioned donor group – the Fc moiety – inside 
the junction) have been well characterized and they rectify currents with a value of R of about 
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100, while those junctions with SAMs lacking the Fc head group, i.e., 1-undecanethiolate 
(SC10CH3), do not rectify.27 For these diodes to work optimally, i.e., high values of R, it is 
important to optimize both the electronic (especially the coupling of the Fc units to the 
electrodes)28 and the supramolecular structure of the junctions (e.g., the roughness of the 
electrode materials,25 purity of the SAM precursor,29 and the SAM packing8). Thus, it is 
important optimize every aspect of the junctions to maximize the values of R. 
Although molecular diodes based on a single donor moiety work well, molecular diodes 
based on two energetically accessible molecular energy levels are promising to yield high 
values of R. Molecular diodes with both donor (where the highest occupied molecular orbital 
(HOMO) is localized) and acceptor (where the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) 
is localized) moieties (symmetrically or asymmetrically positioned inside the junctions) have 
been studied before,4,18,20-22,24,30 but controlling the energy level alignment of both the HOMO 
and LUMO with respect to each other and to the Fermi-levels of both electrodes is 
challenging.9,20,31 The question whether the two energy levels that participate in the 
mechanism of charge transport have to be a LUMO and HOMO, or whether a diode based on 
two energetically closely spaced filled (HOMO and HOMO-1) or empty (LUMO and 
LUMO+1) orbitals can improve the values of R has not been experimentally addressed. 
However, the control of the energy level alignment of such diodes may be less cumbersome 
than diodes based on donor-acceptor moieties. 
Here we report on the bias dependency of three types of molecular diodes with values of 
R as high as 1.1 × 103 based on two closely spaced molecular orbitals (the HOMO and 
HOMO-1) asymmetrically positioned inside the junctions. We derive our conclusions from 
large data sets of 450-524 J(V) curves obtained from 20 junctions (Table 9.2), which were 
fabricated with a yield of ∼90% in non-shorting junctions for each type of junction. These 
diodes consist of SAMs made from various HSC11Fc2, with Fc2 representing either the 
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biferrocene (Fc-Fc) or biferrocenylene (Fc=Fc) head group (abbreviated as Fc-Fc, Fc=Fcα 
and Fc=Fcβ), on ultra-flat template-stripped Ag bottom electrodes contacted with 
GaOx
cond/EGaIn top-electrodes (Figure 9.1).  
 
Figure 9.1. A) Schematic illustrations of the junctions of AgTS-SC11Fc2//Ga2O3
cond/EGaIn. The Ga2O3
cond is a 0.7 
nm thick self-limiting oxide layer primarily consisting of Ga2O3
cond with a very low resistance (~10−4 Ω·cm2),32-
34 the SAM//Ga2O3
cond contact resistance is negligible,33 and the Ga2O3
cond layer is too thin to support depletion 
layers.35,36 The chemical structure of each molecule is shown at the right side of the junctions. The tilt angle of 
the Fc unit (α) with respect to the surface normal is defined with red dashed line. B) The energy level diagrams 
at 0, −1.0, and +1.0 V bias. The black bar indicates the HOMO and HOMO-1 positions. The dashed bar 
indicates the LUMO position and the dotted line indicates the Fermi-level. The arrows indicate the bias 
dependent change in the mechanism of charge transport. 
 
The difference between Fc=Fcα and Fc=Fcβ is that the alkyl chain is connected to either 
the α or β position of the Fc, which has a large effect on the packing structure of the SAMs 
and the tilt angle α. We achieved these high values of R by minimizing the leakage currents 
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(the current that flows across the junction when the diodes block the current, here at positive 
applied bias) via optimization of both the supramolecular (i.e., SAM packing) and electronic 
structure (i.e., the molecule-electrode energy level alignment) of the junctions. In addition, 
we show that the molecular diodes are stable against voltage cycling. These diodes rectify 10 
times better than diodes based on a single HOMO level asymmetrically positioned inside the 
junction (i.e., diodes based on SAMs of SC11Fc). We attribute this large increase in R to a 
mechanism of rectification involving two molecular orbitals (HOMO and HOMO-1) instead 
of only one (the HOMO). 
9.2 Results and Discussion  
9.2.1 The Mechanism of Molecular Diodes 
The mechanism of rectification of the junctions with the SC11Fc SAMs have been 
reported before (see reference 28 for the detailed mechanism of charge transport and reference 
37 for J(V,T) data; this mechanism has been confirmed by others38-40). We believe that the 
mechanism of charge transport across the junctions with Fc2 is similar as outlined in Figure 
9.1. Figure 9.1 shows that the HOMO (centered at the Fc2 unit) is in van-der-Waals contact 
with the top electrode, well separated from the bottom electrode by the alkyl chain and in 
energy below both Fermi levels (EHOMO = –5.0 eV). The HOMO is coupled to the top 
electrode: at positive bias (here defined as reverse bias) the HOMO does not fall in the energy 
window defined by both Fermi-levels but at sufficient negative bias (here defined as forward 
bias) its energy lies within the energy window of both Fermi-levels (Figure 9.1). Hence, only 
at forward bias the HOMO participates in the mechanism of charge transport resulting in 
rectification. We do not believe that the LUMO participates in the mechanism of rectification 
in the applied bias due to the large HOMO-LUMO gap of the Fc2 moieties (see below) as 
indicated in the energy level diagram. If the LUMO would be energetically accessible at large 
positive bias this would result in a reduction of R. 
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9.2.2 Characterizations of the SAMs 
We characterized the SAMs with the Fc2 terminal groups (see Figure 9.1) that were 
synthesized by previously reported methods41,42 (provided by collaborators, see section 9.4.1 
General Remarks) as follows: cyclic voltammetry (CV) to determine the surface coverage of 
the Fc2 units ΓFc (mol/cm2), angle resolved X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) to 
determine the SAM thickness d (nm), near edge X-ray absorption fine structure spectroscopy 
(NEXAFS) to determine the tilt angle of the Fc2 units with respect to the surface normal α (°) 
and the energy of the LUMO, and ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) to determine 
the off-set between the Fermi-level of the bottom-electrode with the HOMO δEME (eV). 
Table 9.1 and Figure 9.2 summarize the results (see Experimental Section for more details 
and Figure 9.10-9.12 for all data). 
 
Figure 9.2. A) The cyclic voltammograms of the three AuTS-SC11Fc2 SAMs as the working electrode, Pt as the 
counter electrode, and saturated Ag/AgCl as the reference electrode, recorded at a scan rate of 1.0 V/s with 
aqueous 1.0 M HClO4 as the electrolyte. B) Valence band and secondary cut-off spectra of the HOMO peak (see 
Experimental Section Figure 9.12 for the complete spectra). C) Angular dependent C K-edge NEXAFS spectra 
of the SAMs of AgTS-SC11Fc2. 
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The CVs show that the two Fc moieties are electrochemically strongly coupled and, as 
expected, the difference in the anodic peak potentials ΔEpa = Epa,1 – Epa,2 (with Epa,1 and Epa,2 
being the first and second anodic peak potential, respectively, as indicated in Fig. 9.2A) 
increases from 0.34 eV for the Fc-Fc SAMs to 0.56 or 0.63 eV for the Fc=Fcβ and Fc=Fcα 
SAMs. The surface coverage of Fc=Fcβ (Table 9.1) is slightly lower than that for Fc-Fc and 
Fc=Fcα because of unfavorable steric repulsions between the head groups. The angle resolved 
NEXAFS data reveal that indeed the Fc=Fcβ units are more flat-lying than the Fc-Fc and 
Fc=Fcα units (Table 9.1) in accordance with the reduced thickness of the SAMs observed by 
ARXPS. These flat-lying Fc2 moieties reduce the packing between neighboring molecules in 
the SAMs and consequently increase the leakage current across the diode (see below). 
The energy level diagrams shown in Fig. 9.1 were constructed using the work functions 
(WF) and the HOMO onset values (δEME) derived from the UPS data, and the LUMO levels 
estimated by NEXAFS. Table 9.1 shows that the work functions are similar (~4.25 ± 0.05 
eV), but the values of EHOMO for Fc=Fcβ and Fc=Fcα SAMs are 0.24 to 0.32 eV lower than 
that of Fc-Fc in good agreement with the CV data. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) 
of the HOMO signal in the UPS spectra increases with increasing electrochemical 
communication between the Fc units (ΔEpa), and even a shoulder appears in the UPS 
spectrum of Fc=Fcα. This observation implies that an increase of the electrochemical 
communication between two Fc moieties lowers the EHOMO and consequently reduces δEME 
(Table 9.1). Hence, the signal in the UPS is assigned to the HOMO and HOMO-1, from 
which we estimated the energy difference between both levels (ΔEUPS; see Table 9.1 and Fig. 
9.13) in good accord with the ΔEpa values. The NEXAFS data suggest that the HOMO-
LUMO gap is 2.6-2.9 eV (in agreement with experimental values and the density functional 
theory (DFT) calculations reported by others)43 and that the LUMO is ∼2 eV above the Fermi 
levels of the electrodes (Table 9.1). In contrast, the HOMO levels are 0.5 to 0.8 eV below the 
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Fermi levels of the electrodes according to the UPS data. Based on the values in the energy 
level diagram in Fig. 9.1, we conclude that the HOMO participates in the mechanism of 
rectification while the LUMO is not energetically accessible in the applied bias window of 
±1.2 V. Because NEXAFS tends to underestimate the energy of the empty levels due to core-
hole electron interactions, the LUMO levels obtained by NEXAFS can be seen as a lower 
limit value.44 
Table 9.1. Properties of the self-assembled monolayers.  
SAM 
















Fc-Fc 3.96±0.12 -4.93±0.01 0.31±0.01 -5.06 0.82 0.82 0.36 4.24 -2.16 2.23 
Fc=Fcβ 3.49±0.09 -4.76±0.01 0.56±0.01 -4.82 0.56 0.92 0.43 4.26 -2.11 1.92 
Fc=Fcα 3.92±0.20 -4.76±0.02 0.63±0.02 -4.74 0.48 0.98 0.52 4.26 -2.13 1.97 
a The error bar represent the standard deviation from three independent measurements. 
b The error is 0.05 eV which is the resolution of the UPS. 
c The error is 0.20 nm estimated from the error of the fits. 
 
9.2.3 The Charge Transport Measurements 
The SAM-based junctions with cone-shaped tips of GaOx
cond /EGaIn were fabricated 
following previously reported procedures.8 We grounded the bottom-electrode using a gold 
probe penetrating the SAMs and the top-electrode of GaOx
cond/EGaIn was biased from 0V 
1.0 V  0V –1.0 V  0V, with a step size of 50 mV. In this bias range the junctions are 
stable and the yield in non-shorting junctions is ∼90% (as shown in supporting information). 
To study R as a function of bias, we reduced the step size to 25 mV and increased the bias 
range to ± 1.2 V; this increase of the bias range decreased the yield of non-shorting junctions 
to ∼71%.  We recorded and analyzed statistically large numbers of J(V) curves (450-524 
traces) following previously reported procedures. To the histograms of log10│J│ (and 
log10│R│) we fitted Gaussians to determine the log-mean values of J (or R) and their log 
standard-deviations (σlog). The Z-test was used to calculate the 95% confidence intervals. 
To characterize the stability of the diodes, we used EGaIn top-electrodes stabilized in a 
through-hole PDMS (polydimethylsiloxane; the fabrication is detailed in reference 45) and 
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cycled the applied voltage for 1500 times (one cycle = 0 V 1.0 V  0 V –1.0 V  0 V). 
The details of the fabrication of the top-electrodes and junctions can be found in reference 45 
and the Experimental Section. Figures 9.3A-C show the 1500 J(V) traces (cycles) of all 
three SAMs. According to the data in Figure 9.3D, R (at ±1.0 V) remained unchanged during 
this experiment apart from a small decrease in current (see Experimental Section, Fig. 9.15). 
This observation of stable rectification from the SAMs with the biferrocenylene terminal 
groups is in good agreement with the redox stability of these SAMs monitored by CV 
measurements.42 The fact that the values of R do not change as a function of the cycle number 
despite the large applied bias indicates that the Ga2O3
cond layer does not change – anodic 
growth of the Ga2O3
cond layer does not occur.35 
 
Figure 9.3. The electrical stability of the junctions: 1500 J(V) curves (trace and re-trace) of junctions with 
SAMs of Fc-Fc (A), Fc=Fcα (B) and Fc=Fcβ (C). D) Plot of R (= J(at -1.0V)/J(at +1.0V)) as a function of the 
trace number. 
 




Figure 9.4. The log-average J(V) plot of the junctions with SAMs of Fc-Fc (A), Fc=Fcβ (B), and Fc=Fcα (C), 
the corresponding histograms of Rmax with a Gaussian fit to these histograms (D-F),  and value of R vs. applied 




Figure 9.4 shows the log-average J(V) traces, the values of R vs. V, and histograms of R 
for applied V at the highest value of R (Rmax) of the three types of junctions.  The most 
striking observation is that the junctions with Fc=Fcβ SAMs perform poorly with an Rmax = 
10.2 (σlog = 2.6) at ±1.150 V while the other diodes have higher values of Rmax of 6.1 × 102 
(σlog = 2.3) at ±1.125 V for junctions with Fc-Fc and 1.1 × 103 (σlog = 2.4) at ±0.875 V for 
junctions with Fc=Fcα, respectively. This large difference in Rmax is caused by the large 
leakage current (i.e., the current at positive bias) for junctions with SAMs of Fc=Fcβ. (The 
values of J when the diodes are in the on-state, i.e., at –1.2 V, are similar for all the junctions.) 
To investigate the mechanism of rectification in more detail, we determined the bias 
dependency of the value of R over the bias range of ±1.2 V (Figure 9.4G-I). We make two 
important observations. The turn-on voltage (defined as the voltage at which the value of R 
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increases sharply as indicated by the vertical bars in Fig. 9.4G-I) is smaller for junctions with 
Fc=Fcα (0.225 V) and Fc=Fcβ (0.225V) and slightly larger for Fc-Fc (0.250 V) junctions. 
Beyond 0.6 V, another sharp increase of R is visible for all three SAMs as indicated by the 
second vertical bar, for Fc-Fc at 0.625 V, Fc=Fcα at 0.650 V and Fc=Fcβ at 0.900 V. 
We explain these observations as follows. The turn-on values are directly related to the 
δEME values and decrease with decreasing δEME. In other words, the HOMO level is close in 
energy to the Fermi levels and can fall within the energy window defined by the two Fermi-
levels of the electrodes at relatively low applied bias. Although the exact values of δEME 
inside the junctions will likely be smaller than the ones measured by UPS,46 it seems that the 
values measured by UPS correlate well with the turn-on voltages of the junctions. Now the 
HOMO-1 comes into resonance providing a second tunneling channel, i.e., through the 
HOMO and HOMO-1 orbitals. Consequently, these diodes with two conduction channels 
have a factor of ∼10 higher currents in the on-state than diodes based on SC11Fc with only 
one conduction channel28,30,35 (the leakage currents of these two systems are similar) causing 
the 10-fold improvement in the value of R. 
So far we have ignored the role of the LUMO levels in the mechanism of rectification 
because of the large HOMO-LUMO gap as explained above.26,47 One could argue that due to 
renormalization48-50 of the energy levels (induced by charges on the molecule and the 
corresponding image charges in the electrodes during charge transport) the LUMO levels 
may be important during charge transport. The difference in energy between the HOMO and 
HOMO-1 orbitals can be estimated from the R(V) plot and is roughly 0.4 eV for junctions 
with Fc=Fcα (where the two steps are clearly visibly in the R(V) plot). This value is about 1.5 
times smaller than the value estimated by CV or UPS which could be the result of 
renormalization. In this case, the HOMO-LUMO gap would also be smaller by a factor of 1.5. 
Thus during charge transport the LUMO would be lowered (estimated by NEXAFS) to 1.3 
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eV above the Fermi-levels. The decrease in the value of R at large applied bias (which is 
clearly visible in Fig. 9.4I) might be an indication that the LUMO participates in the 
mechanism of charge transport. Other factors, however, such as broadening of the HOMO 
level once contacted with top-electrode28 or a finite potential drop at the SAM//top electrode 
interface26, could also cause a reduction of the value of R at large applied bias.  
To explain the poor performance of the junctions with SAMs of Fc=Fcβ, we have to take 
the supramolecular structure of the junction into consideration. Based on the UPS and CV 
results, the electronic properties of both Fc=Fcβ and Fc=Fcα junctions are similar but yet their 
performance vastly differs. From a supramolecular point of view, the Fc=Fcβ moiety with the 
alkyl chain connected to the 3-position displays a low value of α which, consequently, results 
in large steric repulsions between neighboring Fc=Fc units and thus lower SAM packing 
energies. Such loosely packed SAMs are prone to defects during the fabrication of the 
junctions resulting in large leakage currents and consequently low values of R. In contrast, an 
alkyl chain in the 2-position of Fc=Fc results in molecular diodes with very good properties. 
Thus an apparently small change in the chemical structure can have a dramatic effect on the 
supramolecular structure of the SAM, while leaving the electronic structure almost 
unchanged, which in turn result in a dramatic change in the performance of the molecular 
diodes in terms of rectification ratios. 
9.3 Conclusions 
In summary, we found that EGaIn junctions with SAMs of Fc=Fcα rectify currents with 
large values of R ~1.1 × 103 at 0.875 V. This large value of R was achieved by a combination 
of three factors: i) optimization of the electronic structure to minimize the turn-on voltage, ii) 
optimization of the supramolecular structure to minimize the leakage currents of the junctions, 
and iii) involvement of two molecular orbitals (HOMO and HOMO-1) in the mechanism of 
rectification  to increase the currents in the on-state. Although these improvements 
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demonstrate that molecular diodes can have large rectification ratios, the values reported here 
are still lower than those of commercially available Si-based diodes. However, the results 
shown here indicate that molecular diodes with large values of R are possible and that 
perhaps further improvements may result in molecular diodes with even larger values of R. 
9.4 Experimental Section 
9.4.1 General Remarks 
This work is supported by international collaboration and multidisciplinary techniques 
that including chemical synthesis, electrochemisty, metal vapour evaporation, fabrication of 
molecular junctions by EGaIn technique, and synchrotron based X-ray characterizations. The 
synthesis are supported by Prof. Michael Schmittel’s group in Germany. 
9.4.2 Fabrication of Template-Stripped Bottom-Electrode 
We used a thermal curable epoxy (EpoTek 353ND) which is stable in toluene.35 A 200 
nm thick metal (Ag or Au with a purity of 99.999% both from Super Conductor Materials 
Inc) film was deposited on clean Si(100) wafers with the native SiO2 surface layer by thermal 
deposition (Shen Yang Ke Yi, China). The deposition vacuum was about 2 × 10-6 mbar, and 
the evaporation rate was about 0.7 Å/s for Ag and 0.3 Å/s for Au at the first 50 nm and then 
increased to ~5 Å/s for the rest 150 nm. We cleaned the glass slides (1 × 0.5 cm2) by 
immersion in a solution of H2SO4:H2O2 = 1:5 (in volume) at 80 °C for 20 min, followed by 
washing with H2O to pH 7, and blown to dryness in a stream of N2 gas. Before we glued the 
glass slides on the Ag surfaces with the epoxy, the glass slides were cleaned by a plasma of 
air for 5 mins at a pressure of 5 mbar. The epoxy was cured at 80 °C for 8 hour in an oven 
(EpoTek, 353ND). We used a blade to cut the sides of the glass and then lifted off the Ag 
surface that had been in contact with the Si/SiO2 wafer. We only perform the final step before 
the formation of SAMs to avoid contamination from air to the metalTS surfaces. 
9.4.3 The AFM Measurements of the Bottom Electrodes 
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The AFM images were recorded by Bruker Dimension FastScan AFM tapping mode tips 
(FASTSCAN-A, resonant frequency: 1.4 MHz, force constant: 18 N/m). To prove the epoxy 
did not dissolved, or significantly swell, in toluene during the formation of the SAMs, we 
measured the AFM images of the freshly template-stripped Ag surface before and after 
immersion  AR grade toluene solution for 24 hours.  Figure 9.5 shows the AFM images (10 × 
10 µm) of the AgTS surfaces from which we conclude that the AgTS surfaces did not change 
their topography and that the adhesive is stable in toluene. Because the SAMs were formed in 
the toluene solution for 3 hours (as mentioned below), we are confident the epoxy was not 
dissolved into toluene to contaminate the SAMs. 
 
Figure 9.5. The AFM images of AgTS surfaces: A) freshly template-stripped. B) after 24 hours immersion in 
Toluene solution. 
 
9.4.4 The Formation of the SAMs  
We prepared 3 mM solution of the thiol precursors in degassed toluene (AR grade). The 
solutions were kept under an atmosphere of nitrogen and in the dark. The SAMs were formed 
over a period of time of three hours after which the SAMs were washed with toluene (AR 
grade) to remove the physisorbed materials and dried in stream of dry nitrogen gently.   
9.4.5 Electrochemical Characterization of the SAMs 
The three SAMs of AuTS-SC11Fc2 were electrochemically characterized by using cyclic 
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voltammetry (CV) performed with an AUTOLAB PGSTAT302N with NOVA 1.9 software. 
We used a custom built electrochemical cell with a Pt-disk counter electrode, Ag/AgCl 
reference electrode and the AuTS working electrode area exposed to the HClO4 electrolyte 
solution was 0.33 cm2. The electrolyte was an aqueous solution of 1.0 M HClO4 and the scan 
rate was 1.0 V/s. The CVs were recorded in the range of -0.1 to +0.9 V. The electrochemical 
measurements were performed in a Faraday cage. 
9.4.6 Fabrication of PDMS Top-Electrodes 
The fabrication of PDMS top-electrodes by photolithography is described in detail 
elsewhere.45 Before injecting Ga2O3/EGaIn into the micro-channel, we coated one layer of (3-
Aminopropyl)triethoxysilane (Sigma-Aldrich, ≥98%) on the through-hole/micro-channel side 
of the PDMS top-electrode (the side in contact with SAMs) to reduce the adhesion between 
PDMS and the SAMs of ferrocenyl alkanethiolates.51 We have found this pretreatment 
increase the yield of rectifying junctions between each stamping from ~50% to ~80%. Our 
previous work do not use the pretreatment of PDMS top-electrodes because the yield of 
junctions consisting only alkanethiolates SAMs already higher than 90%. The pretreatment of 
PDMS top-electrodes is taking 20 mins by evaporating one drop of (3-
Aminopropyl)triethoxysilane in a vacuum desiccator with the oxygen plasma activated 
PDMS top-electrodes inside. The procedure of the injection of Ga2O3/EGaIn is the same as 
we reported before.45 Figure 9.6 shows the bottom-view optical image of the top-electrode on 
indium titanium oxide (ITO), and the through-hole is 30 µm. As we shown previously, a 
small gap (~10 µm) between Ga2O3/EGaIn and the walls of the through-hole because of the 
high surface tension of Ga2O3/EGaIn. The geometrical contact area, the area filled with 




Figure 9.6. Optical micrograph of the through-hole filled with Ga2O3/EGaIn of the PDMS top-electrode on ITO. 
9.4.7 Fabrication of AgTS-SC11Fc2//Ga2O3/EGaIn Junctions 
The SAM-based junctions with cone-shaped tips of Ga2O3/EGaIn were fabricated 
following previously reported procedures. We have measured two times the junctions for 
each molecule with different step voltage and highest bias, 50 mV step voltage with ±1.0 V 
(dataset 1) and 25 mV step voltage with ±1.2 V (dataset 2). The dataset 1 is used the same 
electronic parameters with our previous publications and able to compare data across 
different systems. The dataset 2 is shown in the main text and enable us to address the R as a 
function of voltages. The procedure of fabrication of junctions between dataset 1 and 2 is 
similar as follows. We have grounded the bottom-electrode on which a gold probe penetrating 
the SAMs and the top-electrode of Ga2O3/EGaIn was biased from 0V 1.0 V (or 1.2 V for 
dataset 2)  0V -1.0 V (or -1.2 V)  0V, with a step size of 50 mV (or 25 mV), and a 
delay of 0.1 s, for the average J(V) curve.  
9.4.8 Statistical Analysis  
We analyzed the J(V) data following previously reported procedures. The histograms of 
log10│J│ (or log10│R│) for each bias were plotted and fitted with Gaussians to the 
histograms to calculate the the log-mean (µlog) of the values of J (or R) and their log standard-
deviations (σlog). The Z-test was used to calculate the 95% confidence intervals. Table 9.2 
summarizes the statistics of junctions for dataset 1 and 2, and figure 9.7 and 9.8 show the 
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histograms of junctions at ±1.0 V and ±1.2 V, respectively. Figure 9.9 shows the J(V) traces 
and histograms of R at ±1.0 V for dataset 1. 
Table 9.2. Statistics for the AgTS-SC11Fc2//GaOxcond/EGaIn Junctions. 
SAM Number of junctions Number of shorts Number of traces Yields (%) 
 Dataset 1 Dataset 2 Dataset 1 Dataset 2 Dataset 1 Dataset 2 Dataset 1 Dataset 2 
Fc-Fc 23 22 2 6 501 474 91 73 
Fc=Fcβ 24 22 3 8 524 474 88 64 
Fc=Fcα 21 22 2 5 450 474 90 77 
 
 




Figure 9.8. The histograms of J at ±1.2 V. 
 




9.4.9 Photoemission Spectroscopy 
We performed synchrotron-based photoemission spectroscopy (PES) measurements 
(including X-ray and ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy) and near edge X-ray absorption 
fine structure (NEXAFS) spectroscopy at the SINS ((Surface, Interface and Nanostructure 
Science) beamline of Singapore Synchrotron Light Source (SSLS).52 All the samples were 
measured at room temperature in an ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) chamber with a base pressure 
of 1×10–10 mbar. We calibrated the photon energy by using the Au 4f7/2 core level peak at 84.0 
eV of a sputter-cleaned gold foil in electrical contact with the sample. In order to obtain a 
large cross-section and high surface sensitive, we used 850 eV photon energy to probe the Fe 
2p3/2 and 350 eV to probe the C 1s and S 2p. To probe the valence band, the photon energy at 
60 eV was used and –9 V bias was applied to the sample to overcome the work function of 
the analyzer. All UPS spectra were referenced to the Fermi edge of Au and all PES spectra 
were normalized by the photon current. Two take-off angles (90° and 40°) were used to probe 
the angle-dependence. Figure 9.10 and 9.11 shows the high resolution PES spectra of C 1s, 
Fe 2p3/2 and S 2p of the SAMs of AgTS-SC11Fc2 at two different take-off angles: 90° and 40° 
respectively. Figure 9.12 shows the valence and work function spectra of those SAMs. Figure 
9.13 shows the Gaussian fits to the first peak of the valence spectra to identify the HOMO 
and HOMO-1 position. The energy difference between HOMO and HOMO-1 (ΔEUPS, Table 




Figure 9.10. C 1s, Fe 2p3/2, and S 2p spectra of SC11Fc2 SAMs on AgTS with a take-off angle of 90°. 
 










Figure 9.13. The Gaussian fits to the first peak of valence band spectra of the three SAMs, Fc-Fc (A), Fc=Fcβ 
(B) and Fc=Fcα (C), on AgTS, involving the HOMO (blue), HOMO-1 (green), and Shirley back ground (cyan), 
and the  model (in red) superimposed on the experimental data. 
 
9.4.10 The Calculation of Layer Thickness by ARXPS  
The angle-dependent XPS measurements were used to calculate the layer thickness (d) as 
mentioned in the manuscript, by measuring the positions of sulphur (S) atoms in the SAMs in 
respect to vacuum. The idea is based on the fact that the free electron mean path 
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exponentially decays over distance. The value of d can be rewritten to the sum of the Au-S 
bond (dAu-S=1.8 Å)53 and the overlayer thickness (the distance from the middle of S atom to 
vacuum) d2 in equation 1.  
d = d2+ dAu-S        (1) 
We fixed the position of the analyzer with the lens axis 50º away from the incident beam. 
The take-off angle (θ) was defined as the angle between the substrate surface and the axis of 
the analyzer. The incident angle (γ) was defined as the angle between beam incidence and the 
substrate surface. We rotated the sample holder to collect the S 2p and Fe 2p3/2 spectra with θ 
= 90º (normal emission, γ = 40º) and θ = 40º (normal incidence, γ = 90º) angle. To normalize 
the footprint of incident light between two different angles, the effective intensity (Iθ) is given 
by  
Iθ = I cos (90°-γ)                                                       (2) 
where I is the integrated intensity of the peak. The relationship between Iθ and d2 can be 
expressed as follow: 
Iθ = (1 - e-d1/λsinθ)e-d2/λsinθ      (3) 
where the d1 (= 1.5 Å) is estimated from the radium of S atoms and the S-C bond.54,55 Thus, 
Iθ ratio at 90º and 40º take-off angles can be expressed as follows:  
1 2
1 2
/ sin90 / sin90
θ
/ sin 40 / sin 40
θ
( ,90 ) (1 )
( , 40 ) (1 )
d d
d d
I d e e
I d e e
λ λ
λ λ
− ° − °
− ° − °
° −
=
° −                                        (4) 
where λ is the inelastic mean free path. The overlayer thickness d2 was calculated using 
Equation 5: 
𝑑2 = 𝜆 sin90° sin40°�ln�𝐼90°𝐼40°�+ln�1−𝑒− 𝑑1𝜆sin 40°�−ln (1−𝑒− 𝑑1𝜆 sin90°)�sin90°−sin40°    (5) 
The value of λ were calculated using the expression derived for alkane thiol SAMs.56 For 
the S 2p measurement, λ is around 8 Å for photoelectron at ~180 eV kinetic energy.56 The 
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values of intensity I were fitted by the photoemission profiles with Voigt functions 
(Lorentzian (30%) and Gaussian (70%)) with Shirley plus linear background corrections. For 
S 2p spectra fitting, a splitting difference of ~1.18 eV and branching ratio of 2 (2p3/2) : 1 
(2p1/2) were used. Table 9.3 lists the calculated the ratio of Iθ for S 2p and Fe 2p3/2 obtained 
from fitting results. The uncertainty of ±2 Å takes into account the fitting errors and the 
angular misalignment due to sample mounting.  
Table 9.3. The ratio of (Iθ) between take-off angles of 90º and 40º for S 2p and Fe 2p3/2 components of SAMs 
on AgTS.  
SAM Fe 2p3/2 S 2p Iθ(90º) (%) Iθ(40º) (%) Iθ(90º) (%) Iθ(40º) % 
Fc-Fc 60.5 39.5 75.6 24.4 
Fc=Fcβ 56.8 43.2 69.5 35.5 
Fc=Fcα 58.6 41.4 71.2 28.8 
 
 
9.4.11 The Calculation of Tilt Angle of Fc Units  
We have reported the determination of the tilt angle of Fc units by angular dependent C 
K-edge NEXAFS spectra in reference 1b in details. Here we briefly explain the calculation 
methods. The lowest resonance peak of the NEXAFS spectra (Figure 9.2C) associated to the 
transition from C 1s to orbitals (4e1g at ~285.4 eV).57,58 The intensity of this peak is 
corresponding to the tilt angle of the Fc units (α) and the angle of the incident X-ray. By 
varying the angle of the incident X-ray, i.e., the normal incidence at 90° and grazing 
incidence at 20°, the value of α can be calculated from the ratio of the intensity at 90° and 
20°.  The equation is as followed: 
2 2 2 2 2
2 2 2 2 2
( ,90 ) (sin sin 90 2cos cos 90 ) (1 )sin





α α α α
α α α α
∗
∗
° ° + ° + −
=
° °+ ° + −   (6) 
where P = 0.90 is the linear polarization factor.44 
9.4.12 Assessment of the SC11Fc2 LUMO Energy 
We estimated the LUMO energy position (with respect to the vacuum level) from the 
first resonance peak of the NEXAFS spectra. In principle, the LUMO energy is equal to the 
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difference between the photon energy of the 4e1g peak (PELUMO) and the C1s binding energy 
of cyclopentadienyl ring (BECp). However, during the X-ray adsorption process, the electron 
is excited from the core level leaving behind a hole in the core level. This hole interacts with 
the electron in the excited state lowering the energy of the LUMO. The value of BEexciton is 
strongly dependent on the chemical formula of the molecule, the geometry of the molecule, 
the lattice structure and etc., and varies from 100 to 2000 meV.16 Here we correct the 
estimated LUMO energy for this core-hole exciton binding energy (BEexciton) using equation 
7 and BEexciton = 500 meV taken from reference 16 which is typically used in thin organic 
films. The estimated values for the LUMO energy level agree well with those estimates by 
UV-Visible spectroscopy for native Fc-Fc and Fc=Fc molecules reported by Warratz, R. et 
al.43 
LUMO = PELUMO – BECp + BEexciton    (7) 
 
9.4.13 The Stability Measurements  
We used EGaIn top-electrodes stabilized in a through-hole PDMS to form stable 
junctions. As mentioned in the main text the stable junction was scanned 1500 voltage cycles 
and the J as a function of trace number at -1.0 V and +1.0 V is plotted in Fig. 9.14. The figure 
shows a small decrease in the values of J, which did not affect the value of R which remained 
constant during the experiment (Figure 9.3D).  
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General Conclusions & Outlook 
 
This thesis relates the performance of molecular devices (e.g., molecular diodes) 
to the supramolecular and electronic structure of the junctions of the form of 
metal-SAM-//GaOx/EGaIn. We found that controlling the supramolecular structure of 
the junctions is crucial to ensure optimal performance of the molecular devices by 
minimizing the leakage currents caused by several factors including the roughness of 
the bottom-electrodes, the choice of electrode materials and the SAM packing. Small 
deviations in the supramolecular structure and the presence of defects can severely 
complicate the interpretation of the data despite high yields in non-shorting junctions 
and high reproducibility. To enhance the performance of the molecular devices further, 
the molecule-metal interactions need to be optimized to fulfill the energetic 
requirement, i.e., the coupling of the active component to the electrodes. We 
summarize our model systems, important parameters, and how the factors determine 
the supramolecular and electronic structures of the junctions and the associated 
leakage current, as follows. 
Chapter 1 gives a short introduction to molecular electronics and an overview of 
the Thesis. A review on the supramolecular and electronic considerations of the 
molecular diodes is presented in Chapter 2. We reviewed the performances in terms of 
rectification ratio (R), yield and statistical analysis of the SAM-based molecular 
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diodes across different test-beds. The fact that good molecular diodes are rare in 
experimental work is caused by a large number of factors that are entangled with each 
other: the molecular component, the interfaces, the supramolecular structure, the 
electronic structure, etc., all dependent on one and another complicating the rational 
design of molecular-electronics devices considerably. The focus on the design of 
chemical structure of the molecule, the choice of the electrode materials, and 
fabrication method, in conventional approaches are not enough: this Thesis shows that 
the importance to understanding the role of the supramolecular packing in conjunction 
with the electronic structure and finally to the mechanism of charge transport is 
crucial.  
Chapter 3 describes charge transport measurements of the model system based 
on n-alkanethiolates SAMs to reveal the influence of surface topography of Ag and 
Au bottom-electrodes on the tunneling decay coefficient β, the yield in non-shorting 
junctions, and the leakage currents. The values of β and leakage currents are very 
sensitive to the details of the topography of the surface, while the yields are not. The 
results suggest that the exposed grain boundary area is the major contribution to the 
increase in leakage currents and the performance of the junctions. By using surfaces 
with very large grains, i.e., the template-stripped surface, the amount of exposed grain 
boundary area is kept to a minimum and the junctions perform well. The DE surfaces 
have similar width between the grains, but the size of the grains are small relative to 
that of the TS surfaces, and the grains are out of plane (resulting in large rms values) 
and therefore the SAMs supported by these surfaces are defective, which, in turn, 
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result in defective junctions. Interestingly, surfaces prepared by the seeded (SD) 
method had the lowest rms values, and have shallow grooves between the grains 
relative the size of the molecules, but they have small grains. Junctions with these 
surfaces also showed low values of β. To unify the parameters of rms, grain sizes and 
grain boundaries, we used a bearing analysis to generate the parameter bearing 
volume (BV, nm3) to determine the surface topography. Our results suggest the quality 
of the junctions are very sensitive to how the SAMs pack at the defects sites of the 
bottom-electrodes, and the yield of non-shorting junctions is a poor indicator to detect 
the defects inside junctions. 
In Chapter 4, we tested our understanding in the role of the surface topography 
on the performance of the molecular diodes in the form of AgX-SC11Fc//GaOx/EGaIn 
(X = A-TS, TS, DE, SD). The SAMs formed on A-TS and TS surfaces can rectify 
current with R ~ 100, while the values of R dropped fast when we formed SAMs on 
rough DE surfaces and the reproducibility of the junctions became poor. The SAMs 
on SD surfaces generate moderate values of R of 20 but had the smallest log-standard 
deviations. In other words, these junctions had the highest reproducibility. We found 
the increase of the leakage current at positive bias with the increase in BV values 
cause the reduction of the rectification. The leakage currents are the highest for 
junctions incorporating bottom-electrodes with high BV values. We conclude that the 
fabrication of the bottom-electrode plays a crucial part in the rational design of 
molecular diodes. By far most studies have used junctions with bottom-electrodes that 
were fabricated by direct metal deposition methods. Our results show that these 
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molecular diodes had perhaps disappointing performance that do not necessarily relate 
the molecular structure of the molecules, but may have been induced by poorly 
defined supramolecular structures induced by the grain boundaries. 
After the efforts on optimization of bottom-electrodes, we form  SAMs on 
either A-TS or TS surfaces to minimize the defects from the bottom-electrodes. 
Chapter 5 shows the discovery of the “odd-even effect” in the performance of the 
molecular diodes controlled by supramolecular packing in terms of the tilt-angle α of 
the Fc units and van der Waals (vdW) interactions between the alkyl chains. We have 
shown that the values of α can be controlled by changing the number of CH2 units (n) 
because of the fixed metal-S-C bond angle. This well-known odd-even effect thus 
determines whether the Fc units are standing up or are in parallel with the electrodes. 
Because of steric repulsions, the vdW packing energy between the alkyl chains is 
about 0.5 kcal/mol stronger when the Fc units are standing-up more by on average 5º 
when n = odd than when n = even. This change in the vdW packing energy resulted in 
a 10-fold change in the rectification ratio R, lowered the reproducibility by a factor 
two to three, and the yield in non-shorting junctions by about 10%. Thus a seemingly 
small change in the supramolecular structure of the SAM can have a profound effect 
on the performance of the molecular diodes. 
Chapter 6 describes the origins of the odd-even effects and demonstrates 
experimentally for the first time the same molecule packed differently on different 
surfaces can behave either like a diode or resistor. The odd-even effects and their 
origins, including the values of R, σ, yield of non-shorting junctions, J, work function 
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and HOMO energy level, are discussed. Based on our observations we conclude that 
the TS Au surfaces are not the best surfaces to fabricate molecular diodes of the form 
of MTS-SCnFc//Ga2O3/EGaIn, because AuTS contains more grain boundary defects 
than the large-grain AgTS surfaces. We believe that template-stripped Ag surfaces can 
be a good candidate to enhance the function of molecular electronic devices by 
reducing a large amount of defects inside the junctions caused by the bottom 
electrode.  
In Chapter 7 we focused on the electronic structure of the junctions by tuning the 
molecule—electrode coupling, which is materialized by the platform of 
AgTS-SCnFcC13-n//GaOx/EGaIn junctions. We found that only junctions with n = 3 
(with the Fc close to the bottom-electrode) and n = 11, 12, or 13, rectified well. 
Junctions with SAMs of n = 0, 1, or 2, had poor diode performance because the Fc 
orbitals are hybridized with the metal electrode via the sulfur binding group and the 
short alkyl chain. Thus, three CH2 units were sufficient to localize the HOMO on the 
Fc. Molecular dynamics indicated that when n = 3 the majority of the Fc units are 
within the van der Waals distance of the electrode and interact via van der Waals 
interactions, but for n > 3 the number of Fc units within van der Waals distance 
diminished progressively and the junctions do not rectify. For junctions with n > 10 
enough Fc units are within van der Waals distance with the top-electrode and 
rectification is achieved. This selective coupling of the Fc with either the top- or 
bottom-electrode made it possible to turn around a diode at the molecular level by 
optimizing the Fc-electrode interaction via supramolecular interactions. Based on our 
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experimental results, we also predicted the electrostatic potential profile should be 
non-linear in our system. 
From Chapter 3 to Chapter 7 we studied the supramolecular and electronic 
structure of the molecular junctions to optimize their performances. In Chapter 8 and 
9, we used our understandings summarized from above experiments to enhance the 
performances of the molecular devices. Chapter 8 describes the two orders of 
magnitude enhancement of current from the SAMs with stable radicals connected to 
the Cn alkyl chains (with n = 10, 12, 14), compared with the non-radical SAMs 
(oxidation state of radical). From non-radical SAMs to radical SAMs, there is no 
change in supramolecular packing and film thickness but only reduced the band gap 
from 4 eV to 1.7 eV. Thus, this enhancement in the current is not from the reduction 
of tunneling distance, but from the more molecular orbitals near Fermi level of the 
electrodes provided from the SAMs with stable radicals.  
Chapter 9 showcases the improvement of the rectification ratio to three orders of 
magnitude from the junctions of AgTS-SC11Fc2//GaOx/EGaIn. We controlled the 
energy level alignment by either biferrocene or biferrocenylene head groups to allow 
HOMO and HOMO-1 involved in the transport window. Here, we also optimized the 
tilt angle of the Fc2 units by different substituted positions with alkyl chains to ensure 
the Fc2 units are in the standing-up phase. We finally increased the turn-on voltage of 
the electrodes diodes, and minimized the leakage current, to achieve R = 1.1 × 103 at 
0.875 V. 
The results presented in this thesis show the role of the supramolecular packing 
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and molecule—metal interactions inside junctions, which are key to optimize and 
improve the performances of the molecular devices. Although we can fabricate 
statistical robust molecular diodes with three orders magnitude rectification ratio, the 
conventional diodes based on semiconductor materials are generally operated with R 
more than 105. Thus, our work is an important step forward in the continuous process 
of unraveling the design rules of high performance molecular diodes. 
Although the GaOx/EGaIn top-electrode forming soft contact to the SAMs is 
highly reliable in physical-organic studies, the development of the new hard 
top-contact to the SAMs will greatly benefit the real applications of the molecular 
electronic devices with high mechanical property and electronic stability. Our studies 
have shown the control of the subtle changes in the supramolecular structure of the 
SAMs is one of the keys to reveal the true molecular effects in junctions, and it has 
been proven the hard top-contact exert pressure on or penetration through SAMs 
yielding ill-defined supramolecular structure. Thus, a protection layer between SAMs 
and top-electrodes is needed, and for instance, the graphene as the thinnest and 
strongest materials has been proposed recently.  
Although this thesis mainly focused on the charge transport across the molecular 
junctions, the understanding of the supramolecular packing and molecule-metal 
interactions are also applicable to explain the phenomenon in other applications of 
molecular devices, e.g., spintronics, thermoelectrics, plasmanics, and etc.  
